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ABSTRACT 

Over the last fifty years, literacy and its study have moved considerably beyond the 

ability solely to read and write; it may be now viewed as a centrally mediating factor to 

interpret the signs engraved into the texts of our experiences and the fulcrum to 

participate more fully in our public and our private worlds. Among these realms of 

literacy, the world of work has borne witness to incredible changes in the form and 

content of professional occupation. With growth in global political, economic and 

technological interdependency, transfer of knowledge and professionals across borders 

accelerates and becomes more prevalent. Addressing the professional domains of literacy 

practices, this is a descriptive study designed to investigate how professionals experience 

and use literacy, be they literacy skills (technical knowledge or expertise) or literate 

behaviors (practical knowledge or know how) in transnational contexts of practice. 

Using an ethnographic methodology and multimethod strategies (informant interviews 

with professional stakeholders firom the regulated, globalized professions in the United 

States in construction and design, business and finance, allied health, and technology and 

engineering; published professional development international training program 

curriculum review; and focus group sessions with accreditation, licensing and certifying 

body officials addressing the need for guidelines for professionals in transnational 

practice) data gathering and analysis are focused on input &om quality assurance 

authorities, faculty fi-om professional schools, multinational corporate human resource 



executives, and the practitioners themselves. In the broadest sense, the study's purpose 

is to map the relevant dimensions of literacy in transnational professional practice in the 

regulatory, cultural, linguistic, technological and locational realities of another country. 

The results of this study indicate that across the affinity groupings mentioned above, 

professionals in transnational contexts of practice operate within at least five categories of 

literacy engagement: resources, people, information, systems, technology, with literacy 

skills and literate behaviors being directed principally toward working with people and 

within systems overseas. An array of literacy insights are also provided, drawn from 

thematic congruencies across the three data sets. 
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CHAPTER I 

OVERVIEW AND CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 

This chapter presents an overview of the topic under investigation and includes (a) 

an introduction, (b) a discussion of the nature of professional knowledge and practice, (c) 

a look at the factors bringing about globalization, (d) the role of the professions in 

international trade, (e) the professions and information technology, (f) the problem 

statement, (g) research questions, (h) the study's significance and its limitations. 

Introduction and Statement of Purpose 

The nature of the working world of the professional has changed and in dramatic 

ways. The significance for the professions of the internationalizing of economies has 

been conunonly overlooked in the research literature; especially the examination of the 

extent of diffusion of systems through movement or migration of specialists, 

practitioners, educators, or clients and the movement of knowledge and information 

allowing transfer of technology, the concepts and norms of practice, and of patterns of 

ethics (Orzack, 1991). While the tradition of transferring knowledge internationally is of 

long standing, it has seldom been a subject of discussion and investigation (Baumeister & 

Hauck, 1997). In the United States, in particular, the aggregate effect of regional trade 

agreements, the global marketplace for goods and services, and new information 
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technologies have all contributed to the globalization of the professions (Lenn, 1996, 

1997; Ascher, 1996, 1997; Palin, 1997; Maudlin-Jeronimo, 1997; Deupree, 1997). A 

reasonably likely forecast is that accumulations of knowledge, skills, and information will 

be transmitted more readily from practitioners to newcomers and across national and 

continental boundaries while their application to human and organizational needs 

throughout the global society will rapidly become more problematic (Orzack, 1991) 

The purpose of this study is to investigate systematically literacy in transnational 

contexts of professional practices and to leam more about how professionals working 

with counterparts, clients or patients overseas select and organize their literacy activities. 

The unit of analysis is the transnational professional practice setting for the delivery of 

expertise or professional services. 

With globalization comes a demand for U.S. professionals to configure their 

literacy skills and literate behaviors beyond the plane of the culturally, linguistically, 

locationally, economically, technologically, and regulatorily familiar. Leading to the 

details of the research problem, the research question, the significance of the study and its 

limitations, the following sections will assist the reader in understanding the complexities 

of professional practice in transnational contexts and setting the stage for my own search 

for cormections and relationships among the origins, purposes and relevance to literacy 
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research of professional knowledge and practice and the forces which propel them 

towards globalization. 

Problem Statement 

Professionals are increasingly pushed and pulled to cross borders (physically and 

virtually) to market and deliver their services and expertise. The situations and settings 

of transnational professional practice are inherently complex, unique and uncertain. They 

tend not to fit known, practiced categories of literacy skills and literate behaviors from an 

established repertoire and experience base. The globalized use of and experience with 

literacy has not been fully explored by the literacy research community. Transnational 

practice situations, by their very nature culturally, linguistically, locationally, 

technologically, and regulatorily unfamiliar, may require of the professional a reordering 

or restructuring of the media, language, repertoires, appreciative systems, theories and 

role frames the professional brings to the situated practice. Schon (1983) makes sense of 

this process by showing that complexity, instability and uncertainty are not removed or 

resolved by applying specialized knowledge to well-defined tasks. It is the intent of this 

study to take fiirther steps to understand the literacy processes of how a globalized 

professional goes about applying exact thought to the fragmentary, vague, disorderly 

continua of transnational human experience in occupational settings. It is the process of 

identifying, mapping and exploring literacy in transnational professional context that 

constitutes the scope of this investigation. 
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I believe the transnational context of practice in a profession excites the demand 

for literacy, including higher order thinking skills and critical reflectivity brought on by 

added cultural, linguistic, technological and regulatory dimensions the professional may 

not be familiar with. Practice in a globalized profession also requires and values a 

definition of literacy in which the professional must demonstrate not only technical 

prowess but also the acumen to reflect and self critique on the nature of transnational 

practice. 

Research Questions 

What is the nature of professionals' use of and experience with literacy in a 

globalized context of professional practice? 

How is literacy organized, selected, and scaffolded as professionals work in a 

context of transnational professional practice? 

Significance of the Study 

This study is significant in seven principal ways: (a) it will contribute to the 

development of knowledge about the relationship of globalization to literacy in the 
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professional services sector; (b) the study will serve to unpack the literacy dimensions of 

such processes; (c) it will contribute an added dimension to the literacy literature base 

which for the most part in the USA has been decidedly domestic in nature; (d) it will 

generate hj^jotheses leading to a deeper understanding of literacy and knowledge transfer 

in transnational contexts and identify key competencies, criteria and outcomes upon 

which to evaluate and quality assure globalized practice; (e) the study can serve to inform 

key stakeholder policy in coping with globalization in the professions; (f) if the world of 

standards is to be based on competencies, a study such as this may provide the 

professional community alternatives to taking existing templates for standards from one 

country and applying them in another; (g) results of the study may provide a greater 

efficiency for the development of policy, the identification of best practices and the 

design of training and educational curricula targeted toward seasoned professionals or 

those entering a globalized profession. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study seeks to describe systematically a phenomenon. It does not serve to 

evaluate the impact of globalization on a profession. Its scope relates to a case-type 

sampling of regulated U.S. professions impacted by globalization. Generalization is not a 

focus. Sample size is limited. Behaviors of professionzils working in transnational 

contexts were not observed but talked about by key informants and course description 
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narrative. The principal product of the study is the generation of hypotheses which may 

lead to fiirther investigation and study. 

Clarification of Terminology 

The term literacy is denoted in many ways. In the human resources literature it is 

spoken of as knowledge, skills, attitudes and abilities or as job tasks, competencies, 

performance criteria, knowledge assets, attribute bundles, or intellectual capital. In 

autonomous fi-ameworks, it is spoken of as reading, writing, and computation (or in their 

absence as illiteracy). In ideological fiameworks, we encounter terms of literacy skills, 

literate behaviors, literacy practices, literacy activities and literacy engagements. 

Each of these orientations is fully explored in the literature review as are their 

concomitant theoretical origins and dimensions. Throughout this text in the sections 

devoted to overview, design, analysis, conclusions and implications, the terms literacy 

skill, literate behavior, literacy engagement and literacy practice are used. My intent is to 

capture professionals' use of literacy and their experiences with it in its many forms in 

transnational contexts of practice. 
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The Nature of Professional Knowledge and Practice 

This section identifies the roles professionals play in society and their application 

of expertise to diagnose and solve problems. 

Defininp a Professional 

There are many competing views on what constitutes a profession and the 

activities of professionals. A profession is an occupation which regulates itself through 

systematic, required training and collegial discipline; that has a base in technological 

specialized knowledge (Starr, 1982). Professionals are purveyors of expert knowledge 

who make handling of human dilemmas routine through the application of their expertise 

to the client's health, social or financial well being or the relationships of these to the law 

(Marshall, 1993). 

Alfred North Whitehead (1929) relates the distinction between an avocation and 

its antithesis, a profession. The former is based on customary activities modified by trial 

and error; the latter upon the application of general principles to specific problems. 

Cervero (1988) talks about the professions from two viewpoints: a functionalist 

view takes professions as a group who use a specific body of knowledge to address 
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problems that are important to society; a critical view addresses the need for professionals 

to make choices about how to view each practice situation because the problem may be 

poorly defined and conditioned by situational variables. 

Simon (cited in Schon, 1983) offers a simple response to the question, what is a 

professional? A professional engages in converting the actual to a preferred situation. In 

so doing a professional role becomes apparent. The context of practice and the nature of 

the profession places demands on a practitioner's behavior in which each individual 

develops his / her own way of framing the role; whether he or she chooses the frame from 

the profession's repertoire or fashions a new one, the use of professional knowledge takes 

on the characteristics of the system: how the problem is set; what strategies are selected; 

what facts are treated as relevant; and what theories of action are employed are all bound 

up the framing of role (Schon, 1983). 

Sociological study of the professions and specifically the professional lives of 

educators (Lortie 1975) has yielded three professional orientations. 

1. Conservatism or the presence of extemally-imposed constraints affecting policy 

makers, regulators and the professionals themselves, in this case teachers. 

2. Individualism or where the profession is perceived (and perhaps hampered) by the 

practitioners (teachers) as aggregative not systematic; the workplace (school) is 



perceived as a collection of individual practitioners (teachers) influencing the lives of 

clients (students). Improvements within the profession stem from the strengthening 

of the professional's hand as opposed to a more wholistic combining of system 

resources and individual contribution. 

3. Presentism or where the culture and surrounding structure of a profession influence 

the emphasis of practitioners on short-term versus long-term rewards. 

On a greater level of complexity, professions may be thought of in terms of the 

following organizational rubric (Stark, Lowthers, Hagerty and Orcyak, 1986): helping 

professions such as nursing, social work, teaching and the ministry; entrepreneurial 

professions such as accounting, journalism, business and law; technical professions such 

as architecture, engineering and the military. 

Nathan Glazer (1974) developed the terms major professions or those with high 

degrees of autonomy and authority and disciplined by unambiguous ends (profit, health, 

success in litigation); minor professions or those with less authority and more of a service 

orientation with shifting, ambiguous ends in unstable institutional contexts of practice. 
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Professional Communities 

While some (Freidson, 1983) believe that there is no single, truly explanatory trait 

or characteristic that can join together all professions, beyond the actual fact of coming to 

be called professions, there are similarities in the manner in which professions evolve. 

The development of a profession follows distinct patterns. Matarazzo (1977) views the 

process of professionalization from its beginnings with random, haphazard entry of 

professionals into the field followed by loose organization into voluntary guilds that soon 

begin to impose training and entry requirements that are eventually enforced by 

accreditation of training programs and licensure or certification of practitioners. 

Discussions of professional practice must also include discussions on how the 

professions are organized. Professionals in practice are subject to mandated or voluntary 

participation in groups that regulate their practice. Regulations may take the form of 

licensure (possessing a license designed by a political body such as a state legislature); 

certification also set up by political groups but requiring completion of a specific 

educational programs; or registration (designed by a professional group, usually after 

successfiU completion of an examination (Bennett & Fox, 1993). 
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Professional groups represent practitioners, educators, students, service-providing 

bodies, educational institutions, certifying agencies, funding entities, licensing and 

certifying boards. With varying authority, these professional groups put forth views and 

urge action on behalf of their sector of the profession or of the field as a whole (Orzack, 

1991). 

Lenn (1997) convenes annually the U.S. professions to address issues created by 

globalization. In organizing the groups according to affinity, and interest, she arranged 

the professions in the following schema and Miller (1998) provides a series of questions 

each affinity cluster is facing with globalization. 

Guiding and Informing Questions 

Construction and Design 

Construction and design encompasses that collective body of professional skill 

and knowledge through which the built envirormient emerges. It has a considerable 

international history and scope in its situated practice and in the development of the form 

and content of its educational structures. Its overarching purpose is the health, safety and 

welfare of the public in the built environment. 



The design and construction of buildings for commercial or residential purposes 

has been impacted by the forces of globalization - both in the cross-border movement of 

building goods and materials as well as the mobility of professionals - be it through 

expatriate labor or the transnational rendering of design services via telecommunication 

and computer technologies. 

Globalization raises questions for construction and design as to what facilitates 

and hinders the mobility of professionals and professional expertise across national 

borders. The concomitant factors touch upon the professional in contexts of transnational 

practice as well as the quality assurance and educational communities. 

Is the development of a global taxonomy of minimum competency thresholds for 

construction and design the right place to start discussion on equivalency or 

comparability? 

Will this dialog lead to the mutual recognition of qualifications on a worldwide 

level; within what kind of timeframe? How is multijurisdictional variation for activities 

such as registration and licensing best managed on a global scale? Or will more evolved 

systems eclipse those less developed or those affording unbarriered market penetration? 
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Does the debate on global core standards for construction and design sufRciently 

allow for sensitivity to variation in cultural norms, traditions, or even dififerences in 

climate and terrain in the processes that lead to a built environment? 

Are there ways prospective partnerships can emerge across borders to cope with 

variation in licensure regimes and simply culture in the development and use of space? 

Business and Finance 

Business and finance has seen a considerable effort to codify into international 

law standards of practice and the generation of accords. There is a lot of uncertainty 

inherent in the movement of earnings, income and cash flow between and among 

countries. This dynamic is characterized by a number of questions. 

What models for professional practice in business and finance can address the 

uncertainty of exchange rates and the problems it creates with operating cash flow, 

investment, financing and trade? 

How do practice, education and quality assurance address differing socio-cultural 

perceptions of financial institutions and their role in society, i.e., venture capital versus 

lending? 
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From strictly a knowledge base perspective, what are approaches to managing 

information on varying tax structures, financial reporting conventions, inventory 

valuation, and disclosure practices on financial performance across national systems? 

Allied Health 

Allied Health constimtes a vital part of international professional activity. This 

professional affinity cluster is characterized by rapid innovation and dynamic and 

growing interaction among technology and professional knowledge, in contexts of 

cultural, regulatory, and locational variation in the practice of health care. 

Hindering and facilitating factors to globalization in allied health parallel in many 

respects the issues and opportunities of other globalizing professions. Competencies and 

standards generally fi-ame the discussion. But there are other areas as well. 

The acquisition and use of technology in allied health education, training and 

professional practice carries an oftentimes burdensome financial commitment to acquire 

and to keep updated. What are ways in which the disbursement of technology-enabled 

learning and practice resources can be sustained with the variation we see in currency 

conversion and public subsidy across countries? 
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What are the implications for professional conduct, ethics and quality assurance of 

transnational health care practice based on the Internet or in other virtual forms? 

To meet the demands of accessioning to bilateral or multilateral accords for trade 

in services, how do the allied health professions address differences in approaches to the 

education, licensing, registration and certification of incoming health care practitioners? 

What happens when there are differences in the ways in which (within countries) 

the higher education and professional, and quality assurance sectors interact for the 

education, licensing and registration of health care practitioners? 

What are the approaches or requirements across countries for the continuing 

education and recertification of skills for health care professionals? 

How do testing and assessment regimes differ? 

Engineering and Technology 

Engineering and Technology constitutes a knowledge base that is doubling, by 

some estimations, every year. In addition to this phenomenon, over the last decade 
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engineering and technology has been especially touched by the speed, variety and 

modalities of information exchange and it management These new realities compound 

the issues and opportunities created by globalization. 

Given its nature of applying technical knowledge to the diagnosis and resolution 

of problems, engineering and technology professions have elaborate testing and 

assessment regimes (both traditional psychometric and competency based). 

What are the ethical, quality assurance, and economic implications of taking 

testing and certification from one country to another? 

Is a testing regime exportable? In so doing, what has to happen to the education 

and training infrastructure of the importing country? 

Can standards (informed by the collection of competencies) from one country be 

applied to the cultural, historical, linguistic, regulatory contexts of another country? 

Professional Practice 

In the U.S. and abroad, professional practice situates itself among a number of 

constituencies and obligations. Ozar (1993) identifies seven such categories: client type. 
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central values of the profession, relationship between professional and client, priority of 

client's well being, competence, relationships among co-professionals, and the 

relationship between the professional and the larger community. The professional / client 

relationship, in a traditional sense, is a contract - a set of shared norms governing the 

behavior of each party to the interaction with the professional agreeing to deliver services 

within the limits of his / her special competence and to the client to accept the 

professional's authority and submit to his / her ministrations (Schon, 1983). 

Professionals operating from this positivistic orientation work from a systematic 

knowledge base of four essential properties; its is specialized; firmly bounded, scientific 

and standardized (Schon, 1983). Schein (1973) argues there are three components of 

professional knowledge: 

1. an underlying discipline or basic science component upon which practice rests and 

through which it develops; 

2. an applied science or "engineering "component through which day-to-day diagnostics 

procedures and problem solving processes are derived; 

3. a skills and attitudinal component that concerns the actual performance of services for 

and the relationship with the client. 

From another perspective (one more interpretative in nature) professional 

knowledge arises through a process of reflection on skillful performance. Polanyi (1963) 
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(who philosophically informed die work of Schon) discusses the tacit knowledge of 

practice: (a) there are actions, recognitions and judgments which we know how to carry 

out spontaneously; they are tacitly understood and applied; (b) we are often unaware that 

we have learned something; we simply find ourselves performing; (c) describing our 

knowing and the action or performance it reveals is often difficult. 

Professions evolve; sometimes they die or they change in focus and character due 

to social and technological change: blacksmiths and scribes. So too definitions of 

competence change (McGahie, 1993). Each profession holds an implicit contract with 

the society it serves, providing the profession certain exclusive rights in exchange for the 

assurance of quality and the effectiveness of professional service (Curry &. Wergin, 

1993). 

Change and the Professions 

The professions have changed dramatically in the last twenty years. Changes are 

apparent in transnational contexts of work activities, control of entry, elements of 

education and training, licensing requirements, client access, and modes of payment. The 

professions have also moved from being focused on purely technical problems and the 

application of practical knowledge to more of a reconfiguration of know how. This 

change, according to McGuire, (1993) is due to four conditions: (a) an expanding 
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knowledge base, now doubling every three to five years and in some professions doubling 

yearly; (b) technology and specifically the speed, variety and modalities of information 

exchange and its management; (c) the move fi-om collegial to competitive relations 

among practitioners and their services; (d) the move from being entrepreneurs to 

employees of corporations. 

Mounting pressures of cultural diffusions and technological advances beyond the 

control insular professions, national govenunents or regulatory bodies affect the 

professions in a number of dimensions: 

There are multi-societal trends toward consumerism and broadening of liability; 

higher expectations of health, safety, and personal security; reductions in personal 

autonomy; rapid innovation; national preference policies, introductions of new materials, 

technologies, products and services; increasing trade in global markets; deregulation and 

moves against restraint of trade; cultural sensitivities; security concerns; and shifts in 

levels of public subsidies (Orzack, 1991). 

Historically, the professions have evolved in their degree of specialization. 

Brought on principally by the distribution of labor concomitant with the Industrial 

Revolution, professions, too are now witnessing increases in specialization, increases 

believed to be results of needing to cope with the volume of professional knowledge and 
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increases that can result in a deskilling or deprofessionalization, particularly in practice in 

bureaucratic structures where tasks are routinized (McGuire, 1993). 

Others (Harris, 1993) speak to the present emergence of a new class of 

professionals who are able to access reflectively storehouses of technical knowledge and 

know how. Consider the example of the physician who consults with a patient dying of 

cancer who from one approach might be viewed and interacted with from varying 

knowledge bases of oncology, health care delivery systems, hospice care, theories of 

death and dying, pain management, medical ethics, family counseling versus that of 

technician treating an illness. 

Critical Perspectives 

Criticisms of the professions fall into three categories of discussion. First, 

professional practice is seldom an individual affair, yet the process of certifying or 

licensing a professional through assessment of competence often dismisses the 

relationship of the professional to the complex environments in which they practice 

(Nowlen, 1990). 

Second, the professions are fraught with specialties and subspecialties (Miller, 

1994) perhaps attributable to increases in knowledge bases, for example, consider the 
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case of professional appraisers who are represented by eleven different trade and 

professional associations. 

Third, there is an inherent power and status that comes with being a professional 

and professionals. Abbott (1988) addresses the differences between the content of what a 

professional does versus how the professions are organized. He identifies four aspects of 

professionalism: functional, structural, monopoUst and cultural, the last three of which 

illustrate that an ideological mediation of access to the knowledge bases, entrance to the 

profession and persistence in it. 

Professional mobility carries dimensions of power and dependency. Through the 

concomitant transfer of icnowledge that takes place, models and methods of organising 

that knowledge and consequently practice follow. Since the I970's doubts have arisen 

about the relevance of American ways of knowing and doing, for example in their use to 

solve European problems; multinational corporations have learned that worldwide nor 

even standard regional models can be successful (Bollinger & Hofstede, 1987; d' Irbame 

& Quiquandon, 1990; cited in Picht, 1996). Contexts of professional practice are 

sufficiently variable in culture, politics, language, and social norms that the use of 

templates firom one context to another is inherently problematic. Rather Picht (1996) 

points out that professional success is really dependent upon the quality of 

communication and cooperation. 
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Table 1 Literacy-based Theoretical Approaches and the Professions 

Question Autonomous Approach Ideological Approach 
What is a professional? 

What is the view of the 
client or patient? 

What are the origins of 
professional knowledge? 

What is competence? 

Purveyors of expert 
knowledge using a shared 
norm governing their 
behavior; the professional 
agrees with a client to use 
his or her applied science 
orientation to diagnose and 
solve problems. 

Naive and lacking 
knowledge, skills and 
attitudes to address their 
dilemma. 

Scientific inquiry and logic. 

An amassed bank of 
knowledge, facts and 
figures 

A professional begins with 
technological specialized 
knowledge but also 
provides know how to 
frame and apply principles 
and expertise to individual 
and societal problems that 
may be poorly defined and 
conditioned by situational 
variables. 
Bring to the situation prior 
knowledge, experience and 
know how necessary for the 
professional to understand 
the context and frame the 
problem. 
Professional knowledge 
takes on the characteristics 
of the context of practice 
and the nature of the 
profession. 
The ability to fi^me a 
client's or patient's problem 
and apply all or part of a 
repertoire appropriate to the 
context. 
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Globalization and Its Dynamics 

The following section addresses globalization, its historical dimensions as well as 

its causes and consequences. 

Globalization Defined 

In order to understand more fully how professionals configure their literacy 

scaffolding to practice transnationally, it is important to have a context of the macro 

forces of globalization that propel them across borders. There are two major historical 

cultural unifications that inform our notions of globalization and mobility (Picht, 1996): 

(a) the Middle Ages are seen as the golden age of firee and independent migration of 

scholars and professionals, principally due to ubiquitiousness of Latin in the academic 

community; (b) the Nineteenth Century and the persuasiveness of scientific rules and 

traditions also contributed to movement of ideas and knowledge across borders. 

Political, economic, social, cultural and technological cross-border movement 

change since World War II has impacted the ways nation states interact. These changes 

have been characterized by disintegrative and integrative pressures (Leyton-Brown, 1996 

cited in Blumenthal, Goodwin, Smith «fe Teichler, 1996)). Disintegrative global 

influences stem firom such occurrences as the break up of the Soviet Bloc and ethnic 
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turmoil in Eastern Europe and the Near East, the decolonization of Africa, and the 

dismantling of apartheid in South Africa. Integrative pressures have grown principally 

from globalization where smaller units are pulled into larger ones through technological, 

political, economic and cultural forces that bring about events that push social systems 

wider than the existing borders. Transportation and telecommunications render borders 

transparent. 

Multinational corporations now compete with product and service delivery on a 

global basis. Popular culture through live and delayed broadcasting brings a steady, 

homogenized diet of news, sports, entertainment and education. Immigrant and refugee 

cross-border flows are both formal and informal in nature and carry implications for labor 

mobility. And the domestic policies of one country affect others; the cooperation of other 

countries is required for domestic policies to succeed, e.g. U.S. narcotic interdiction 

efforts of the Republic of Mexico. 

Other characteristics of globalization include the emergence of alternative models 

of governance and organization. States still control access to territory, but the territory 

encompassed by national borders does not always coincide with the basis of personal 

identification of individuals or groups with smaller or larger units or with the functional 

domain of issues. Organizing principles may be religion, commerce, and regionalization. 

When a country joins a globalized power constellation or trading bloc, the less that 
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country controls the process of globalization because the internal foreign relations 

function is no longer centralized; the greater number of transnational actors that 

globalization carries results in a highly variable geometry of contrasting interests and 

institutions which, in turn, augment cultural relations between societies and lessen the 

cohesion towards foreign countries and at home (Picht, 1996). 

The Global Village 

In recent years the software and hardware industries have coined the term global 

village where technology permits the exchange of ideas in a virtual village worldwide. 

However, Baumesiter & Hauck (1997) point out that despite the appeal of a global village 

concept, it by no means leads to the same quality of communication as might be found in 

a community of individuals; it is rather an international phenomenon of transporting data 

and information, but we do not know the deeper processes of rendering this transported 

data meaningful from one context (where it is generated and has meaning) to another one 

(where it will be restructured and used). 

The Professions and the Influence of Global Trade 

Professional literacy and expertise has emerged as a commodity with globalized 

markets. As the floes of direct investment by companies and individuals move into and 
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out of the U.S., professional services constitute an increasingly large component of 

resource exchange in the world economy: services offered or furnished by individual 

practitioners and by formalized groups of practitioners exist within such sectors as health, 

legal and judicial processes, education, science, technology, artistic and design efforts, 

military activities, telecommunications, insurance and finance (Orzack, 1991). In a 1997 

testimony on the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) given by Charles P. 

Heeter, Partner, Arthur Andersen Worldwide, to the U.S. International Trade 

Commission he claimed that his firm practiced in 79 countries and for FY 1996 generated 

annual revenues of $9.5 billion and project revenues this fiscal year to be $11.0 billion. 

Global markets, spurred by free trade agreements, increase the demand for 

advanced level skills and extraordinary knowledge in the professional services sector 

worldwide. Trade agreement began with a focus on trade of goods and merchandise; 

more recently service industry officials worldwide have successfully lobbied their 

governments to treat services the same way as goods in international trade. It is the 

primary purpose of these trade agreements to relieve restrictions on the movement 

services and the mobility of professionals delivering them regionally or globally. As 

barriers to trade of services relax, there is a converse increase in the need of human and 

intellectual capital to carry out the delivery of professional services in areas such as 

accountancy, architecture, engineering, and health. 
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The Agreements 

For the first time international trade agreements now contain provisions designed 

to address and facilitate foreign professionals' practicing in member countries. Both the 

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the World Trade Organization's 

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) for example require that licensing of 

professionals be based on 1) objective and transparent criteria; 2) are not more 

burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of service; and 3) are not in themselves a 

restriction on the supply of service (World Trade Organization, 1994). The purpose of 

these provisions is to ensure competence and the ability to provide a service (Ascher, 

1997). 

In May 1997 the WTO published guidelines for the recognition qualifications in 

the accountancy sector as part of the work program mandated under the General 

Agreement on Trade in Services. The purpose of the guidelines is to establish a 

firamework under which nations can negotiate bilateral agreements to address differences 

in education and examination standards, experience requirements, regulatory influence 

and other matters, all of which make implementing recognition on a multilateral basis 

extremely difficult. The guidelines serve an enabling function: as bilateral agreements 

proliferate, they will ultimately extend mutual recognition more broadly. The objective is 
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to make it easier (by staying focused on key issues related to each party's environment) to 

negotiate agreements and for third parties to negotiate their accession to such agreements. 

Known as the Washington Accord, another such agreement was promulgated in 

1988 and updated in 1989 and 1995 among seven of the world's accreditors of 

engineering education programs: 

The Institute of Engineers, Australia 
The Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board of the Canadian Council of Professional 
Engineers 
The Institution of Engineers of Ireland 
The Institution of Professional Engineers of New Zealand 
The Engineering Council of the United Kingdom 
The Engineering Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering 
and Technology, USA 
The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers 

In the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) 

which was a negotiation among governments of 100 nations to reduce or eliminate 

barriers to trade and to liberalize trade in services, of the 95 schedules of commitments 65 

included business and professional services (Kakabadse, 1995). The next round of 

services negotiations is set for January 1,2000 concentrating on market access and 

national treatment. The growing density of these statutes and provisions force 

professionals to look beyond their culture and regulatory parameters for alternative 

definitions of practice. Up to now countries have protected their professional services 

sectors from foreign incursions through defined coursework, experience, examination and 
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even citizenship requirements to practice. There is major discussion among senior policy 

officials addressing approaches toward removing obstacles and advancing liberalization 

of the practice and delivery of professional services through regulatory reform (Knapp, 

1997). 

Examples of regional groupings for the purposes of trade include the European 

Community, the U.S. - Canada Free Trade Agreement, the Mercado Comun del Cono Sur 

(MERCOSUR), the Andean Group, ASEAN Nations, the Central American Common 

Market, the Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement 

(ANZCERTA), and of course the North American Free Trade Agreement which has 

spawned a number of trilateral initiatives among the professions in Canada, Mexico, and 

the USA. 

Ascher (1997) developed the following status report on NAFTA-induced 

initiatives. 

Accounting. The Certified General Accountants Association of Canada and the US 
International Qualifications Assessment Board of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants are engaged in a review process, which could lead to a mutual 
recognition of credentials. 

Architecture Reciprocity exists between Canada and the USA with the USA assisting 
Canada in developing and implementing an accreditation and registration system. 

Chiropractic. Reciprocity exists with Canada, the USA, Europe and Austral-Asia. 
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Dietetics. A reciprocity agreement exists between the Dietitians of Canada and the 
American Dietetic Association, as well as with the American Commission on Dietetic 
Registration. 

Dentistry. Reciprocal agreements exist between Canada and the USA; discussion with 
Mexico is underway. Mexico is currently developing education and accreditation 
standards, which will be tested against Canadizin requirements for registration. 

Engineering. A NAFTA MRA for engineering has been ratified by all three countries and 
applies to the issuance of temporary licenses to practice. 

Law. Joint recommendations have been drafted by authorities in Canada, Mexico and the 
USA, but have not been adopted. 

Medicine. Through the Liaison Committee on Medical Education and the Committee on 
Accreditation of Canadian Medical Schools a joint accreditation program for 
undergraduate study in schools of medicine has been adopted. 

Nursing. In an effort toward mutual recognition a 1996 monograph was sponsored by the 
Kellogg Foundation and has served to identify differences in education, licensing, 
registration and practice. The next step involves establishing a network of national and 
provincial / state nursing associations to begin discussion on developing MRA's. 

Occupational Therapy. These agreements have defined timetables that relate to schedules 
for integration of goods and services, dispute settlement, monetary policy and labor 
mobility. 

Multilateral and Regional Change Agents 

Summarized below are brief histories of selected multilateral and bilateral 

agreements for labor mobility. 
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The European Community first began discussions of professional mobility in 1958 with 

the Treaty of Rome, which addressed free movement of workers throughout Europe. In 

1985 and 1989, directives were set for the mutual recognition and harmonization of 

qualifications for professionals and vocational workers, culminating in 1990 with the 

removal of all obstacles for non-national workers. 

Discussions related to the North American Free Trade Agreement began in 1934 with 

labor specifically addressed in 1942 with a provision for the recruitment of Mexican 

agricultural workers. In 1988 the trilateral z^eement allowed for temporary entry of 

professional labor. 

For the Mercado Comun del Sur dates to 1979 and schedules have principally addressed 

tariffs and monetary policy and not labor mobility. 

Talks to establish the Central American Common Market date to 1960 and centered on 

produce and fuel. 

The Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA) 

is a forum to negotiate a mutual recognition agreement on registerable professions. The 

agreement itself does not recognize the equivalence of qualifications of the two 

professions; it recognizes registerable occupations. 
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All of these international agreements have implications for the work of those 

concerned with the educational preparation of professionals and the professionals 

themselves. Ascher (1997) points out that global corporations are increasingly seeking to 

hire qualified professionals in the countries they serve. Some of these corporations have 

already indicated a preference for harmoni2dng educational standards across national 

borders, but this is viewed as an extremely long-term endeavor requiring expert 

evaluation of the many schools and programs worldwide. Nevertheless Ascher (1997) 

asserts that distance learning and the relevant telecommunication technologies are an 

emerging medium through which to deliver quality education virtually throughout the 

world. 

An array of global, intergovernmental organizations has emerged with these 

agreements. 

UNESCO has over 160 members and was established in 1940 as part of the United 
Nations. Its major programs related to education, the envirormient, culture, 
communication, social and human sciences, development, peace and human rights. 

The Commonwealth of Nations grew from the former British Commonwealth and has 40 
members. The organization is defined by the English language and common cultural 
bonds wrought through the British Empire. It works largely within the domains of 
education and mobility. 
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The Organization for EconoQiic Cooperation and Development has 29 member countries 
and carries out data collection and policy related work in science, technology and 
education. 

The Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference is an organization launched in 1989 
to facilitate economic cooperation among 15 member states. 

The European Community was established for economic cooperation in science, 
technology and education among its 12 member nations in Europe. 

The Global Market 

In many countries the service professions with links abroad form a large and vital 

component of the economic sector: in the U.S. alone the sector comprises fully one 

quarter of the U.S. employment, jobs that on average pay higher salaries. Exports in 

services last year reached $224 billion, an amount equal to our combined exports of 

agricultural products, chemicals, computers, computer peripheral devices, 

semiconductors and civil aircraft; our global surplus on the services reached an all-time 

high of $73.4 billion, continuing a record $60 billion or more each year over the last five 

years (Heeter, 1997). 

Emplovees on International Assigimient 

On behalf of Arthur Andersen (1997), an independent research firm conducted a 

quantitative survey in 1995 of individuals involved in the management and 
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administration of employees on international assignment. Of the total of survey 

participants representing 304 companies based in Washington, DC, Maryland, and 

Virginia, 115 companies send employees on international assignment for a period of at 

least one month. Following are the findings. 

1. Companies send an average of 24 U.S. employees abroad and bring 17 foreign 

national employees to the United States every year with two thirds of the assignments 

lasting longer than one year; this number is projected to grow by 33% of survey 

participants. 

2. The most popular international assignment destinations are the United Kingdom and 

Germany. 

3. High technology (46%) and service firms (40%) are most likely to have employees on 

international assignment. 

4. Manufacturers (31%) are more likely to send employees to Mexico, Canada and 

Singapore. 

5. High-tech employees are most likely assigned to Germany. 

6. Service forms are more likely to send employees to the Arabian Gulf. 

In the same year, Arthur Andersen, and its Human Capital Services Group 

convened a two-day interactive conference attended by international himian resource 

executives from 75 companies. They addressed such issues as the costs of international 
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assignments; the time requirements for human resources staff for day-to-day expatriate 

administration; growth and changes in business and technology outstrip expatriate 

administration capabilities; salaries and personnel skills are not aligned with tasks; 

international assignments are not edigned with company objectives. A major outcome of 

the meeting was a survey of participants to determine the range of activities related to 

managing a global workforce. 

1. Over 40% of the participants had over 100 employees on assignment outside their 

home country, mostly in North America, Europe and Asia. 

2. From 1995 to 2000, 62% of the participants projected that their companies' 

international assigrmients would increase by 10% or more. 

3. Professional skills, personal flexibility, and an international perspective were 

identified as the most valued criteria in selecting an international assigrunent 

candidate. 

4. Conversely foreign language skills were not identified as a key criterion. 

5. Career enhancement and financial incentives were key inducements to an employee 

accepting an overseas assignment; lack of family support and repatriation concerns 

were the key elements in refusals. 

6. Fully 1/3 of premature termination of international assignments was due to poor 

performance by the individual in the host location; 50% of the HR executives 

identified profit from international operations as the most important criterion in 
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evaluating international assignees; 60% did not conduct customer surveys of overseas 

clients. 

7. Of the participants responded that cross-cultural training would be an item most likely 

to be added for international assignments. 

8. Of home country human resource technology dedicated to international assigmnents, 

35% was for international payroll support systems; medical insurance was considered 

the most difficult aspect of an overseas assignees compensation package. 

9. Of the survey participants had a worldwide electronic mail system. 

The Professions, Information Technology and Electronic Commerce 

Information technology and its delivery and use transnationally have also 

hastened the globalization of the professions. Digital computing, miniaturization of 

electronic componentry, and data communication all comprise a "kaleidoscope of 

electronic tools, distribution systems, technologies and rivers of information overrunning 

their banks." (Jones, 1996, p. 164). Much in the same way that Latin in the Middle Ages 

and the culture of scientific thought of the Nineteenth Century contributed to 

transnational knowledge transfer, professionals from all comers of the globe now use 

technology as a medium through which to exchange knowledge, and in the process, build 

community and practice networks that move beyond political structures and natural 

geographical features to dimensions outside boundary, space and time constraints. 
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Mobile Intellectual Capital 

In a paper given at the 1997 International Council of Distance Education at 

Pennsylvania State University Baumeister and Hauck addressed the international transfer 

of knowledge which they saw as application of knowledge once generated in a specific 

context within an another one. Successful transfer is dependent upon intellectual abilities 

of the individual, in particular, the ability to recognize similarities and differences of the 

original and new contexts as well as the ability to seek and apply analogies. In a 

transnational setting culture plays a defining role in context of knowledge transfer in 

regular, encoded forms. Transport of knowledge, as distinguished from transfer, is the 

moving of knowledge products from one context to another without changing its nature. 

The telecommunicated technologies break through the limits of one-way knowledge 

product transport leading to greater availability, speed, complexity (e.g., networks), 

individualization, and interactivity. 

The Global Information Society 

In 1996 the European Commission authored a White Paper on teaching and 

learning. In it the authors discuss the impact of the information society on production 

and the mobility of workers. 
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1. Information technologies have radically changed the nature of work and the 

organization of production. 

2. Corporate organization is increasingly turning towards employee and systemic 

flexibility, the development of networked-based cooperation, the increase in the use 

of subcontractors, and the development of work in teams. 

3. Information technologies are contributing to the disappearance of routine and 

repetitive work which can be codified, programmed and automated. 

4. Information technologies increase the role of the human factor in the production 

process but also make workers more vulnerable to changes in work organization 

because they are part of a complex network. 

5. With information technologies there is a marked convergence between the world of 

work and the world of leaning / training. 

Ellwood Kerkeslager, Vice President of Technology and Infi-astructure with 

AT&T, best exemplifies the acceleration of information technology and 

telecommunication in a recent speech. 

In 1949 one transistor equaled one computer chip; now five million transistors 

equal one chip. This means location and distance are irrelevant. In fiber optics, one fiber 

can now carry 20 gigabytes of data per second; at 384 kilobytes per charmel, that's more 
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than 52,000 channels per fiber and AT&T is running 144 pairs of fiber in each cable - 7.5 

million chaimels and AT&T has demonstrated that 1 trillion bytes per second per fiber 

(1996). 

Marshall (1993) discusses five areas of information technology use in the 

professions: (a) document creation - word processing, desk top publishing, optical 

scanning, and hypertext; (b) information gathering - data communication, on-line 

connection, CD-ROM; (c) Email and conferencing networks - one to one or one to many 

on-line conferencing built around specialized knowledge bases and interests; (d) data 

collection and analysis - spreadsheets, quantitative data analysis, relational databases; (e) 

simulation and modeling - software allowing theoretical simulation for users, alone or in 

groups, to see results problem solving and decision making. 

The Intemet supplies a new, powerfiil set up of complex tools that can change the 

professions dramatically, if not transform them entirely. In a recent study, one in four 

people over the age of 16 use the Intemet in Canada and the U.S., over 50.6 million people 

(Washington Post, 1997). In terms of use of the World Wide Web, 39% of users browsed 

expressly to search information on services and products; this number is doubled what it 

was one year ago (Washington Post, 1997). The Intemet is a gateway to an array of 

collaborative opportunities leading to cognitive growth and conmiunity; it provides context 

necessary to imbue information with meaning; learning can be contextualized and situated 
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and therefore, knowledge is more meaningful and as a result can be processed at a deeper 

cognitive level giving rise to greater understanding (Silva & Breuleux, 1994). 

Internet use also allows professionals to expand their basic research beyond the 

local library. Internationally they can access services, databases, encyclopedias, news 

retrieval services, ERIC, and any number of resources. 

The Internet can be used for cooperative service applications where professionals 

from different communities worldwide work together on joint projects. The Internet 

promotes resource sharing, communication, dissemination of information, and exchange of 

ideas (Silva & Breuleux, 1994). 

Electronic Commerce 

Digital technology has not only placed data storage and processing capabilities at 

the hands of individuals, giving them capabilities of independent action, but through the 

Internet and its applications of email, world wide web. Telnet, other electronic networks 

and information flow mechanisms has constructed communities beyond the control of 

governments. Recognizing the conunercial application of the Internet and in particular, 

the capability of locating and purchasing professional services worldwide, the President 
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of the United States released on July 1, 1997 a framework for global electronic commerce 

outlining the administration's strategy to foster the use of the electronic networks for 

commerce. The framework is composed of five principles which preserve the Internet as 

a non-regulatory, bureaucratically unimpeded, tariff-free medium, shaped by competition 

and consumer choice of professional services for activities, such as remote medical 

diagnoses as well as engineering, architectural design, financial, educational and technical 

services delivered to the home or office. By the turn of the century, it estimated that 

commerce on the Internet will total tens of billions of dollars. 

Summary 

The professions have changed in the volume and application of knowledge, 

modifications in client characteristics, the rise in consumerism, and increasing 

employment in bureaucratic structures that emphasize centralized authority and place 

restrictions on individual initiative and judgment (Rothman, 1984). Each of these 

changes have impacted how a professional is educated, regulated and competes in an 

array of practice situations. It is in this environment that professions are pushed and 

pulled into overseas practice by the forces of globalization. 

Global trade and market activity, driven at the policy level by multilateral 

agreements and at the professional level by reciprocity of professional recognition, play 

out in the realm of a growing incidence of international assignment of a global workforce. 
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Much in the same way manufactured goods are more fluidly crossing borders, trade in 

professional services is the new domain. Technology is yet another force accelerating 

movement of people and expertise transnational contexts of professional practice. 

Market demands for expertise and service attract professionals abroad and 

information technologies compress the distance, pace and time of interacting with clients 

and colleagues across borders. The professional then is called upon to impart his or her 

technical (precise formulation of specialized knowledge) and practical knowledge (know-

how, artistry, insight learned from experience) (Oakshott, 1962) not only in place-based 

environments, but also in telecommunicated or virtual settings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Following is a comprehensive literature review to provide an information base on 

literacy and its associated issues. The focus of the issues surfaces from research and 

evaluation of theory as well as practice. The review is guided by data collected and 

compiled from early interviews which helped identify major areas of interest and critical 

elements and relationships of the study's overall objective to identify and more fully 

understand literacy in transnational contexts of professional practice. 

Selection of Relevant Literature 

I employed three methods of searching for relevant information. First, 1 used 

concepts and terms developed from early interviews and preliminary data gathering to 

search and index databases, for example, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and 

Vocational Education and Psychlnfo which abstract books and journal articles. Second, I 

conducted World Wide Web-based searches of information sources, such as the U.S. 

Department of Education Office of Educational Research and Improvement; UNESCO, 

the European Union DG XII and XXII, and the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
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and Development. Third, I systematically reviewed relevant publications, journals, and 

conference programs and searched through bibliographies. 

The organization of the review is divided into the following sections. 

An Overview of the Evolution of Literacy Research 
The Context: Literacy through the Lenses of Positivistic, Interpretive and Critical Theory 
Attended and Unattended Human Learning 
Literacy in Historical Perspective 
Defining Literacy 
Measuring Literacy 
Literacy and Cultural Factors 
Occupational Literacy Studies 
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 
Regulating Professionals and Professional Literacy 
Globalization of the Professions and Cases of Architecture and Accountancy 

In reviewing the literature on literacy studies, one is very quickly struck by the 

complexity and multivariate, contextual nature of literacy, requiring of it an unpackaging 

process (Scribner & Cole 1981). Yet literacy is generally thought of in public discourse 

as a set of measurable, discreet reading and writing skills existing independent of 

contextual considerations. Converse illiteracy is often seen as the absence of such skills. 

Thus, it is difficult to evaluate literacy against a normative set of standards or criteria of 

skills simply meant to decode and encode texts in their various physical and virtual 

forms. The following sections address the broad dimensions of literacy research, the 

sociocultural and cognitive dimensions of its acquisition and use, and its instantiation in 

the world of professional practice. 
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An Overview of the Evolution of Literacy Research 

Graff (1981, 1987,1995), Goody and Watt (1988), and Oxenham (1980) have 

described how difficult it is to identify and separate the study of literacy and its 

consequences from the historical, social, and political contexts from which it arose. As a 

result there are many questions that pervade literacy studies across the literature. 

1. Did literacy contribute to the rise of civilization and to social progress or was it the 

effect of dramatic social and political changes in society? 

2. What social purposes or events gave rise to literacy? 

3. What are the effects of literacy, if any, on an individual's development and cognition 

and are the effects attributable to the contexts of the learning environment or are they 

products of new ways of thinking and using reading and writing? 

4. Is it possible to truly know what people are doing when they engage in literacy acts or 

practices? 

Literacy research has shown that engagement with the written word is associated 

with the dispensation of power and material goods as in the work of Street (1993) in 

Melanesia. Others Giroux (1992) and Apple (1982) believe that higher levels of literacy 

can serve as a symbolic form of cultural capital, a term describing education and its role 

in the reproduction and reward of dominant ideology and discourse. 
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The absence of literacy carries for a nation economic and cultural backwardness; 

for an individual relegation to a fallen moral state (Graff cited in Kelder, 1996). 

Literacy reduced to a set of decontextualized skills breeds a deficit model. If you 

don't have enough (of the dominant valued knowledge set) you are inadequate. Cook-

Gumperz (1986) points out that literacy development in the schools can be restricted by 

teachers' and administrators' ascribed status of race, caste and class and that their lack of 

knowledge and awareness of the constellation of social, cultural and oral contexts that 

mediate literacy use and acquisition. 

Kelder (1996) summarizes the issue through the following statement. 

"It continues to be the case that people's lives and futures, for better or worse, are 
determined daily by an evaluative process conducted by a seemingly value-neutral and 
objective schools system rooted in a positivistic model that rationalizes social and 
economic inequity as well as class and racial stratification as an inevitable and objective 
outcome of the sorting process of the educational system (p. 2)." 

The study of literacy finds its origins in sociolingxiistics, anthropology, and 

ethnography. Early studies framed literacy as univariate and decontextualized from 

social setting and demands as seen in the work of Goody and Watt (1963), Havelock 

(1976), and Ong (1982). More recent literacy research has inclined toward addressing 

what many investigators identify as a plurality of literacies or those literacies that people 

engage in at home, in the workplace, community and school (Graff, 1995; Heath, 1982, 
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1983, 1986; Street 1984, 1993). Street (1984) divided these perspectives into the 

categories of an autonomous model where the construction and dissemination of what 

literacy is in relation to the interests of different classes and groups; versus an ideological 

model of literacy which views literacy as embedded in cultural and social practices and in 

power and authority relationships. 

There is a growing body of research to indicate that adult literacy is not just an 

extension of schooling but a much richer contextual phenomenon. Recent literacy studies 

offer views from across a range of disciplines to describe how adults acquire literacy skills. 

Stubbs (1980) viewed literacy from a sociolinguistic perspective. Scribner and Cole (1981) 

introduced the relationship of psychology and literacy. Others (Levine 1985) viewed 

literacy from a social context; Cook-Gumperz (1986) interpreted literacy as socially 

constructed. Literacy practices (and their sociocultural domains) have received attention 

from Heath (1986) and Street (1984) who contend that literacy is a social, political 

phenomenon that involves power relations. 

In the literature, literacy engagements have been depicted as constructive, meaning-

making processes characterized by the interaction of the reader/writer and the text; learning 

is viewed as a socio-psycholinguistic phenomenon (Bandura 1977; Bruner; Olsen, 1977-78 

and Vygotsky 1962), with the social context mediating the learner's interaction with symbol 

systems. 
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Over the last several years, researchers have called for an expanded notion of 

literacy, beyond viewing skills as broken down into steps for instruction, which 

acknowledges that all forms and elements of communication (oral language, writing, 

setting, body language and thinking) are used to solve problems during reading and related 

literacy activities (Goodman, 1982; Just & Carpenter 1987; Rumelhart 1985). 

Graff (1987) observed that examining literacy in specific contexts is the best 

approach to grasping learning transformations and literacy's place in modem society. The 

professions provide a context for literacy and its use in an international arena. 

Since the early 20th century, researchers and scholars from an array of viewpoints, 

philosophies and literatures have conducted inquiries into the nature of adult learning and 

literacy. This knowledge base is informed by interdisciplinary work in education, 

philosophy, psychology, adult development, early childhood development, teaching and 

teacher training, human communication, international development, applied and theoretical 

linguistics, literacy, cognitive sciences, sociology, history and instructional design, all to 

begin to understand H.S. Bhola's (1989) core research questions of adult learning and 

literacy. 

1. How do adults learn? 
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2. What can they leam at what stages of then: development under what conditions? 

3. What are adult motivations (and barriers) to their learning? 

4. How do adults experience and use their learning (especially from one context to 

another)? 

5. How can we best teach (and empower) adults (through learning and literacy)? 

6. Is adult learning individually or socially rooted - which is decisive? 

7. Is adult learning a cause, condition or result of adult development? 

8. How is adult learning related to economic development, political participation and 

cultural change? 

To examine definitional issues of literacy and learning, two introductory steps are of 

critical importance: (a) an investigation of the paradigmatic origins of knowledge 

production in adult learning and literacy and (b) a review of the salient features of attended 

and unattended human learning and cognition. These two steps are especially relevant to 

the present study of professionals in transnational contexts of practice in that professional 

knowledge is key to the identity of a profession, and it is important to understand the 

processes through which acquisition of that knowledge takes place. 
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Research and the Production of Knowledge in Adult Learning and Literacy 

Research is a purposeful, systematic process by which we know more about 

something before engaging in the process (Merriam, 1991). Jurgen Habermas (cited in 

Merriam, 1991) posits three major paradigms of research: positivist, interpretative and 

critical theory. These patterns have all impacted inquiry into adult learning and literacy. 

The positivist perspective is concerned with collecting facts to describe the world 

and the discovery of laws and rules that explain it. It is inherently experimental and in the 

arena of adult learning and literacy has served to legitimize the field and to produce baseline 

data (on, among other things, learner characteristics, competencies and performance) fi-om 

which more sophisticated questions might be asked (Merriam, 1991). Empirical research 

tests theories through manipulating and measuring variables to isolate systematic error that 

arises (or not) fi-om treatment. Macedo (1991) and Giroux (1983) claim approaches to 

literacy are deeply ingrained in positivistic methods of inquiry resulting in an 

epistemological stance in which scientific rigor and methodological refinement are 

celebrated while theory and knowledge are subordinated to the imperatives of efficiency 

and technical mastery while history is reduced to a minor footnote in the priorities of 

empirical scientific inquiry. 
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Interpretative research assumes multiple world realities; socially constructed 

meaning, theory generation and process are its orientations. In adult learning and literacy 

the interpretative model of inquiry has yielded data on learner responses to environmental 

circumstances, self-concept and attitudes toward learning (Cross, 1981). It has shown that 

literacy caimot be described outside social networks and relationships and that adults leam 

what is expected of them and what is important with regards to literacy. Through this 

paradigm, we have investigated how learners engage in strategies, negotiation, collaboration 

and even circumvention to meet the (institutional and self-imposed) needs and goals of 

literacy (Fagan, 1995). 

Critical theory operates from the assumption that it is not enough to amass 

information about practice or to understand what is happening or what meanings people 

attribute to phenomena; it is a commitment to organized, deliberate action that will change 

social situations of those involved (Merriam, 1991). Analysis goes beyond structure, utility 

and instrumentality with the notion of self operating in a dense, conflicting network of 

discourses and social cultural practices (Rhedding-Jones, 1995). Literacy is reframed in a 

larger context of societal concerns regarding power, cultural hegemony, politics, poverty, 

social class, racism and sexism; learning differs depending on each learner's relationship to 

authority and is a political matter that is part of a contest over resources (Edelsky, 1991; 

Fingeret, 1992; Gough, 1995; GrifBth, 1987; McLaren, 1991;). Critical theory evokes the 
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problem of literacy acquiring people rather than people acquiring literacy (McDermott, 

1988). 

Evidence of the application of these paradigms to research in adult learning and 

literacy has not been without contentious debate. This debate seems to have especially 

contributed to fragmentation in the field of adult learning and literacy among positivist and 

post positivist researchers. Within these competing and fragmented discourse conmiunities, 

the debate has centered on how learning happens, essence of language, stages of literacy, 

literacy agendas, beneficiaries of literacy and standards (Mosenthal, 1995; Myers, 1991). It 

has produced passion but no clear indication of progress: literacy research should 

accumulate any and all knowledge about literacy in all its forms by asking appropriate and 

answerable research questions and focusing on fit of attending data collection and analysis 

(Kamil, 1995). 

The European Commission in its 1996 publication Teaching and Leamine towards 

the Learning Societv discusses a new model of production of knowledge which combines 

extreme specialization and cross-disciplinary creativeness to develop new products and use 

increasingly high performance technology. They point to the development of new alloys 

for sports equipment, supercomputing for the human genome project and biological 

processes for the environmental industries. But there is concern should knowledge become 
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the lowest common denominator in our lives of family, education and work, people run the 

risk of losing their historical, geographical and cultural bearings. 

Literacy can be viewed and investigated both as product and process. For the latter, 

the applied and social sciences have dedicated considerable energy to its study through their 

respective instrumental lenses. 

An Overview of Attended and Unattended Human Learning 

Human learning (or how individuals go about acquiring literacy) has been the 

subject of considerable inquiry by philosophers, psychologists and others who through 

observation and experimentation have put forth a number of definitions, interpretations and 

explanations of the phenomenon. Over the passed fifty years theoretical and research-based 

definitions of represent a continuum of behaviorist, cognitivist and critical theorist 

perspectives. Below are selected definitions and interpretations of learning taken firom a 

variety of sources and are shown here to illustrate variation in perspectives. 

All learning is an adaptive, teleonomic modification of physiological mechanisms 

whose operation constitutes behavior (Lorenz, 1973). 
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Bruner, et al., cited in Hunt (1989) stated that learning is making sense of the 

environment through a process of simplification. 

Learning is a relatively permanent change in response potentiality which occurs as a 

result of reinforced practice (Kimble, cited in Cleeremans, 1993). 

Learning refers to the change in a subject's behavior or behavior potential to a given 

stimulation brought about by the subject's repeated experiences in that situation (Bower & 

Hilgard, cited in Butterfield, et al. 1993). 

These definitions above illustrate a behaviorist perspective in which the 

interpretation that the change in behavior is the demonstration of learning. It is the view 

from the rational person outlook. Learning as overt changes in behavior were quantitatively 

observed in clinical investigations of subjects in simplified environments devoid of 

confounding variables. Simply, thinking and learning are responses to environmental 

stimuli. 

Learning occurs whenever prior-leamed knowledges and skills affect the way in 

which new knowledge and skills are learned and performed (Cornier & Hagman, cited in 

Butterfield, et al. 1993). 
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Langley & Simon, cited in Hunt (1989) define learning as any process that modifies 

a system so as to improve, more or less irreversibly, its subsequent performance of the same 

task or of tasks drawn fix)m the same population. 

Natural learning is active, volitional, internally mediated, and ultimately, an 

individual process of constructing meaning firom information and experience as it is filtered 

through each individual's unique perceptions, thoughts and feelings (McCombs et al., cited 

in Heimlich, 1993). 

Freire (1985) discusses transference of knowledge (learning) as the authentication of 

knowledge by which learners and educators as 'consciousness' or as ones filled with 

intention join in the quest for new knowledge as a consequence of their apprehending 

existing knowledge. 

Marsick (1987) defines learning as the ways in which individuals or groups acquire, 

interpret, reorganize, change, assimilate, or apply related clusters of information skills and 

feelings. Learning is primary to the way in which people construct meaning in their 

personal and organizational lives. 

Cook-Gumperez (1986) states that learning is not a simple transfer of knowledge 

fi-om the teacher to the student. Rather, learning is mediated through complex interactive 
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and interpretative processes and whether learning takes place is a function of the way an 

activity is structured, the amount of contact, practice, and instruction allowed for, and the 

quality of the contact. 

Learning is increased receptivity to new experiences involving a change in 

worldview. The individual's lived experience within a learning context may be an internal 

process that cannot be observed or possess behavioral / envirotunental correlates and 

therefore cannot be measured from a natural science orientation (Osborne, 1985). 

Mezirow (1991) views learning as transformation beginning with a significant life 

event promoting an examination of beliefs, norms and political realities held up against our 

habitual orientations used to determine specific expectations for a given situation and our 

knowledge, values and beliefs used in interpreting the world and guiding our actions. 

The preceding definitions focus on systematic, cognitive and social processes as 

illustrations of learning; performance and empowerment are the resulting behaviors. 

Concern is with the changes that take place within an individual's mental structure as 

meaning and understanding are developed (and acted upon) rather than focusing on the 

resulting behavior (Hunt, 1989). The construction of meaning and understanding can be an 

individual or collective enterprise, but undertaken collectively it is maximized. 
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Gee (1991), borrowing from Krashen's notion of second language development, 

distinguishes between learning and acquisition: learning is a process that involves conscious 

knowledge gained through teaching, though not necessarily from someone officially 

designated as a teacher; acquisition is a process of acquiring something subconsciously by 

exposure to models and a process of trial and error, without a process of formal teaching. 

Recently spurred by the advent of Artificial Intelligence cognitive psychology and 

the cognitive sciences have tumed attention to rule-based and rule-free information 

processing models to interpret learning, knowledge acquisition and the representational 

features of cognition. Termed production systems (Holland, et al., cited in Reber, 1993) 

and connectionist architectures, such as parallel distributed processing (Rummelhart & 

McClelland, cited in Cleereman, 1993) these new conceptual tools constitute approaches to 

analyze learning mechanisms. Rule-based views hold that knowledge is coded and stored 

on the basis of patterns and regularities among features; rule-free views hold that 

knowledge is coded and stored as raw instance and is held up against or associated with 

previously coded and stored stimuli. Learning, then, can be the application of the rule or 

the association in a given context. 

In any analysis of the phenomenon of learning, it is clear that there are different and 

distinct types of learning, whether it is labeled algorithmic or heuristic, explicit or implicit, 

controlled or automatic, declarative or procedural, serial or parallel, conscious or 
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unconscious. We know more about learning from attended processing; it is the unattended 

that warrants further analysis. The purpose of this section is to summarize and provide an 

overview of theoretical and research-based literature on learning without awareness and 

learning outside formalized settings and their impact on human perception, reasoning, 

judging, conceiving and problem solving. 

Implicit Learning 

The term implicit learning differentiates from explicit learning research on concept 

formation and categorization that Bruner, Goodnow & Austin were doing in the I950's 

(Reber, 1993). The earliest studies of implicit learning were carried out in the middle and 

late 1960's using rule-govemed synthetic language. In a typical study, subjects memorized 

strings of letters and were post-tested for their knowledge for the rules of granmiar by being 

asked to make decisions on the well-formedness of novel strings of letters (Reber, 1993). 

Reber (1993) defines implicit learning as the acquisition of knowledge that takes 

place largely independently of conscious attempts to leam and largely in absence of explicit 

knowledge about what was acquired. This definition holds that implicit learning is an 

empirical phenomenon; it lends itself to hypothetical expression and testing. 
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The classical result of implicit learning research situations is that subjects are able to 

acquire specific procedural knowledge (i.e., processing rules) not only without being able to 

articulate what they have learned, but even without being aware they had learned anything 

(Lewicki, et al., cited in Cleeremans, 1993). Other studies (Cleeremans, 1993) indicate that 

subjects asked to memorize strings from a finite-state grammar and subsequently new 

strings generated from the same grammar or from a different one show that implicit 

learning is abstract, in the sense that subjects end up developing knowledge that accurately 

reflects the rules of the grammar independently of their instantiation in the form of the 

relationships. 

There is a gathering consensus in psychology that the mechanisms of implicit 

learning probably involve the strengthening and weakening of cormections between nodes 

in complex networks as the result of experience, rather than through the unconscious of 

rules abstracted from data (Schmidt, 1990). 

When someone leams implicitly, they are able to perform a task without knowing it, 

much less being able to talk about it. Further, they are able to apply the implicitly learned 

material to new contexts. 

According to Cleeremans (1993) there are four principles inherent in the implicit 

learning process. 
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1. Knowledge is distributed among many units that encode local information. Knowledge 

acquired implicitly is fragmented, consisting of many local microrules that specify the 

relationship between elements of the stimulus display, the appropriate response to be 

made given the information, and so on. 

2. Knowledge units exert a graded influence on processing. A knowledge unit is an 

association, a recursive chunk, a production rule, a pattern of activity, or some other 

kind of representation; implicit learning performance is often sensitive to the constraints 

set by the entire distribution of knowledge units and this sensitivity is gradual. 

3. Learning consists of the gradual strengthening of knowledge units to satisfy task 

demands. Knowledge acquisition proceeds gradually, by strengthening specific 

knowledge units at the expense of others. Knowledge units are strengthened depending 

upon on how much they contribute to performance optimization. 

4. Processing is unselective: Events are processed in context In this framework, the 

central feature of expUcit learning strategies is that the specific dimensions of the 

stimulus are attended to and processed, resulting in fast learning if the right dimensions 

were selected. By contrast, implicit learning strategies allow the system to remain 

sensitive to all dimensions of the stimulus and the context it is presented in. 
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Informal Learning 

Informal learning is often associated with implicit learning but the focus is on the 

learning setting. Heimlich (1993) applied these concepts to environmental education and 

differentiated them as follows: in informal learning, opportunities for learning are structured 

by educators, but the choice for participation is entirely upon the individual; the learner 

controls the means of learning but not the objectives. 

Akinnaso (1992) says that informal learning has four major characteristics: 

particularism (learning occurs in social networks), contextualization (interaction among 

leamer, teacher, context and activity), observation (learning is done by watching) and 

imitation (learning is done by doing). 

Henze (1992) undertook a study of informal learning in a Greek community. She 

identified informal learning as the "education of daily living". She looked at different 

discourse and situational aspects of formality founded upon code structuring, code 

consistency, positional identities and centrality of situational focus. She found that informal 

learning emerges in close personal relationships and is far more likely to take place ui what 

Vygotsky described as the zone of proximal development. 
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Lovin (1991) undertook a case study of paramedics and the ways they informally 

leam. She found that individual working relationships were a powerful component to 

informal learning. 

Marsick & Watkins (1990) discuss workplace informd learning as being 

predominantly experiential and noninstitutional; examples of informal learning include self-

directed learning, networking, coaching, mentoring, performance planning and trial and 

error. 

Incidental Learning 

In 1942, McGeoch cited in Marsick & Watkins (1990) defined incidental learning as 

learning which apparently takes place without a specific motive or a specified formal 

instruction and set to leam the specific material in question. Marsick & Watkins (1990) 

define incidental learning as being "unintentional and byproduct of another activity." 

Examples of incidental learning include learning from mistakes, assumptions, beliefs, and 

attributions. It is a subset of informal learning and is tacit, taken-for-granted, and implicit in 

assumptions and actions. 
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Watkins & Wiswell, cited in Marsick (1987) conducted an investigation of a 

incidental learning in a major research hospital, a large state government agency and a high 

technology manufacturing company. They defined incidental learning as a spontaneous 

action or transaction, the intention of which is task accomplishment, but which 

serendipitously increases particular knowledge, skill or understanding and includes such 

things as learning from mistakes, learning by doing, learning through networking, learning 

from a series of interpersonal experiments. 

They found that in an organizational context, incidental learning can be facilitated or 

impeded by socially constructed and agreed-upon norms, meanings and rules. 

When incidental learning takes place one's attention is tumed elsewhere. It can 

often occur when something extraneous happens incidental to our being engaged in a given 

task. At this the construct of noticing or focal awareness (Schmidt, 1990) comes into play. 

When we notice a phenomenon extraneous to our working on a task, we set the stage of 

incidental learning to take place, particularly when we pursue the discovery instead of 

moving on with the task (Marsick & Watkins, 1990) In such cases, it really does not matter 

whether someone intends to leam or not; what matters is how the task forces the material to 

be processed. (Anderson, cited in Schmidt, 1990). 
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Jarvis, cited in Marsick and Watkins (1990) writes that incidental learning should 

not be minimalized since it is a major part of the process whereby people leam and acquire 

their culture and by which it is maintained through taken-for-granted behavior. 

Nonformal Learning 

In nonformal learning, individuals make decisions on what is to be learned, but seek 

help on the how or means of the learning activity (Mocker & Spear, 1982). The label 

nonformal learning is in use in many developing countries to cover all out-of-school 

activities. Simkins (1976) defined the term as any organized activity outside the established 

formal system - whether operating separately or as an important feature of some broader 

activity - that is intended to serve identifiable learning clienteles and learning objectives. 

Much of the research on nonformal learning occurs in the form of policy-oriented 

case studies of nonformal initiatives in development assistance. Ranaweera (1989) 

conducted a study of nonformal or nonconventional approaches to primary education in 

Brazil, China, India, Venezuela and Zambia. Among his findings, nonformal programs still 

draw heavily on the resources of the formal system; face to face instruction is the most 

prevalent modality used; nonformal educational efforts cater to learners aged 9 to 15 years; 

there is increasing community involvement in the development of program content 
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Implicit, informal, incidental and nonformal learning all take place outside of the 

realm of conscionsness or situated practice. In terms of literacy engagements of 

professionals, these forms of learning become powerM tools of acquiring knowledge about 

values, culture, policies, practices and procedures, particularly when engaged in partnership 

or by a collective of individuals, such as a profession. They can and should be applied to 

complement instrumental and explicit learning. 

In terms of occupational settings, informal, incidental and nonleaming make up 

70% of the total training time, according to a 1995 study of the U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics. The findings were based upon employee timelogs over a 10-day period 

describing activities and formal training (defined as training planned in advanced with a 

defined curriculum). Employees assist one another in tasks such as demonstration of 

equipment use or a particular feature of a software package used in the workplace. While 

past research on workplace training focused on formal programs, informal, incidental and 

nonformal learning centered most pronouncedly around computer-related and production 

and construction (such as operating or repairing machinery; manufacturing, assembling, 

distributing, installing, and inspecting, activities). The American Society for Training and 

Development estimates that wage and salary costs of employees receiving training through 

incidental, informal and nonformal methods are $48.4 billion per year, as opposed to $55.3 

bilhon spent on formal training (Benson, 1997). 
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Other findings of the 1995 Bureau of Labor Statistics Survey on Employer-Provided 

Training include the following. 

1. Industries with the largest percentage of training time delivered informally: retail trade 

(89%); construction (76%); wholesale trade (75%); and services (74%). 

2. The oldest and youngest workers are less likely to receive either formal or informal 

training in the workplace. 

3. Black workers received about the same amoimt of formal training as white counterparts 

but were significantly less informal training. 

4. Professional and technical workers received the most hours of both formal and informal 

training. 

5. Full-time employees received five times more informal training and three times more 

formal training than part-time employees did. 

In the workplace a lot of crucial employee skills and information is transferred 

through formal instruction and incidentally. Miklecky et al. (1996) in a review of 
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psychological and educational research literature explored the nature of transfer, the extent 

to which it exists, and how it is best facilitated. 

In capturing a description of transfer they looked at intelligence, expert and novice 

differences, and transfer theory development. In terms of intelligence, it was observed that, 

although transfer and general intelligence appear related, a single notion of intelligence is 

misleading; rather there are multiple aspects of intelligence, and it is mediated by the 

experience of the individual. Expert and novice differences center on the former having the 

ability to quickly retrieve information, relate it to past knowledge, and strive for a deeper 

understanding of the problem at hand. The novice, on the other hand, moves toward 

immediate solution based upon surface features and explicit details. Transfer theory 

development over the last century has moved away from target content area instruction and 

the automatic strengthening of related skills such as logic or problem solving or the learning 

of general principles and their application to different situations. Over the last twenty years 

theory development has turned toward learning and the degree to which an individual 

successfixlly transfers shared elements to real world settings. Results from these research 

endeavors have indicated that transfer is "highly specific and must be cued, primed and 

guided; it seldom occurs spontaneously" (Perkins & Salomon cited in Mikulecky). 
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Historical Aspects of Literacy 

Underscoring the historical development of civilization worldwide, literacy has 

played a pivotal role in social reform and control, political stability and ferment, cultural 

advancement and decline, and economic progress and regression. Over time literacy has 

demonstrated itself to be a ubiquitous tender, yet in the debates about what literacy is, who 

benefits firom it and how is it best diffused, there are few references to informing discussion 

through historical perspective. 

According to Goody and Watt (1988) it was in the fifth and sixth centuries B.C in 

the city states of Greece and Ionia that there arose a society which as a whole could be 

characterized as literate because a majority of the free citizens could apparently read the 

laws and take active part in elections and legislation. Prior to that time literacy in historical 

perspective becomes a study in the invention and application of writing - without which, 

according to Ong (1982) human consciousness could not achieve its ftiller potentials. 

Drawing from Cipolla (1969), Hoyles (1977) and Kaestle et al. (1991) early writing 

development involves the following stages; 

1. orality; 
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2. word signs carrying associative meaning; 

3. word signs carrying phonetic transfer, 

4. development of the syllabary; 

5. development of the alphabet. 

The early word sign development can be traced from archeological evidence 

gathered in Mesopotamia with the syllabary and alphabet arising later in ancient Crete and 

Egypt. Cultural exchange seems to have been an important part of this development of 

writing: through trade and conquest in the Middle East around 1,000 BC the Babylonian, 

Assyrian, Minoan, Hittite and Egyptian cultures declined while the Israelites, Phoenicians, 

Aramaeans and Greeks rose - perhaps this explains why the same phonetic development of 

writings systems did not occur in China or South American (Mayans) which were more 

isolated. 

The fulcrum to the development of writing systems appears to coincide with empire 

administration, religious rites, proprietorship, commercialization, tribute payment and 

accountancy (Browning, 1989; Hoyles, 1977;) presupposing a regular supply of men who 

read and wrote with ease though most did not possess a classical literary education and may 

have never read a book. This trend continued through the Middle Ages when literacy was 

an important tool of the military, merchants and ship pilots, though literacy in the Middle 
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profession (Hoyles, 1977). 
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Kaestle et al.(1991) observed that early literacy history was periodized by the level 

at which it was difilised among the population in response to conmiercial and military need. 

This tended to take place in urban settings, among religious, civil service and other special 

groups who were taught rhetoric, grammar and literature in school settings - though there is 

some evidence that others (merchants, etc.) may have been taught these subjects informally 

through tutors (Browning, 1989). 

With the end of the 15th century and the invention of the printing press, literacy 

moved from a scribal base to one of print with an array of implications for literacy, its use 

and value (Hoyles, 1977). 

Among these characteristics and their implication for literacy, Kaestle et al. (1991) 

observe script literacy was a necessary antecedent to print which brought with it vernacular 

language standardization and that print had a unifying effect in the sciences (the 

Enlightenment) and a fragmenting effect in religion (the Reformation). The printing press 

was a momentous agent of change in culture transforming our modes of thinking and the 

uses of literacy (Eisenstein, 1980). In 1600 35% to 40% of Europeans were literate but this 

rate varied by locale; 250 years later with the Industrial Revolution this rate only jumped to 
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50%, and was biased in favor of the upper classes, males, urban dwellers, Protestants and 

the northern areas of Europe (Cipolla, 1969). 

In the late 18th and 19th century U.S., similar literacy development patterns 

emerged. Commerce encouraged literacy; literacy encouraged commerce; commerce bred 

schooling which bred literacy, which bred a demand for print, which bred a demand for 

literacy (Kaestle et al. 1991). At this time, American education was acquiring its 

fundamental structural characteristics: universal, tax-supported, free, compulsory, 

bureaucratic and class and race biased (Katz, 1971). 

In 20th century America, literacy assumed a more frmctional tenor. Literacy was 

viewed as the ability to decode and comprehend written language at a rudimentary level; 

educational attainment and literacy were linked: in the 1930's literate individuals were those 

classified as having completed three or more grades; in the I940's four and later five or 

more grades; the 50's sixth grade; 60's eight grade levels and in the 1970's high school 

completion was correlated with literate ability (Kaestle et al.l991). 

Literacy investigations also took on work-related dimension in the 20th century. 

Sticht (1975) evaluated the difficulty of military training manuals over a thirty year period 

and found that more than half were at the eleventh grade to college level and the ability to 
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predict job success from reading skill varies greatly by type of occupation and the ability to 

predict job performance from reading level was very poor. 

From a long-range perspective, one sees a great expansion of literacy skills in 

America during the twentieth century; illiteracy rates have declined and there has been a 

convergence of literacy rates across social groups (Kaestle, et al., 1991). 

Graff (1981) offers a global look at the history of literacy falling into four distinct 

methodological categories: (a) elite or special group literacy studies; (b) literacy levels of 

the population tend to be deduced indirectly (numbers of items in print, school enrollments, 

circulation, etc.); (c) studies where literacy is peripheral to topic (migration, mortality / 

fertility, etc.); (d) and most recently where literacy is featured as the central dependent 

variable of study in context including forces which propel or obstruct or differentiate the 

transmission of literacy and the needs and uses (social and individual) of literacy. 

The revisionist movement has also touched the study of the history of literacy: 

checklists of signature rates and self-reported illiteracy on census questionnaires need to be 

reexamined in light of the contextual literacy demands and practices. Literacy must be 

viewed on a spectrum of a historical man painfully reading a public notice or signing his 

name to a historical man fully at home with linguistic and literary complexity (Browning, 

1989). 
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Second, aggregated findings in Western history of literacy indicate: 

1. the 16th and 17th centuries signaled the modem rise in literacy levels; 

2. population concentrations and distance firom formal schools are related to the 

transmission of literacy; 

3. Protestantism was a dynamic element in the spread of literacy; 

4. social class affects changes of acquiring literacy; 

5. the French Revolution was an impetus to literacy while the Industrial Revolution may 

not have been; 

6. the links between education and industrialization, urbanization and modernization have 

been questioned; 

7. rates of fertility and mortality affect literacy and vice versa; 

8. pace and spread of literacy varied greatly throughout Western nations. 

In informing the issues of defining literacy today, a historical perspective yields the 

following points (Kaestle et. al., 1991): 

1. literacy and modernization - although literacy has proceeded over time with other 

indicators of development, literacy has also been historically used for culturally 
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intolerant and politically repressive purposes - it depends on who is judging, whose 

literacy is at issue and whose benefit is being considered. 

2. literacy expansion - the history of literacy is characterized by expansion in the number 

of literates and in the quality of their literacy skills. However, Havelock (1976) 

observes that in view of artistic and political achievements of preliterate Greece, we 

should not equate cultural sophistication with literacy; 

3. literacy and schooling - expanding literacy persistently correlates with expanding 

schooling, but schools cannot do the job alone - reading abilities correlate with a variety 

of family factors including, race, income, parents' educational level, number of 

publications that enter the home, and how often children read them (Kirsch and 

Jungblut, 1986). 

Finally, historically literacy research has focused primarily on the public sphere of 

organization to the detriment of private spheres and especially issues concerning woman, 

gender and women's educational programs (Hugo, 1990). A considerable segment of the 

origins of literacy emerged from professional needs and demands for its use. As 

professional interests became more fiilly constituted and formalized, so did the recognition 

of literacy engagement as occupying a critical role in bringing about the transaction of 

goods and services between and among nations and groups in addition to its role in the 
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calculus of control, power, and authority. Despite the fact that the products of literacy are 

clearer through its investigation from a historical perspective, its definition is still 

problematic. 

Capturing a Relevant, Research-Informed Definition of Literacy 

For the last several decades, research on aspects of literacy has been growing. 

Consistent with trends in knowledge production, Ferdman, et al. (1994) identify three 

prevailing directions literacy research has taken. 

1. Skill development and acquisition - becoming literate is the process of developing 

individuals' skill, shaped by the cognitive constraints and constructive strategies 

emanating from each learner. 

2. Fostering reading and writing proficiency - developing literacy through the 

configuration of school-based instruction and curricula, with attention to individual and 

socio-cultural considerations. 

3. Literacy in societal context - reading and writing are practices occurring in a social 

context, guided by intention, laden with values, and taking on forms and fimctions that 

differ with time and place. 
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Just as research paradigms and historical perspectives possess attributes related to 

positivism, interpretative and critical orientations, so viewpoints on the definitions of adult 

literacy are cast (and often interact) along this continuum. Empirical definitions generate 

from notions of grade level and instrumentality. Interpretative attitudes view literacy as a 

socially constructed phenomena. Critical orientations see literacy through lenses of 

ideological mediation and power structures. 

Venezky (1990) divides literacy into two domains: basic literacy is a level that 

provides self sustained development of literacy - it is the required literacy level for a given 

social context which changes over time, place and social condition; functional literacy is 

that set of abilities above basic literacy allowing some level of functioning through print in 

society. 

Freire and Macedo (1987) from an emancipatory perspective define literacy as being 

present and active in the struggle for reclaiming one's voice, history and future; literacy is 

an essential precondition for organizing and understanding the socially constructed nature 

of subjectivity and experience and for assessing knowledge, power and social practice can 

be collectively forged in the service of making decisions instrumental to a democratic 

society rather than merely consenting to the wishes of the rich and powerful. 
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Kaestle et al. (1991) from a historical perspective view literacy as successful 

participation as a member of our complex information processing and democratic society 

requiring one to engage in many forms of literate activity demanding synthesis, assessment, 

organization and monitoring. 

In the debate to define literacy, Venezky (1990) argues there are four key issues or 

questions that arise. 

1. Is there a common set of psychological principles, mechanisms or processes across 

languages and cultures that are in some sense required for minimal self-sustained 

literacy? 

2. What levels of literacy are required to function in the present social context? 

3. How do reading, writing, numeracy and document processing interact? 

4. At what age ranges do different cultures expect their members to interact as adults 

socially and economically and therefore reach required literacy? 

The Office of Vocational and Adult Education (1991) identifies four definitions of 

literacy: academic - grade level equivalency; functional - meeting societal demands; 
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functional job skills - performing in the workplace; and emancipatory - using literacy to 

more fully participate in one's own and society's transformation. 

In his classic definition of literacy. Gray (1956) posits that a person is functionally 

literate when he or she has acquired the knowledge and skills in reading and writing 

enabling them to engage effectively in all those activities in which literacy is normally in 

his or her cultural group. 

Defining literacy is dependent upon the context of its use. For the professional 

practicing across borders, the use of literate behaviors and literacy skills carries added 

complexity. Professional expertise can be viewed through instrumental lenses of literacy 

definition, however, given that practice is typically situated in contexts that are regulatorily, 

culturally, linguistically, and technologically unfamiliar contexts, research into defining 

literacy is mediated by much more than measurable cognitive abilities of a particular 

knowledge base. 

Measuring Literacy 

There are several perspectives on the measurement of literacy with broader 

parameters of literacy skills and capacities notably to participate, perform, transform and be 

successful in society. These views do assist in our understanding of literacy's complexity. 
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Kirsch and Jungblut (1986) identified four basic literacy skills: (a) reading (primary to any 

definition of literacy); (b) writing (though more empirical evidence is needed on writing and 

cognition to establish competence levels); (c) numeracy (much beyond the skills of adding, 

subtracting greater or lesser than, dates and times, it becomes too specialized to include in 

any basic definition of literacy); (d) document processing (coping in different document 

formats which requires selective processing or finding information versus comprehending 

text and subtext). 

But there remains debate on the skills and competencies to be successfiil in 

practice. From within a U.S. context, the National Adult Literacy Survey (Kirsch, 1993) 

was a large scale assessment conducted by the Educational Testing Service for the U.S. 

Department of Education in which 26,000 adults aged 16 and older were randomly 

sampled to respond to questions about their demographic characteristics, educational 

backgrounds, labor force experiences, reading practices and other areas relating to 

literacy. Subjects also responded to a series of literacy tasks such as setting up and 

solving problems. Relevant conclusions from NALS include the following items. 

1. Education results in greater literacy and greater literacy enables one to pursue more 

advanced education. 
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2. Individuals demonstrating higher levels of literacy were more likely to be employed, 

work more weeks per year, and earn higher wages. 

3. Literacy has become a currency in U.S. society - just as adults with limited money 

have difficulty meeting their basic needs, those with low levels of literacy are likely 

to find it more challenging to pursue their goals. 

4. Professionals in practice routinely use at high levels in occupational settings a 

repertoire of literacy skills associated with reading and writing prose, processing 

information in varied document formats and computing using a range of quantitative 

skills. 

The National Adult Literacy Survey (Kirsch, 1993) and its cognate the 

International Adult Literacy Survey (lALS) broaden our understanding of the levels at 

which adults use prose, document and quantitative skills to meet literacy demands across 

contexts. 

Using measurement technology developed from the National Adult Literacy 

Survey in the U.S., lALS represents the first time a literacy smdy of entire adult 

population has been undertaken beyond national borders. It was a collaborative project of 

the Educational Testing Service in the U.S., the Organization of Economic Cooperation 
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and Development, Eurostat, UNESCO, and Statistics Canada with a basic objective of 

profiling policy-relevant literacy skills of adults in industrialized countries. Pertinent to 

this study lALS provided comparative data on the literacy skills and behaviors of workers 

contrasted across current and emerging trading partners. More than 3,000 adults from 

seven OECD nations (USA, Canada, Switzerland, Germany, Poland, the Netherlands and 

Sweden) took part in the study. 35-item surveys were administered in the home in the 

native language. Five levels of literacy were established across domains: prose literacy or 

understanding and using information from texts; document literacy or the ability to locate 

and use information from documents such as bus schedules; quantitative literacy or 

arithmetical functions such as balancing a checkbook. 

Ivan Fellegi, Chief Statistician of Canada reviews the broad findings and 

implications of lALS data. Literacy is closely related to individual economic success and 

the aggregate of individual success impacts the growth of national economies. There is a 

strong relationship between literacy and employment in that those who are employed are 

likely to be at a higher level of literacy than those who are unemployed. There is a 

positive relationship between literacy and income. In all countries the tested literacy 

skills are closely related to the amount of formal education attained. Despite this strong 

relationship literacy skills are conceptually and analytically different. Literacy is not only 

obtained through formal education nor is it a static commodity that once obtained neither 

improves or decays. Literacy skill is positively related to the extend to which one's job 
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tasks demand literacy, suggestive of the fact that literacy use is a condition to its retention 

and job demands are motivations of to acquire and maintain literacy. 

lALS also raised questions about the nature of literacy and its situated use. 

What are the social and economic processes which promote skill acquisition and those 

which lead to skill loss? 

How can the positive ones be enhanced and the negative ones attenuated? 

In response to lALS, Harvey Graff, in a 1996 working paper sponsored by the 

Centre for Literacy of Canada, offered commentary on the problematic characteristics of 

the study. He observed the following. 

1. More than two decades of empirical research was not acknowledged nor allowed to 

influence the study's design, lamentable because previous research does contribute to 

the overall 'interpretative web' of meaning constructed about our understanding of 

literacy. 

2. The historical dimension of literacy study was ignored as were recent ethnographic 

studies of the contexts of literacy and how it is valued, acquired and practiced. 
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notably the work of Shirley Brice Heath (1983, 1986, 1991) and Brian Street (1984, 

1993). 

3. lALS focuses on literacy's social origins and opportunities, but it does not address job 

attainment and performance, an increasing concern of economists in shaping policy 

dimensions of literacy research application. 

Other concerns about the reliability of national and international surveys such as 

NALS and lALS fall into four categories (Macias, 1988). 

1. The language of the survey typically do not take into account literacy in the first 

language; those characterized as nonliterate may just not have the language skills in 

the survey language to communicate prowess. 

2. Speaking the language of survey instrument is equated with being literate. 

3. There are sampling biases in undercoimting non-native speakers. 

4. Identification of non-native populations is ambiguous. 
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In February of 1994 Sticht and Armstrong produced a collection of statistical data 

for the National Institute for Education from literacy research studies and literacy 

assessment instruments, from 1917 to 1993 including: 

The World War I Alpha and Beta tests 
The World Ward 11 Army General Classification Test 
The Armed Forces Qualifications Test (1950's to present) 
The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery 
The 1937 adult reading in Chicago studies 
The 1971 NAEP assessments of adults 
The 1971 Harris surveys of adult skills in completing various government forms 
The Adult Performance Literacy study of the early 1970's 
The 1986 Young Adult Literacy Survey 
The 1993 National Adult Literacy Survey 

The compendium they produced provided correlations of testing outcomes and the 

cognitive systems of highly literate adults who performed well on a range of different tests 

with different vocabulary items, paragraph comprehension and information processing 

demands. Sticht and Armstrong fovmd: (a) there was remarkable similarity among 

measured literacy assessment items over the last 75 years; (b) the only way highly literate 

adults could perform well across the range of assessment contexts is to possess an extensive 

knowledge base in long-term memory and an efiBcient information processing system in 

working memory; (c) higher educated adults perform better than less educated adults; (d) 

adults in western, eastern and northern states perform better those in southern states; (e) 

whites perform better than African Americans or non-native English-speakers; (f) adults in 

professional, man^erial, or clerical occupations perform better than adults in laborer. 
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better than groups with lower incomes; (h) higher educated adults engage in a greater 

amount of reading of books, magazines and newspapers; (i) there appears to be a 

relationship between knowledge and listening in that less literate adults may also be 

underdeveloped in listening vocabulary; (j) parental education level (especially the 

mother's) is related to the literacy skills of their children aged 9,13, 17 and into adulthood; 

(k) literacy is related to the occupational status that adults attain; (I) literacy is related to job 

knowledge and job performance i.e., adults with higher levels of applied reading skills have 

higher levels of job productivity. 

What is unclear from the compendium are the differences in time and context of the 

definitions of skills. While perhaps helpful to adult literacy providers in curricular 

programming endeavors, these findings are reminiscent of E.D. Hirsch's (1987) Cultural 

Literacy, taken one step further. The knowledge base acquisition they advocate is decidedly 

normative in nature and does take into consideration other strategies that adults might use in 

the handing of everyday and specialized knowledge. Dale Cypert of Pennsylvania State 

University (email communication June 15, 1997) posting argues that the results from this 

impressive array of literacy assessments constitute a collection of Western Anglo or 

European values, cognitive habits, and communicative presumptions to which individuals 

have more or less been strongly socialized to exhibit. What, for example, of the growing 
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majority of the studies? 
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Literacy and Cultural Factors 

Among the 18 research priorities established by the U.S. Department of Education 

(1988), the first listed is the teaching and learning of reading, writing or language skills 

particularly by non or limited English speaking students. Compounded by the increasing 

demands on the U.S. economy and its workforce to compete in international markets, the 

intersection of culture, bilingualism and literacy has come to the forefront of discussion and 

debate among literacy researchers, practitioners and policy makers. 

The United States is in the midst of a demographic shift in which immigrants, 

ethnolinguistic minorities, cross-nationals and indigenous groups bring to the 'dominant 

culture' a variety of values, backgrounds and preparations and with them demands for 

greater participation across social contexts. 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau in 1990 32 million people over the age of five 

reported that they speak a language other than English at home. Fifly-four percent reported 
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speaking Spanish, but there was £iiso substantial representation of European and Asian 

languages being spoken in the home. 

In 1990 the Hispanic population in the U.S. numbered 22.4 million, a 53% increase 

from 1980. While not all Hispanics speak Spanish, a relatively conservative estimate is that 

71 to 75 percent have at least some Spanish language ability (comments of U.S. Supreme 

Court Justice Souter, 1991). In 1993/1994, it is estimated 53.1% of persons of Hispanic 

origin completed high school; 9.0% completed four or more years of college (U.S. Bureau 

of Census, 1992). 

Members of the Asian / Pacific Islander group numbered 7.3 million with a 107.8% 

increase from 1980. 

Among the 1.5 million American Indians and Alaska Natives, there are over 200 

distinct languages spoken as dissimilar as English and Chinese (Chafe, cited in Office for 

Substance Abuse Prevention, 1992). 

The language diversity of these groups (as well as elective bilinguals) has 

precipitated a broad range (and fragmentation) of research which can serve to inform 

literacy among people whose first language differs from that in surrounding society and the 
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dominant educational system. Ferdman et al. (1994) identify four streams of language 

diversity research. 

1. Linguistics - focusing on the form of American langu^es (indigenous and transplanted) 

and aspects of sounds, syntax and vocabulary. 

2. Psycholinguistics - concerning the cognitive aspects of how people acquire, organize 

and activate knowledge of one or more languages. 

3. Sociolinguistics - concentrating on how individuals put their linguistic knowledge to 

use across social encounters. 

4. Societal analyses - addressing distribution of languages and dialects and the social 

forces affecting them. 

Individuals from different socio-cultural groups in the United States and elsewhere 

develop, from the earliest stages, different oral-based / literate-based strategies for problem 

solving, social mteraction, conceptualizing and organizing experience (Cook-Gumperez, 

1986; Heath, 1983; Goody, 1986; Ong, 1982; Scribner & Cole, 1981). 
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For the standpoint of policy and the national literacy surveys mentioned above, non-

native English speakers, and especially those bom outside the United States, are 

disproportionately represented in the normatively established lower levels of ability (Wiley, 

1994). The question remains, do these individuals function outside the envelope of 

identified skills deemed important in contemporary society? Or, as in the case of the 

competency-based English test the Adult Proficiency Level (APL) of the 1970's, functional 

literacy competencies can be narrowly focused because they are derived firom middle-class 

educational norms and behaviors rather than from a more nationally representative 

population (Hunter & Harman, 1979) 

Often individuals whose strategies fall outside the dominant patterns for literacy 

learning and acquisition are subject to two models: the medical model assumes deviance 

from the norm is organically wrong and requires medical treatment for cure; the other 

model is a process whereby different socio-cultural groups unconsciously intemalize the 

norms of the dominant culture and apply them against themselves, cooperating in their own 

oppression (Gee, 1991). 

Functioning in a transnational context of professional practice often requires an 

understanding of the cultural and linguistic norms of its setting. Cross-cultural and 

biliteracy is that range of skills and behaviors enabling the practitioner to be successful in 

cross border practice situations. 
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It is important to note here the work of Michael Foucault in his 1972 publication on 

The Archeology of Knowledge and the Discourse on Language in which he observes that 

the business of translating culture into another language has little to do with individual free 

choice or linguistic competence; rather institutional practices and knowledge / power 

relationships authorize certain ways of knowing while discouraging others. At a certain 

point the crossing of language boundaries stops being a linguistic issue. Universal 

categories of communication, while important conceptual frameworks for cross-cultural 

studies are controversial. Liu (1995) states that "the crux of the matter is not so much that 

analytical categories carmot be applied across the board because they fail to have universal 

relevance - the impulse to translate is unstoppable - but the crossing of analytical categories 

over language boundaries is bound to entail confrontations charged with contentious claims 

to power" (p. 7). It is the source and selection of authority that warrants rigorous 

examination. 

Literacy takes many forms and is mediated by many factors, among them linguistic 

and cultural setting. In terms of the acquisition of biiiteracy, Homberger (1994), in her 

discussion of the continua of biliterate contexts, biliterate development in the individual and 

biliterate media, asks the question to what extent does literacy knowledge and skill in one 

language aid or impede literacy knowledge and skill in a second language. She finds that 

the interrelatedness of the continua show why there is positive transfer and how the nested 
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nature of contextual factors in the continua may also abet or impede transfer. Hakuta et al. 

(1987) at another level, found that LI to L2 transfer occurs in a global way; transfer is not 

word by word but involves processes and strategies. 

For ethnolinguistic minorities in the U.S. today, the extent and manner of their 

English literacy acquisition and their ethnic language retention are affected by public 

schooling, economic incentives, and the mass media; each group is unique in its linguistic 

and cultural origin, immigration history, prior exposure to English and American culture, 

group size and composition, geographic concentration, educational experience, and socio

economic status in American society (Mckay & Wong, 1988). All these factors impact 

their use of and attitudes towards language and literacy. 

To date only one major study of biliteracy in the U.S. has been conducted. To 

measure the literacy resources and needs of individuals in the U.S. who speak languages 

other than English. The National Chicano Survey (1979) indicated an overall, self-repwrted 

literacy rate of 74% (52% English literate, 42% Spanish literate, and 22% biliterate). If 

English had been the sole focus of the survey, the illiteracy rate would have been 48%; 

using a biliteracy analysis, it was 26% (Macias, 1988). 

Among aspects of biliteracy is the American workplace. Building employee cross-

cultural communication skill and competence is a subject of interest to training and 
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development professionals not just because organizations have to deal increasingly with 

'foreigners' but also because the workforce of the future within their own national 

boundaries is growing more and more diverse, ethnically and culturally (Limaye & Victor, 

1991). In the workplace setting, the goals of cross-cultural communication training center 

on enabling people to become more effective in cross-cultural relationships - be they among 

co-workers or prospective business partners. 

The American workplace is undergoing dramatic change. By the year 2000, 

minority cultures (Asian and Hispanic, most notably) will constitute 26% of the total 

workforce (Simons et al. 1993). By the year 2000 at least 10% of the U.S. workforce will 

be foreign bom; in 1969 78% of new immigrants came from Europe and Canada, but in the 

last two decades 84% of newcomers have come from Asia and Latin America (Simons et al. 

1993). 

In 1987 the U.S. Department of Labor produced Workforce 2000 in which they 

conclude that the overall workforce will increase to 150.7 million in 2005 up from 124.7 

million in 1990; of the 26 million new workers, 85% will be members of minority groups 

and immigrants (Hudson Institute, 1987). 
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Cross-cultural literacy is a requirement to address cultural difference which can 

often produce misunderstandings and lead to ineffectiveness in communication with co

workers or prospective international business partners and clients. 

The terms cross-cultural, intercultural and multicultural literacy and conmiunication 

warrant explanation. Cross-cultural normally refers to any comparison of cultural 

differences or to situations in which such differences exist; the term intercultural refers to 

the actual interaction between people of different cultures (Stewart & Bennett, 1991). 

Cross-cultural and intercultural tend to be used interchangeably throughout the literature. 

Then, there is the term multicultural communication which refers to modes of 

communicating among people of different cultural backgrounds, whose cultural differences 

manifest themselves in different linguistic features (grammatical, phonological, and lexical) 

and/or rhetorical styles (Fine, 1991). 

Intercultural communication training refers to plaimed efforts to assist adjustment 

when people are to live and work in cultures other than their own (Brislin, 1989). 

Intercultural communication effectiveness is defined by Gundykunst and Kim (1984) as 

"minimizing misunderstanding" due to cultural differences. (Cross) cultural competence is 

a set of academic and interpersonal skills that allow individvials to increase their 

understanding and appreciation of cultural differences and similarities within, among and 

between cultures (Office for Substance Abuse Prevention, 1992). 
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While the field of cross-cultural communication has profited firom research and 

scholarly interest as an ofiFshoot of general communication studies (not necessarily literacy), 

until recently intercultural literacy has received a relative paucity of work which even so, 

1. tends to be anecdotal work on intercultural communication, while useful for 

demonstrating key concepts and contributing to the stock of information available, 

needs to be supplemented by rigorous empirical research; 

2. pays little attention to seminal work on general communication to create new models 

more relevant to cross-cultural business exchanges; 

3. is debatable on whether findings can apply across cultures; 

4. only indirectly addresses the role of cultural factors among layer-based variables; 

5. fails to account for the multiple communication variables in the intercultural 

communication environment (Limaye & Victor, 1991). 
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Serious methodological problems arise when a cross-cultural comparative theory is 

built upon the basis of an essential category. It inevitably becomes an exercise of power 

through specialized knowledge (Liu, 1995). 

Ruiz (1994) suggests that policy towards language (and biliteracy) carries with it 

some fundamental assumptions about the future of the U.S. "it will marshal its public and 

private resources to create a more viable and tolerate cultural pluralism or not; that the 

nation's considerable language resources will be actively developed and maintained or not; 

that ethnic linguistic communities will be valued as important to the strength of the nation 

or not; that equal educational opportunity and quality of education will be seen as 

compatible or not; that the nation will begin to recognize its interdependence with the rest 

of the world, or remain relatively isolated hopeful that its military and technical influence 

and the power of its language are sufficient to maintain its preeminence" (p. 125). 

Occupational Literacy Studies 

To more fully understand the dynamics of professional literacy practice in 

transnational contexts, it is instructive to review literacy study in occupational settings and 

human resource. The human resource development literature speaks to knowledge, skills 

and attitudes (KSA) of employees as they relate to job performance and productivity. 
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KSA's represent for this community what literacy researchers term literacy skills and 

literate behaviors (Heath, 1986). 

With considerable relevance to the workplace and the notion of the knowledge 

worker, Levine (1985) provides an interesting commentary through his seated crowd 

metaphor to literacy: as the front row rises so everyone else needs to rise to see and 

participate. Difficulty and complexity of literacy are demand issues and may be artificially 

created and maintained, especially in the setting of the workplace. 

The workplace today is a literacy context in which the professional is called upon to 

access, evaluate, and use information from a variety of sources (Doyle, 1994). In 

combination with this information literacy the workplace demands skills for reading, 

listening, effective writing presenting, managing time, questioning, decision making, 

critical thinking, creative thinking, prioritizing, and problem solving 

Literacy supply and demand are key features to the American workplace in search 

of profits and high levels of product and service quality. The degree and extent to which 

literacy in unto itself impedes or advances a company's performance in a free market 

economy is fuzzy at best. Graff (1996) points out that the majority of workplace literacy 

study seldom correlates accurately or meaningfully with job attaiimient or performance. 

For workers privileged with college education, there is research (Capelli, 1992) indicating 
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that college grades are poor predictors of job performance in the domains of knowledge, 

skills and attitudes. Despite the absence or negative aspects of literacy and job 

performance, the American workplace does remain an important context of literacy 

research. On the level of policy literacy is used by policymakers as a barometer of national 

well being, as indicators of the country's preparedness for competition in a global economy 

(Wiley, 1994). 

In a literacy-based society, valued individuals are those adept at literacy tasks: those 

who can communicate well through writing and those who can also understand and make 

sense of what others have written (Tidwell & Mitchell, 1993), key elements to use of 

literacy in the workplace. 

Competency Research 

Three main schools of competency research and practice have dominated the U.S. 

workplace since World War II (McLagen, 1997). 

1. Differential Psychology. This approach focuses on human differences especially 

differences that are hard to develop. Emphasis is placed on intelligence, cognitive and 

physical abilities, values, personality traits, motives, interests, and emotional qualities. 
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Researchers from this perspective single out qualities of superior performers and 

develop normative capability distributions. The problem is that indi\iduals are 

invariably distributed on a hierarchical scale that is mediated by ideology and power. 

2. Educational and Behavioral Psychology. Though the differential approach emphasizes 

unique and mostly iimate abilities people bring to work, the educational / behavioral 

approach is driven by a desire to shape and develop people so they can be successful. 

Relevant models include subject matter and knowledge bases focusing on envirormient 

rather than genetics; for differential practitioners the emphasis is reversed. 

3. Management Sciences. This approach produces job descriptions and performance 

evaluation. It focuses on defining the work to be done often spending a lot of time on 

work analysis, task analysis, and documentation. The models that emerge contain task 

lists, activity lists, and descriptions of tools and processes for effective performance. 

This approach informs business reengineering and total quality management. 

Competency has scores of meanings. When applied to the workplace, definitions of 

competencies relate to work: tasks, results, and outputs. Other definitions relate to the 

people doing the work: their knowledge, skills and attitudes. McLagen (1997) in an article 

on the next generation of competencies in Training & Development elaborates on the term 

competencies. 
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1. Task competencies are the results of breaking work into manageable units or procedures 

to eliminate performance variability. 

2. Result competencies are similar to task competencies but tend to speak to abilities to 

carry out a given task. 

3. Knowledge, skills and attitude competencies emanate from subject matter or technical 

knowledge; process abilities such as listening; and value orientations such as integrity or 

achievement. 

4. Superior-performer diffemtiators are competencies that some workers have and others 

don't focusing on an individual's ability and aspects of intelligence and personality. 

5. Attribute bundles is a label for a collection of knowledge sets, skills and attitudes as 

seen for example, in problem solving. An individual uses an amalgam of technical 

knowledge, know how (such as lateral thinking or analysis) and values orientations 

(motivations to achieve) to identify, frame, solve the problem and maintain its solution. 
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Data collection and model generation for occupational skills and competencies takes 

many forms. The American Society for Training and Development (1993) identifies five 

approaches used by researchers to describe people at work. 

1. Work Analysis. In this approach investigation is focused on high performers; they are 

watched at work and their results are recorded as well as what they do to achieve 

them. 

2. Critical Incident Interviews. Investigators ask current performers what situations and 

challenges they have faced and what they thought, did, felt and caused to happen. 

Then, tasks and outputs are described and knowledge, skills and attitudes are inferred 

because they cannot, by nature be directly observed. 

3. Sets of Critical Incident Interviews. In this approach investigators talk to current 

average and superior performers, list their competencies and eliminate any that both 

kinds of performers have. What is left are the differentiators of current superior 

performers. 

4. Creative Assumptions about the Future. In this approach trend information, industry 

forecasts, and business strategies are identified and then presented to knowledgeable 

individuals to infer firom those presumptions what work and competency 
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requirements will be needed resulting in the creation of models that combine those 

requirements and current best practices. 

5. Create Work Plarming Processes. Individuals and teams are guided to think through 

implications of changes in the work environment to develop a template of skills and 

competencies appropriate to those changes. 

Workplace Skill Requirements 

The competency identification movement has had a particularly resonant effect in 

the public policy domain. In 1991 the U.S. Department of Labor initiated the Secretary's 

Commission on Necessary Skills (SCANS) which brought together occupational literacy 

specialists to develop foundation skill requirements fitting closely with the emerging 

technological and literacy demands of the U.S. workplace. To understand SCANS with its 

prescriptive skills orientation, it is important to understand the socio-political context firom 

which it was spawned. The U.S. had just undergone a major conservative political shift in 

the Congress, Japan and Europe were making strong economic gains on the U.S. in the 

global marketplace, and there was widespread support from the both the public and private 

sectors for setting skills standards for workers and certifying their achievement through a 

large scale system for certifying the skills of new entrants and experienced workers. 
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The SCANS (1991) project systematically identified and defined workplace-based 

skills through a four-step process. In stage one labor commissioners, successful 

corporations, existing research on the topic were consulted and a workshop was convened 

to draft a set of initial skills. In stage two, literature was reviewed from psychological, 

education and business databases. In stage three, research and business experts were asked 

to review the skills and definitions. In stage four, a job analysis with samples from various 

economic sectors in the U.S. was conducted to see how the skills were representative and 

applied. 

SCANS (1991) identifies five core competencies and three foundation skill areas 

1. Basic skills - reading, writing, mathematics, speaking and listening. 

2. Thinking skills - thinking creatively, making decisions, solving problems, know how to 

learn, and reasoning. 

3. Personal qualities - individual responsibility, self esteem, sociability, self management, 

and integrity. 

The generic workplace competencies include the following. 

Resources - allocating time, money, staff, materials and space. 
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Interpersonal skills - working in teams, teaching others, serving customers, leading, 

negotiating, and working well with others from different cultural backgrounds. 

Information -acquiring and evaluating data, organizing and maintaining files, interpreting 

and conununicating data, and using computers to process information. 

Systems - understanding social, organizational and technological systems; monitoring and 

correcting performance; and designing and improving systems. 

Technology - selecting equipment and tools, applying technology to specific tasks, and 

maintaining and troubleshooting technologies. 

SCANS in a broad sectoral manner performed a job analysis for the U.S. economy 

as a whole, producing a set of basic skills that are said to generally apply across virtually all 

jobs in the workplace Capelli and Rogovsky (1995) conducted a study of job skills across 

15 public utility firms in a contrastive analysis of the SCANS skills fiamework and the 

perceived importance of those skills to improving performance on the job. They found that 

SCANS categories of basic academic foundational skills as well as workplace competencies 

are important for improving performance from the employee and supervisor perspective and 

deficits in these areas are associated with poor overall job performance, while the perceived 

need to improve these skills is associated with more positive attitudes and behaviors. 

SCANS also spawned the 1994 National Health Care Standards Project which 

incorporated input from 1000 allied health care professionals on a basic set of national 
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health care skills standards. The standards developed were group according to the 

following categories. 

Health Care Core Standards - academic foundation, conmiunication, systems, employability 

skills, legal responsibilities, ethics, safety practices, interpersonal dynamics. 

Therapeutic / Diagnostic Core Standards - health maintenance practices, client interaction, 

intrateam communication, monitoring client status, client movement. 

Therapeutic Cluster Standards - planning, preparation, procedure, evaluation, reporting. 

Information Services Cluster Standards - analysis, abstracting and coding, systems 

procedures, documentation, operations. 

Environmental Services Cluster Standards - environmental operations, aseptic procedures, 

resource management, aesthetics. 

Among SCANS other endeavors exist to identify and apply a universal set of 

occupational skills to perform in the workplace, i.e., continuously leam new skills and to 

help the company remain competitive. Concomitantly, these skill sets also inform any 
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discussion of the development of standards. The American Society for Training and 

Development (ASTD, 1993) identified seven such sets. 

1. Knowing how to learn. 

2. Competence in reading, writing and computation. 

3. Listening and oral communication. 

4. Adaptability: creative thinking and problem solving. 

5. Personal management: self-esteem, goal setting, and career development. 

6. Group effectiveness: interpersonal skills, negotiation, and teamwork. 

7. Influence: organizational effectiveness and leadership. 

The Bell County Network for Educational Technology (Bellnet) publishes on the 

World Wide Web at http://bellnet.tamu.edu the Workplace Skills Growth Scale, a table of 

literacy criteria and performance level descriptors designed (apparently an offspring of 

SCANS taxonomy) to articulate literacy skills and literate behaviors from exploratory, 

beginner, intermediate, work-ready proficient to master-level performance. 

Criterion #1 Develop a Plan - define the problem by defining the objective and benchmarks 

for progress; identify the resources necessary to carry out the plan (human, material, time, 

and money); develop the steps to achieve the plan; identify the process owner, if 

appropriate, to involve in the solution. 
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Criterion #2 Create a Solution / Options - research potential solutions by gathering data and 

evaluating problems and challenges; identify and reach consensus on potential solutions; 

communicate solutions to the appropriate stakeholders; insure that solutions meet the 

parameters set forth in the problem definition and that its is easily understood by others, 

workable, practical and is affordable; implement the solutions in the plan; modify 

implementation based upon unexpected or unanticipated situational factors. 

Criterion #3 Evaluate Information - identify what information is necessary for decision 

making; identify the source of data to understand the context and potential bias of any data 

source; select appropriate information to be shared; gather current information necessary to 

make a decision for the team on time; organize and manage information consistently; 

continuously evaluate information that is collected for what is there and not there; evaluate 

the risk of moving forward in the absence of information; continuously evaluate the time 

and money used to collect / create a new plan; use the information to defend a decision; 

seek and add information regularly. 

Criterion #4 Evaluate Impacts - predict an expected set of outcomes for a task or a set of 

tasks; identify the impacts of tasks or a set of tasks when implemented. 
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Criterion #5 Make Continuos Improvements - collect customer feedback to drive quality 

improvements; use customer data to establish benchmarks against which to measure 

outcomes of prior improvements; anticipate effects of improvement based upon customer 

needs; create a continuous quality improvement system that plans based upon feedback, 

implements on a small scale, checks the results of the implementation, and acts on the 

information in a larger way. 

Criterion #6 - Communicate Information - identify audience and identify a deliverer 

appropriate to the audience; identify and select means of communication; communicate in a 

style and context appropriate to the audience; use a variety of methods to present 

information; present information that is relevant; make a concise, organized, logical and 

outcome-oriented presentation; solicit feedback by listening and responding accordingly; 

articulate to the audience the modifications you hear them identifying; create multiple ways 

to communicate a message. 

Criterion #7 Define Success - recognize when you are done or at a benchmark; develop 

definition of success with the appropriate people; validate measures of success and modify 

as necessary; develop a plan to communicate how success is defined and achieved; 

acknowledge a job well done. 
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Each of the perspectives above engages in a search for an underpinning of universal 

skills. They are clearly informed by a behavior psychology orientation lending and 

reducing them to a fixed field measure mediated by a power relationship (worker and 

company), and an invalidation of the social nature of knowledge construction and the 

contextual nature of literacy application. If the purpose of these universal skills standards is 

to promote worker autonomy, there is also a conflict between a baseline skills standards 

process based upon a passive worker role. 

Literacy in an occupational setting is multivariate, situationally defined where its 

value is djoiamic. It is also, I believe, mediated by the power relationships of employer 

worker and the overall political and economic climate. What of the clerical employee in a 

large company promoted to manager where he is celebrated by employees for his exquisite 

delegation and teaming skills, only to find that it is due to elaborate coping strategies to 

contend with low level prose, document and quantitative skills. When remediated by a 

workplace literacy training program, he implodes as a manager because his coping skills 

scaffolding collapses. Successful coping skills of the employee who works are often a sign 

of deficit and the need to remediate; in a transnational context of practice these coping skills 

may be highly valued. Because these abilities are marginalized, they often defy normative 

efforts to capture and package them. 
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Learning in the Worlcplace 

How workers acquire literacy skills and literate behaviors to do their jobs varies. 

Fifty percent of adult training in the U.S. is carried out (directly and indirectly) through the 

workplace (Knox, 1990). Of the $300 million appropriated in the 1991 National Literacy 

Amendment, $20 million was dedicated to workplace literacy. Much of this funding has 

been rescinded in recent years. Workplace literacy instructional programs tend to range 

100 instructional hours and have very clearly defined expected outcomes (Mikulecky, 

1993). hiterestingly, the American Society for Training and Development (1993) found in 

a study of training in the workplace that 70% of the actual transfer of knowledge, skills and 

attitudes takes place informally. Employee A is tasked with doing a mail merge for a 

docimient mailing. He will more likely walk down the hall or pick up the telephone to 

confer with Employee B who has successfully did this last week for another project. Only 

30% of employees would actually sign up for an attend a formal training session with a 

fixed curriculum on the mail merge function. 

However, Berryman (1995) found that literacy education in the workplace tended to 

be delivered to groups with higher earnings and higher level of educational attainment: from 

1967 to 1980 45% of the American workforce receiving company sponsored education had 

no high school diploma while 71% had high school diplomas and 79% college. The less 

educated get less training and fall further behind in real earnings. 
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Job Performance and Literacy 

In terms of abilities, Mikuiecky and Ehlinger (1989) found that general reading 

competencies do not relate to job performance; they found two key uses of reading in the 

workplace: reading to do and reading to learn. In another study (Mikuiecky, 1993) found 

that teaching with workplace related materials leads to improved use and competence with 

those materials but not with other formats (charts, graphs, etc.) - there was limited 

transference. 

Sticht (1975) found that people can enhance their ability to perform particular types 

of reading at work, even though they may not make gains in general reading. Marginally 

literate adult workers enrolled in job-related reading programs made approximately twice 

the gains in performance on job-related reading tasks. 

Castaldi (1991) found that union employees enrolled in degree programs 

experienced significant overlap among their worlds of work, school and family. 

There is also in workplace literacy the notion of the high performance work 

organization (Jurmo et al., 1994) which addresses the interaction of basic skills and high 

level occupational literate behaviors of taking initiative, decision making, problem 
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identification and solving, and eng^ing in a wide range of tasks. Basic skills of reading, 

writing, math, and communication are importantly primarily within the context of these 

higher order skills (Jurmo et al., 1994) and result in organizations with flatter 

organizational structures, work done by teams of highly skilled workers, and a focus on 

quality, customer service and continuos improvement of products and services. 

Although many organizations have not achieved high performance status, many 

are moving in that direction and are seeking to develop a workforce with a broader range 

of skills (Kerka, 1995) yielding a collaborative approach to workforce training which 

recognizes that workplace literacy and remedial basic skills upgrading alone will not 

ensure that both worker and organizational goals around basic skills and communication 

are met. 

Hart-Landsberg & Reder (1993) examined the roles of literacy in high 

performance work organizations and the concomitant collaborative / participatory 

activities. They found that these organizational structures created needs for more 

sophisticated reading and writing skills, and skills to resolve conflicts resulting from team 

activities. Conclusions included the following. 

1. Teamwork substantially increases the demand for literacy skills. 
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2. Workers appear to develop diverse literacy skills in response to the demands for new 

proficiencies affiliated with teamwork. 

3. Team organization in the workplace opens rich possibilities for literacy education. 

4. The educational opportimities in a team envirorunent can be both a benefit and a 

burden to skills-poor workers. 

5. The company that enhances its workforce capability by restructuring work and 

incentives for learning takes on many ftmctions of an educational institution. 

Attention to the practices and implications of occupational knowledge development 

is by no means confined to the United States. The European Commission (1996) calls for a 

focus on the acquisition of a broad knowledge base for individuals to cope with increasingly 

complex situations which advances in sciences make easier to control. The White Paper 

calls for awareness of the scientific, technological and cultural landscapes in helping 

individuals to make informed decisions as workers, consumers and citizens. The authors 

stress systematic capacities to understand and analyze how things are put together and taken 

apart, but not necessarily using deductive reasoning tools (which they claim render the 

individual passive and restrict their imagination). Rather, they call for observation, 

common sense, curiosity, interest in the physical and social worlds, and the desire to 

experiment enabling invention and not just the management of technology. Powers of 

judgment and decision making are also critical to make choices, remember lessons of the 

past and assess the future culminating in a greater understanding of the world. 
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The European Commission report addresses fundamental and technical skills to 

engender employability and the capacity for economic life in a globalized context. 

1. Basic knowledge of reading, writing and arithmetic are complimented by language 

learning in at least two other languages of the European Community. 

2. Technical knowledge permits clear identification with an occupation but with the advent 

of technology moves beyond workplace know how in the traditional sense. 

3. Social aptitudes concem interpersonal skills of behavior at work, cooperation, working 

in teams, creativeness and the quest for quality. 

The employability and professional mobility of a person depends on the individual's 

ability to combine these different knowledges and build upon them through receiving 

traditional paper qualifications of recognized skills as well as through integration and 

participation in networks allowing cooperation, learning opportunity, training and 

education. 

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 

The ability to think and reason has always been valued by societies. In early data 

gathering and analysis efiforts of this study, professionals indicated repeatedly in surveys 
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and interviews that practice in transnational context is difficult and problematic. To 

understand more about the nature of problem solving as a literacy activity in the 

globalized professions, the researcher must focus on the natural flow of events and 

processes and how informed participants interpret them. There are over 100 regulated 

professions in the U.S. alone, and with the demands of global trade and tools of 

information technology, they are afforded the mobility to practice worldwide. Other 

factors also contribute to the demand and need for higher order literacy. 

The role of critical thinking and problem solving as literacy activities has 

increased in recent years as it relates to education and professional practice. Paul (1992) 

states that deep-seated problems of environmental damage, human relations, 

overpopulation, rising consumer expectations, diminishing resources, global competition, 

personal goals, and ideological conflict aggregate requiring of individuals the capability 

of reflective and critical thought. 

Critical thinking and problem solving are synonymous in many aspects of the 

educational and curriculum development literatures. Yet in and unto itself, the concept of 

critical thinking has received considerable attention with changes in the modem work 

environment and efforts (particularly at the community college level) to align curriculum 

to address those changes. 
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Defining Crirical Thinking 

The definitions of critical thinking range from reductionist to interpretive. Clock 

(1987) offers a broad, four-pronged explanation of critical thinking skills which, in his 

view, are those diverse cognitive processes and associated attitudes critical to intelligent 

action in diverse situations and fields that can be improved by instruction or conscious 

effort. Nickerson, Perkins and Smith (cited in Paul, 1992) define it as figuring out what 

to believe in variety of contexts, in a rational way that requires the ability to judge the 

plausibility of certain assertions, to weigh evidence, to assess the logical soundness of 

inferences, to construct counter arguments and alternative hypotheses. Paul (1992, p. 9) 

defines critical thinking as "disciplined self directed thinking that exemplifies the 

perfections of thinking appropriate to a domain or mode of thought." Cromwell (1992) 

notes that definitions of critical thinking have undergone a transformation from meaning 

the ability to distinguish thought patterns in the work of others to a reflection of one's 

own beliefs, thoughts and actions. 

Thomas (cited in Paul, 1992) identifies three types of cognitive theories which can 

inform our understanding of critical thinking skills. Information processing theory 

explains how the mind takes in information. Knowledge structure theories depict how 

knowledge is represented and organized in the mind. Social history theory explains the 

vital role of cultural context in the development of individual thinking. These 
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perspectives combine into general principles availing to the critical thinker a range of 

skills and abilities resulting in the application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation of 

information (Johnson & Thomas, 1992). 

1. Organizing Knowledge in which items such a cognitive maps (visual representations 

of concepts and their interrelationships) ease information overload on working 

memory. 

2. Building on Previous Knowledge where advanced organizers such as rules, analogies 

or concrete instances help in the recognition of similarities between newly acquired 

information and previously acquired knowledge. 

3. Information Processing and Metacogntion where problem solving and thought 

processes become apparent through strategy selection, question posing, simmiarizing, 

predicting, and reaction to mistakes in collaborative group or individual settings. 

Research in Problem Solving 

Research in problem solving in the workplace addresses problem solving skills 

and their interface with technology. Kleifgen «fe Frenz-Belken (1996) conducted an 

ethnographic study of how workers in a technologically saturated environment addressed 
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problems of last minute changes from clients and troubleshooting circuit board assembly 

robotics. They found that workers applied perceptual and representational competence 

during a problem solving process. For example, a sudden shift in robotic arm movements 

directed the workers' visual and auditory attention to the fact that a problem existed. The 

workers then collectively framed a hypothesis as to the source of the problem. They 

confirmed their hypothesis through a series of measurements of the machinery. The 

measurements were then checked against calibrations from a computer program and from 

the customer's service request, blueprints, and their own numerical inscriptions. Contrary 

to widely held assumptions that workers place greater emphasis on representational 

knowledge - published technical specifications - than in their perceptual intuitions, this 

study showed that their assessments moved in both direction during their conjoint 

problem solving process. 

Taylor (1988) studied the relationship of cognitive strategies to expert 

performance in the workplace and found continuous development of competence, the 

ability to recognize patterns in large contexts, and the ability to understand differences in 

procedural and goal-oriented knowledge. 

In terms of relevance to the present study, these studies signal that literacy skills 

and literate behaviors operate dynamically and are webbed together to identify the 

problem, develop and test solutions. 
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Higher order thinking skills are more complex, require judgment, involve multiple 

solutions, conflicting criteria, imcertainty, self regulation and effort that result in structure 

and meaning (Resnick, 1986). There also may be a process of deconstructing naive, 

learned concepts of reality that may interfere with new learning or at the minimum (Jang 

& Solad, 1990) a discormect between knowledge acquired in traditional, subject-centered 

approaches (where knowledge is arranged according to hierarchies) and patient or client 

problems which are not often presented in accordance to such hierarchies; the 

professional's ability to marshal mformation to solve patient or client problems requires 

rearranging the knowledge base. 

Assessing Higher Order Thinking 

From a clearly psychometric perspective, Venezky (1991) addresses the fact that 

assessment of higher order thinking skills is problematic. He found three initial problems 

aside from assessment methods: 

1. definitions of literacy and the nature of higher order thinking skills vary; 

2. there is an inherent range of higher order thinking skills; 
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3. whether or not higher order thinking skills should be addressed independently of a 

particular content area and/or independently of lower-level literacy skills such as 

basic reading comprehension. 

Perry (1970) in a study of the thinking patterns of college students found students 

evolve from a dualist orientation of answers / outcomes are right or wrong to a relativistic 

orientation that some answers are better than others. These conclusions echo the work of 

the philosopher, John Dewey. Dewey (1938) saw thinking as an ordered chain of ideas 

with an purpose and an end. 

The training, education, competencies, knowledge bases, and licensing of a 

profession from a literacy orientation, i.e. adults are engaged in acquiring skills, within 

the social context of specialized community structured around a knowledge base, of 

reading, writing, computing, problem solving and communicating. Professional literacy 

goes beyond the transmission of previously defined skills and knowledge; it is a 

transaction requiring critical reflectivity and interrogation of values, frameworks, belief 

systems and habitual modes of conduct (Brookfield, 1987). 
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Reflective Practice 

Professionals are retained by a client to apply technical knowledge and know how 

to assist in framing and solving the client's problem. They step into the situation and 

begin to frame the problem for which they feel they can find a solution by imposing a 

method of inquiry with which he or she has experience and confidence. 

Problem framing and solving involves seeking to both understand and change a 

situation of problematic quality. Using questions and probes, the practitioner tests their 

evolving understanding of the situation and at the same time draws out new phenomena 

which alter that understanding (Schon, 1983). 

It can be the process of placing the problem within familiar categories based upon 

experience and at the same time evaluate its familiarity to the practitioner's repertoire and 

the degree to which it is unique. Practitioners bring to situations and contexts of practice: 

1. media, languages and repertoires used to described reality and conduct experiments; 

systems to evaluate inquiry and its reflexive dimensions; 

2. overarching theories by and through which they make sense of phenomena; 
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3. role frames within which they set their tasks and through which bound their 

institutional settings (Schon, 1983). 

Kulm (1977) describes the process from a scientific context. Confronted with a 

problem, the practitioner seeks to see it as like one or more of the exemplary problems he 

or she has encountered before; his basic criterion is a perception of similarity that is both 

logically and psychologically prior to any of the niraierous criteria by which that same 

identification might have been made. 

Once a new problem is seen as analogous to a problem previously solved then 

both a appropriateness and a new way of applying that knowledge emerge. Schon (1983) 

speaks of 'seeing' or bringing to bear knowledge and know how from other domains. 

Alfred North Whitehead (1929) spoke of this as activating inert knowledge. Solving a 

unique problem or making sense of a pu2zling phenomenon can be achieved by modeling 

the unfamiliar on the familiar and arriving at a new description of the phenomenon based 

upon an earlier perception of similarity (Schon, 1983). 

Schon's epistemology of practice based upon reflection-in-action to frame and 

resolve problems has been an important part of the public discourse regarding 

professional development since 1983. The dialog has moved away from traditional, 

mechanistic notions of practice to a more intuitive, reflective approach. One major 
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criticism of these concepts is that they are dualistic in nature: a subject reflects upon an 

object when in fact the process is characterized by its own ecology - subject and object 

are merged to an interconnected reality (Miller, 1994). 

Motivated by the need to account for a puzzling phenomenon, as the problem is 

articulated, the practitioner conducts experiments to test the efficacy of its firaming. 

Practitioners reflect on the features they notice in a problematic situation, on the 

fi-ameworks they have constructed to address the problem, on the tacit norms, 

appreciations and criteria underlying judgments, on the theories and strategies implicit in 

patterns of behavior, and the roles they have constructed for themselves in institutional 

contexts (Schon, 1983). 

Moore (1970) states that to some extent all professional problems have uniform 

qualities availing to the practitioner an established code to address recurrent problems 

with tools and devices wrought in a specialized knowledge base. 

Schon (1987) works with professionals in practice and how they go about 

problem solving in their day-to-day occupational setting. He speaks to the need for 

professional practice to extend beyond theoretical and technical knowledge to reflective 

and practical knowledge for dealing with problems of indeterminate scope and zones, i.e. 

those afforded to transnational practice. He further identifies a trend in the circumstance 
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to which practitioners are required to respond - a problematic quality - that makes it 

necessary for the professional to balance competing values from different universes. For 

this most part this trend is most advanced in the United States, but it is becoming 

increasingly influential in developed countries and is beginning to impact practice in 

developing nations as well (McGuire, 1993). 

Siegal (1984) discussed the notion of empirically-based practice where the 

professional (a) makes maximum use of research findings; (b) collects data 

systematically; (c) demonstrates empirically whether interventions are effective; (d) 

specifies problems, interventions and outcomes that are observable; (e) uses research 

methods in defining clients' problems and formulating questions for practice; (f) views 

research as part of the problem solving process; (g) views research as a tool of practice. 

In practice there are two principle stances toward inquiry: there is an objectively 

knowable world, independent of the practitioner's values and views (Logical Positivist 

epistemology); and a stance where the practice situation is considered unique and 

uncertain and the practitioner's transaction with it involves shaping and participating in it 

(an interpretative or critical theory orientation) (Schon, 1983). 
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Reflecting these two stances, the professions have developed elaborate quality 

assurance mechanisms through accreditation of professional education programs and the 

licensing or certification of an individual's command of professional knowledge. 

Regulating Professionals and Professional Literacy 

Accreditation, certification and licensure originated as processes that were 

separate and distinct. Lenn (1985) defines these processes in the following way. 

1. Accreditation is a communal, self-regulatory process by which nongovernmental 

voluntary associations recognize educational institutions or programs that have been 

established to meet or exceed stated criteria of educational quality and assist in the 

further improvement of the institutions or programs. 

2. Certification is a process by which a nongovernmental association grants recognition 

to an individual who has met certain predetermined qualifications specified by the 

association and who voluntarily seeks such recognition. 

3. Licensure is a process by which an agency of government grants permission to 

persons meeting predetermined qualifications to engage in a given occupation and/or 

use a particular title. 
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In the U.S., accreditation and certification are nongovernmental and licensure is 

governmental. Certification and licensure evaluate and attest to individual achievement 

and competence; accreditation evaluates and attests to institutional or programmatic 

quality. 

Because accreditation is tied to institutional or programmatic educational quality, 

the quality is relative to the specific objectives of the program, the administrative or 

institutional circumstances in which the program operates, and the human and physical 

resources available to the program. 

In the U.S. regulation (licensure, registration and certification) is a function of the 

states and not the federal government, and through the influence of national voluntary 

professional societies and associations, laws and regulations are very similar within each 

profession (Maudlin-Jeronimo, 1997). Discussions of the professions and their services 

in the international arena must also center on national governments, professional bodies, 

and liaison groups of the professions - all of which can serve a regulatory flmction. 

These public authorities fall within a range of efforts. 

1. To control, by broadening or restricting what professionals do and how they work. 
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2. To gain or maintain support and legitimization of key professions through contacts 

with or control of professional associations. 

3. To increase or decrease supplies of specialists through changes in financial backing to 

educational programs as well as shifts in licensing standards. 

4. To sanction or determine the scope, duration standards, examination mechanisms and 

significance for entry to practice 

5. To modify the work provided by professionals for defined categories of their 

clientele. 

6. To alter or control the terms of compensation and levels of remuneration. 

7. To control and conceivably limit the numbers, locations and working arrangements of 

practitioners. 

8. To control the immigration flows of practitioners qualified and licenses in other 

countries. (Orzack, 1991). 

There are three trends that make professional certification or licensing important 

to both organizations and individuals (Bamhart, 1997). First, university degrees no 

longer represent, if they ever did, the ultimate measure of professional and capability. 

Second, the downsizing of corporations, coupled with teaming, outsourcing and 

temping, has forced professionals to take control of their own careers independently of 

theif employers; the portability of certification is a facilitating factor. According to 
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Bamhart, a certification is portable and serves the professional in the following, varied 

ways 

1. Title or Designation - the use of a designation symbol of achievement, trademark or 

service marks. 

2. Sponsorship - setting certification criteria, assessing candidates, and awarding 

certification. 

3. Ethics and Conduct - recognizing, defining, and promoting professional ethics. 

4. Eligibility for Certification - establishing minimxmi levels of prerequisite knowledge, 

levels of experience, education, and professional involvement. 

5. Experience - recognizing competent individuals based upon their work records. 

6. Academic Education - recognizing college coursework. 

7. Professional Education - education and training to maintain competence and to stay 

current in the profession. 
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8. Contributions to the Profession - providing incentive and reward for individuals 

active in local, regional, national or international association activities. 

9. Curriculum - requiring professional education courses covering core information 

considered necessary for competency within the field. 

10. Special Requirements - other professional qualification requirements such as research 

papers, portfolios, and performance exercises. 

11. Examinations - administering examinations of professional knowledge. 

12. Recertification - recertifying professional competence which includes on-going 

education and training and employment within the field. 

And third in the importance of certification and licensing, the business 

environment requires almost constant training, development and professional 

involvement beyond one's particular job title. 
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Globalization of the Professions and the Cases of Two Professions 

In terms of more detailed histories, the cases of architecture and accountancy 

provide an interesting view of the process of globalization that a U.S.-based, regulated 

profession undergoes. 

Architecture 

The American design and construction industry is the most respected in the world, 

not only through the quality of designs but also for the technical competence for the both 

the design and the construction of living and working space. The technologies and the 

standards of building construction have been improved in the 20th century in the interest 

of the protection of public health, safety, and welfare to a level that is emulated 

worldwide. 

Architecture falls into the category of a technical design profession. Among the 

professions architecture, across its continuum of educational programs, professional 

practice and licensing / accreditation, has been impacted by technological and global 

economic change. With the advent of digital technology and the global marketplace 
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innovations such as computer-eiided design, the Internet, and components of trade 

agreements addressing the relaxation of barriers to professional practice, architecture is a 

case affording a view of a profession in transition. 

The study of architecture in the U.S. is in transition. Boyer and Mitgang (1996) in 

a landmark study of architectural education and its relationship to practice addressed how 

architecture should move from just making better buildings to improving the human 

condition for present and fixture generations. They outline a process of civic engagement, 

public outreach as to the benefits of architecture, the creation of new knowledge, and 

stressing the critical importance of ethical behavior. 

There are five architectural organizations which coalesce around the architectural 

professions; the American Institute of Architects, the Association of Collegiate Schools 

of Architecture, the American Institute of Architecture Students, and the National 

Architectural Accrediting Board. 

These entities collectively set the policies which impact the profession in the U.S. 

To become an architect it requires typically eight full years of study leading to a 

professional degree, with three of those years spent as interns to gain a specific set of 

practical experiences before finally taking the Architecture Registration Examination to 

become a licensed architect. 
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Once so licensed, the architect may engage in designing the physical features and 

social spaces of the daily lives of people, shaping how productive, healthy and happy they 

are (Boyer & Mitgang, 1996). The Boyer Mitgang study did find that from this process 

architects do in fact leave school as well-prepared problem solvers - a quality most prized 

by employers. 

The AIA (1994) found that nearly one third of U.S. firms with at least 20 

employees and 15% of firms with fewer employees engaged in international work. This 

trend in international practice is ftirther facilitated with an Internet-based capability to 

work with clients outside the U.S. in a virtual setting: the sharing of renderings and plans 

via digital technology and telecommunications. 

The practice of architecture and the development of its origins of formal education 

are international in nature. Design principles and aesthetic forms in the U.S. were 

adapted from the Ecole Beaux Arts in France in the late 19th century and in the early 20th 

century influence from Germany a brought technical and structural orientation (Boyer & 

Mitgang, 1996). 

Architectural practice also carries with it a problematic quality shown through a 

landmark study (Princeton Report, 1967) which postulated three goals for design 
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education: skills to design in the actual context of practice; flexibility to work within the 

actual context of social, economic, scientific and technological change realities; 

development of an analytical framework to promote a better society beyond present-day 

constraints. Further the Boyer & Mitgang study (1996) called for the profession to extend 

the knowledge base of the profession through reflective practice, i.e., learning to define 

problems, asking the right questions and weighing alternative approaches. 

Present-day professionals in architecture are implementing systems (through 

amended standards and educational practice reform) that move beyond construction of 

buildings to be able to communicate clearly in written language and speech and to be 

aware of ethical and moral issues need to guide practitioners through a lifetime of civicly 

responsible practice in a multicultural and independent world (Boyer & Mitgang, 1996). 

The regulating community fiirther reinforces this orientation. Globalized architecture 

strives toward a variety of recognized systems of accreditation not with the same 

standards or procedures but with differing criteria and processes that respect and are 

influenced by culture, location and common practice and that all meet minimum 

standards (Maudlin-Jeronimo, 1997). Core standards and the harmonization of standards 

differ: harmonization requires that all practitioners adopt a conmion standard and have 

the same regulations and procedures; the core standards concept develops a coordinated 

process to ensure the comparability and convertibility of standards and credentials 

(Maudlin-Jeronmio, 1997). 
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Accniintinp 

Due to its fundamental importance to the modem world economy, accountancy is 

a profession which has undergone transformation to address the issues of practice in 

transnational context. Details of accountancy practice differ greatly from national context 

to national context. Nonetheless, accountancy groups since the 1970's have been drawn 

into intensive dialogs concerning the work of accoimtants and the need for harmonization 

of standards (Orzack, 1991). The Organisation of Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD), a 29-member nation intergoverrmiental agency charged with 

conducting research about economic developments and national economic policies, has 

established a panoramic view of the accounting profession with detailed analysis of 

regulatory patterns and problems facing the profession, notably the different qualification 

routes and educational experiences mandated to practice from country to coimtry. 

On May 29, 1997 the WTO released guidelines for the recognition of 

qualifications in the accoimting sector. As a first step to a multilateral mutual 

recognition, these guidelines provide practical counsel in carrying out bilateral 

negotiations to facilitate the movement of accounts across borders. The WTO recognizes 

that the differences in education, examination standards, experience requirements, and 
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regulatory influence render recognition on a multilateral basis extremely difSciilt (WTO, 

1997). The guidelines break down into the following areas. 

Opening and Conducting Negotiations - registry of intent with WTO, scoping protocols 
to enter into negotiations, identifying (preferably single) key entities and contact points in 
the accoimtancy sector for negotiations, focusing the subject of negotiations, and 
establishing timelines and benchmarks (including procedures for third parties expressions 
of interest and accession into the agreement). 

Form and Content of the Mutual Recognition Agreement (MRA) - identifying clearly the 
participants and competent authorities and the status and their areas of competence; 
stating clearly the purpose of the agreement; establishing parameters of the agreement 
including the specific accountancy professions, titles, activities, recognition / licensing 
mechanisms, permanent vs. temporary access provisions, and territories to be covered; 
specifying the conditions to be met for eligibility for mutual recognition and its 
jurisdictional coverage; stating the minimum level of education, experience, examination 
and the resulting qualifications (diplomas, certification and licenses) which the parties are 
prepared to recognize from identified institutions; identifying registration mechanisms for 
recognition of the certification and/or license including fully detailed provisions for any 
leveling to address additional requirements and compensatory measures (examination, 
aptitude test, additional practice in the host country or country of origin) and/or those 
qualifications which will not be recognized; the rules and procedures for monitoring and 
enforcing provisions of the agreement; mechanisms for dialog and administrative 
cooperation between the parties; means of arbitration and dispute resolution; authority 
contact information in each party; length of procedures for processing applications; 
documentation required and accepted of the applicants and its form of required 
presentation; appellate procedures; fee requirements; licensing eligibility and 
requirements including detailed provisions for residency, language proficiency; good 
conduct and proof and financial standing; professional indenmity insurance; compliance 
with host country requirements for use of trade / firm name; compliance with host 
country ethical code; relevant laws and regulations to be applied to disciplinary action, 
financial responsibility, liability; principles of discipline and enforcement of professional 
standards; ongoing verification of competence; criteria for revocation of registration of 
professionals; revision procedures of the MRA. 
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Lenn (1997) points out that accountancy represents a unique opportunity for 

investigation; it is the first of the major professions to address globalization from the 

view of both demand of transnational service and the urging of an external world body. 

Summary 

In conclusion, literacy manifests itself in many forms. Professionals bring an array 

of abilities, life situations, attitudes, experiences, motivations, and knowledge bases that 

they have configured Into literacy activities to function at home, in the neighborhood, at 

church, at work and in society. Literacy unpackaged in its domains is intricate and socially 

constructed; it is not the mere result of transmitting previously defined skills and knowledge 

that one "should know". Rather, as Brookfield (1986) suggests, literacy is a transaction 

requiring critical reflectivity and interrogation of values, frameworks, belief systems and 

habitual modes of conduct to enhance the awareness of underlying assumptions and cultural 

construction of professionals' lives. With a research-based understanding of the dimensions 

and contexts of professional literacy practices, policy and practice are more likely to be 

suitably informed and, perhaps, improved. 
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CHAPTERS 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

This study is designed to provide a detailed description and anedysis of 

professionals and their use of and experience with literacy in transnational contexts of 

practice. Globalization is a complex process best exemplified in the selection of 

information-rich cases of professions for which there is considerable demand prompting 

them to cross national boundaries for education and practice. Probabilistic sampling of 

professions would not accomplish a key objective of this study which is to yield many 

insights which, in tum, generate hypotheses about the research topic. 

Ethnographic Considerations 

In order to gain as broad a perspective as possible on literacy skills and literate 

behaviors of professionals, an ethnographic approach is used in this study to examine the 

processes in transnational contexts of practice. Ethnography seeks to imderstand and 

represent the points of view of members of a particular group (Castaldi, 1991) through 

rich descriptions of people, places, languages and events by listening careftiUy what 

stakeholders say, observing their behaviors and studying the products of their behaviors. 
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Ethnographers do not set out to test a pre-established hypothesis; rather they try to 

describe in as greatest detail as possible aspects of the community they are studying. The 

research is structured and refined along the way; collection and analysis of the data affect 

the design of the research (Castaldi, 1991). 

Preliminary Data Gathering 

The study and its design evolved through a comprehensive preliminary data 

gathering stage. Given that transnational professional practice across professions appears 

to be a phenomenon associated with the second half of the twentieth century, there is not 

much of a written record beyond demographic studies of professional mobility or 

econometric measures of global financial market activity. The literacy-related stories of 

how a professional goes about practicing in a transnational context, for the most part, live 

in an oral discourse commimity. The design of this study grew from early discussions 

with and review of materials developed by the practitioners, the regulators, and the 

employers and the educators. 

Orienting Interviews 

A series of interviews were carried out with key stakeholders in the change process 

related to the globalization ofU.S.-based professions. The objective of the interviews was 
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to begin to identify categories of literacy activities within these groups as well as scope 

the procedures for further data gathering. 

Center for Oxialitv Assurance in International Education 

Among initial data gathering steps to the development of the design of this study, 

I met with the executive director of an international educational quality assurance 

organization based in Washington, DC in early March 1997. Question content was 

reviewed as well as access issues to the various stakeholder groups across the 

professional groups and their appropriate "readiness" and maturity to address the 

complex issues of transnational professional practice. The executive director suggested 

use of three data gathering opportunities to launch development of my questionnaire: 

1. data compiled in a 1995 survey of professional groups with varying authority over 

professional practice designed to determine the scope of their international activities; 

2. conference proceedings of annual meetings 1991 to 1997 of the professional groups to 

address <ssues and impacts of globalizations of the professions; 

3. focus group opportimities at a May 1997 conference of professional groups imder the 

theme. Trade Agreements, Higher Education and Globalization of the Professions: a 

Multinational Discourse on Quality Assurance. 
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Discussion 

The executive director also discussed characteristics of the professions and the 

push and pull of globalization. There are over 100 regulated professions based in the 

U.S., 2/3 of which are health related. Selection of professions for this study should be 

tied to accreditation, i.e., that in some way the profession or educational program that 

prepares practitioners undergoes some form of internal and external review. The 

professions that have been successful in globalizing are typically those employing a 

technical model of service, e.g., engineering. Professions tied to national cultural 

dimensions tend to less successful in crossing borders to practice, i.e., psychology. But 

there are exceptions. Law and the license to practice across borders have been quite 

successful in Europe. Professions tied to machinery or technology (nurse anesthetists) 

have difficulty in transnational practice because there is not homogeneity of technology 

transfer. 

National Architectural Accrediting Board 

In late March 1997 a preliminary informant interview was scheduled with the 

executive director of a U.S.-based architectural accrediting board to begin the process of 

data gathering on the aspects of transnational practice within the field of architecture. 

The interview also provided the opportunity to review the content of the questions which 
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were changed based upon this input to elicit data on the sectors the professional works in, 

title and a£51iation, licensing and certification held, perceptions of what promotes and 

hinders transnational professional practice, perceptions on the skills and competencies 

needed by the newcomer to practice in transnational context, physical versus virtual 

(Intemet-based) transnational practice, and the role language, culture and technology play 

in transnational professional practice. Also the interview questions were amended to 

include transnational practice situations and events of a problematic quality. 

Discussion 

Key findings of this first interview with the executive director of NAAB include 

the following aspects of transnational architectural practice and literacy activity. 

1. Partnering strategies with firms and individuals in the target market where licensing 

and certification are held within the system and there exists cultural, linguistic and 

locational know how. 

2. Culture is less of barrier in architecture because of the homogeneity of signature 

buildings worldwide, i.e. banks. However, residential design does require a 

sensitivity to cultural norms and traditions. The example was given of Kabusi who 

took on a project in Pakistan to design homes. His team focus grouped housewives 
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who were accustomed to outside cooking and gave them design options to continue to 

cook outside or a more Western approach to the notion of an indoor kitchen. Focus 

group members unequivocally chose the indoor kitchen design option, but when they 

did a follow up one year later, the design team found most kitchens used as storage 

and cooking had reverted to an outside setting. 

3. Locational issues in design are important, i.e., terrain and climate. 

4. Transnational architectural practice often defers to U.S. firms involved in the 

construction of embassies. 

5. In operationalizing tenets of free trade agreements which endeavor to relax barriers to 

trade in services, architectural firms in the U.S. keep control of the services while the 

purchase of materials and goods are relegated to the host coimtry where they are less 

expensive. 

6. Core architectural skills and principally building type drives competencies and it is 

through this segmentation that firms are typically sought out by reputation and 

retained. 



Orienting International Conference Proceedings Review 

A further step in preliminary data gathering involved the review of conference 

proceedings of meetings convened to address the issues and implications of globalization 

for the professions, be they meetings of several professional groups looidng at the topic 

or a single profession. 

Globali2ation of the Higher Education and the Professions 

In 1993 the Center for Quality Assurance in International Education hosted a 

conference in Tucson, Arizona addressing Globalization of Higher Education and the 

Professions: The Mobility of Students, Scholars and Professionals. The conference took 

place during the final stages of NAFTA ratification and present were delegates from 

North, Central and South America to discuss the implications of the treaty on the 

mobility of individuals in terms of barrier reduction to goods and services provided for in 

NAFTA and other regional trade ^eements. Following is an analysis of the proceedings 

of this conference to distill from them literacy dimensions and concomitant engagements 

of literacy skills and literate behaviors. 
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Discussion 

Thus international begins to lose much of its 20th century meaning, whereas 

global becomes the operative word for outreaching, essential, intercormected human 

endeavors such as politics, economics and cultural characteristics (/\rchitecture). 

The seamless web of international legal problems requires that for the proper 

conduct of the matter, the lawyer must be able to master the total situation, foreign as 

well as international. The law professional in international transactions is primarily as 

interpreter, a channel for communication between and among formally organized legal 

systems with differing national histories and experiences, traditions, institutions and 

customs. 

Underlying these comments on intercormectedness is the notion of 

communication as literacy skill so others may understand. Relevant activities might 

include the capacity to identify the appropriate audience, select a means of 

communication, and communicate information appropriate to a context. 

Perhaps more than any other discipline of profession, the practice of architecture 

requires a breadth and depth of knowledge which spans the arts and humanities and is as 

deep as the sciences and technology. The architect has always sought to know more -
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whether through formal educational events or through practice - to interrelate more facts 

and information and to transform his or her knowledge into creative images of futures yet 

unbuilt. 

The Annual Global Finance Conference 

On April 4-6, 1996 the Third Annual Global Finance Conference brought together 

finance professionals and researchers from all major continents. A review of the 

proceedings resulted in the following problematic qualities of the practice of accountancy 

in transnational context. 

Discussion 

1. Repatriating earnings, income, cash flow from foreign affiliates and maximizing them 

in a context of tax liability. 

2. Uncertainty of exchange rates and the problem it creates in operating cash flows, 

investment, financing and trade. 

3. Socio-cultural perceptions of financial institutions and their roles in society, e.g.. 

Islamic banking practices: venture capital versus lending function. 
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4. Increasing competition for foreign direct investment; there are now global markets for 

capital. 

5. Amending financial structures in contexts moving firom political turmoil to peace -

the Middle East and privatization, expatriate currency flows, capital market 

development, price instability, ownership limitations, and trade restrictions. 

6. Varying tax structures - personal income, corporate and consumption taxes. 

7. Financial statement consolidation with parent and foreign subsidiaries. 

8. Inventory valuation across national borders. 

9. Information disclosure on company performance. 

10. Apprenticeship / practicuum hour requirements to practice. 
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Orienting Survey Results Review 

Preliminary data gathering also involved the review and analysis of a survey of 

the U.S.-based, regulated professions to determine the range of activities in how the 

various professions were addressing globalization brought on, in particular, by the North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 

Survev of Trilateral Activities of the U.S. Regulated Professions 

In February 1995 the Center for Quality Assurance in International Education 

conducted a survey of U.S. regulated professions. The survey was requested by the 

Office of the U.S. Trade Representative to gauge the range of trilateral activities of these 

professions. The report was compiled by the National Foreign Language Center of the 

Johns Hopkins University in September 1995. Twenty-six organizations responded out 

of a total distribution of 110. 

The survey asked a total of twenty questions including the following categories. 

Origin and purpose 
Private or governmental status. 
Size. 
Population of the professional. 
Member characteristics 
Foreign membership. 
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Specialties of the profession covered. 
Other organizational representation of the profession. 
Requirement to practice 
Uniformity of scope of activities in the U.S. 
Licensing and registration requirements. 
Regulatory flmctions of the organization. 
Oversight responsibilities relative to educational programs, accreditation, foreign 
equivalencies. 
State organizations which license or register the profession. 
Examinations 
Code of conduct 
Practicing members - foreign in the U.S. and U.S. members abroad. 
Affiliation with cognate organizations abroad. 
International federations or associations representing the profession. 
Organizational contacts dealing with international affairs. 

Discussion 

Of interest to the present study are the following findings. 

• 27% of respondents indicated that significant numbers of foreign professionals 

practiced in the U.S. principally fi-om English-speaking countries. 

• 31 % indicated that significant numbers of U.S. nationals practiced abroad principally 

in Europe, Asia, and Latin America. 

• 53% of responding organizations indicated they had affiliations with foreign 

organizations typically in line with NAFTA. 

• 46% were in discussion on reciprocity of qualification recognition. 

• 39% had formal agreements in place with foreign affiliates - 65% with organizations 

in Canada; 35% with organizations in Mexico. 
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• Significant numbers of respondents indicated that senior management handled 

intemational affairs. 

Focus Group Session Montreal Canada 

In terms of other preliminary data gathering activities used in this study to inform 

and update questionnaire content and to better focus the literature review, in early May 

1997 I participated in the management of and attended the annual meeting in Montreal 

(Quebec) of the Center for Quality Assurance in Intemational Education. Over 100 

delegates from 15 different countries from the licensing, accreditation, certification, and 

testing and assessment corrrniunities, in addition to members of the globalized professions 

and multilateral and intergovernmental officials from over 15 different countries. The 

two-day conference was structured around plenary sessions about trade agreements and 

transnational professional contexts, culminating the second day in breakout sessions 

where the professions convened to share their stories of moving across borders and the 

concomitant facilitating and hindering factors. 

Session Characteristics 

I facilitated one of the breakout sessions made up of medicine, automotive 

engineering, counseling, law, and veterinary medicine. The focus group met from 9:30 
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am to 12:00 p.m. and began with each profession giving details of their international 

activities which included the following. 

Discussion 

Working with countries (mostly in North America and Europe) in accreditation of 

programs and institutions through site visits and/or teaming with foreign counterparts as 

observers and delivering training seminars on accreditation. 

Transnational testing and assessment of skills and competencies. 

Faculty and scholar exchange. 

Participation and delivery of in-service and professional development seminars on 

content and emerging knowledge of the profession. 

Discussing with foreign counterparts formal, reciprocal recognition of credentials and 

licenses to practice. 

The focus group then moved to discuss facilitating factors of transnational 

practice factors; the following topics were addressed. 
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1. The licensing, certification and accreditation functions of each professions are in a 

reactive position to 'play catch up' to accommodate and quality assure professions 

crossing borders. They are doing so by setting up temporary categories / allowances 

for the professional to render advise but not actually practice (represent clients in the 

courtroom or performing surgery for example) in the 'foreign setting. Rather they are 

consultative to the existing, in-country professional service often confined in terms of 

certification to a particular case or topic (avian disease in poultry, for example). 

2. Technology was viewed a facilitating factor in three principle ways: first, it provides a 

tool for the professional to advertise services in the foreign country (800 number 

service, for example); second, it actually becomes a medium of practice or 

consultation (Internet interaction and telemedicine, for example). And technology is 

a medium to communicate across borders rapid changes in the knowledge base, 

particularly with technologically orientated professions (automotive engineering and 

medicine). 

3. Language and culture are complicating factors in three ways, even where a common 

language exists: first, interpersonal conununication; second, understanding local 

custom; and third, in using and generating reports and documents. 
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4. There are more tools available to assess and examine the competencies and 

credentials of practitioners across borders; however, this also makes quality assurance 

more difQcult. 

5. There is an increasing demand at home for bilingual and multilingual services with 

the increases in ethnolinguistic minorities, and as professions assemble new capacities 

to meet this demand they are better prepared for transnational practice. 

Barriers to globalization were also discussed. 

1. Cultural, linguistic, regulatory and locational barriers were identified across 

professional communities. 

2. Economic disparities across professions and among partner nations. 

3. Systemic differences in professional culture (for example, in medicine national health 

systems may be socialized vs. privatized vs. curative vs. preventative). 

4. Testing and assessment practices in certifying competency varies in method, outcome 

and instrument structure. 
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5. Communication varies in print vs. oral orientations across professions (counseling vs. 

automotive engineering) and across transnational context, and it is a related factor in 

the client and professional relationship. 

6. Societal status of the professions is different in the home country and varies across 

foreign settings. 

In coping with globalization and transnational professional practice, focus group 

members discussed the following community building actions. 

Convene stakeholders of key professions for international meetings among national 

organizations, governmental bodies, educational institutions, licensing / certifying 

authorities, professional associations, and intergovernmental bodies. 

Convene intemational meetings based upon topics related to competency assessment, the 

attending liabilities, cross-border professional practice in virtual vs. physical settings, and 

sustaining quality programs. From these preliminary data gathering experiences and 

activities, I developed a series of questions to probe literacy practices in transnational 

contexts of practice. 
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After the stages of preliminary data gathering discussed above, in late March 1997 

I developed and submitted the following questionnaire to a professional development 

distance learning listserve. The objective was to pilot an instrument that would elicit 

relevant literacy activities of professionals in transnational contexts of practice. 

What sector do you work in? Education Corporate Govenunent Other (please specify) 

What is your professional area? 

What is your title and affiliation? 

What licensing or certification do you hold? 

Are you active internationally in your profession? How? 

What do you feel promotes / hinders your profession in crossing borders to practice? 

How can an educational / training program (traditional classroom and/or nontraditional 
formats) best prepare a newcomer to the profession to work in transnational context? 

What are the skills, competencies and know how that a professional in your area needs to 
be successfiil in cross-border practice? 

What role do language, culture and technology play in professional practice? 

How do you feel your profession can improve its quality assurance measures for those 
practicing internationally? 
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Discussion 

There were six respondents split between the education and corporate sectors. 

They identified overwhelming regulatory hurdles (customs), bureaucracy, tradition, 

inappropriate technologies, inefficiency, discrimination, and lack of familiarity with 

distribution systems to localize their services. They all discussed language, culture and 

technology in the communication of messages from one setting to another. Partnering 

was a major theme or strategy to cope with the barriers they mentioned. This piloting 

exercise helped in beginning to formulate the categories of literacy in transnational 

contexts of professional practice. An amended set of questions resulted for the informant 

interviews to elicit and clarify further the features of literacy evident in transnational 

contexts of professional practice that 1 was investigating. 

Comments on Preliminary Data Gathering 

The preliminary data gathering exercise proved critical to the subsequent design 

and implementation of the study. Fundamentally this effort yielded a glimpse of the 

categories representing the literacy use of professionals in transnational contexts of 

practice. The meetings with the executive directors of the Center for Quality Assurance 

in International Education and the National Architectural Accreditation Board indicated 

that technology, culture, language, regulations and bureaucracies play a role in 

transnational practice. The annual global finance conference brought to light the 
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importance of working with issues of profit and loss and resource allocation in 

transnational enterprise. The trilateral initiative survey indicated that there was 

significant mobility of professionals and professional knowledge between and among 

countries and communication on practice and educational preparation. The focus group 

session in Montreal and the piloting of the questionnaire verified that professionals were 

indeed coping with cross-border issues and opportunities related to working with 

counterparts, regulatory impediments, and differing systems, and cultural and language 

orientations. 

Formal Data Gathering 

At this stage of the study, I made the decision to begin formal data gathering 

through the development of a questionnaire informed by outcomes of preliminary data 

gathering efforts, as well as the selection of other data sources. 

Informant Interview Questions 

Informant interview question content was amended from the piloting stage. I 

added questions related to the prior international knowledge and experience of the 

professional, as well as questions targeted to their use of texts and tools that were literacy 

related, their approaches to information gathering and processing, and communicating 
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with international counterparts. Finally, I added a question to use the questionnaire as an 

opportunity to identify other informants. The questionnaire is as follows. 

How did you first become involved in transnational professional practice? 

What is your most memorable transnational professional practice experience? 

What do you feel promotes and hinders transnational practice in your profession? 

What are the characteristics / issues of working with printed materials (letters, reports, 
documents) used in setting up and maintaining overseas endeavors? 

What are your computational needs / issues in setting up and maintaining overseas 
practice (cost calculations, profit / loss)? 

What is the role of language and culture in your transnational practice? 

How do you go about reading cues from your overseas counterpart and how do you act 
upon them? 

How are transnational practice situations problematic and how do you identify, solve and 
maintain solutions to problems? 

What are the interpersonal needs / issues of working with overseas counterparts (working 
on teams, leading, negotiating, informing and persuading)? 

By what means and how frequently do you communicate with international partners? 
(telephone, fax, Internet, courier service, mail, travel) 

What are the needs / issues of allocating resources in transnational practice (time, 
funding, staff, space (physical and computer)? 

How do you go about getting information on prospective partner organizational, social 
and technological systems? 

What sources do you use to get information on your overseas partners and project status? 
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In your organization, what are the training opportunities (formal - sessions scheduled in 
advance with a defined curriculum; and informal - co-workers sharing knowledge and 
skills incidentally) to convey information about working internationally? 

What other individuals in your profession would you recommend I contact to conduct this 
interview? They should meet the following profile criteria. 

key decision-maker in their profession for international projects 
demonstrated experience in working with partners transnationally 
comfort level in the use of technologies (Internet applications) 

What publications, listserves, WWW sites would you recommend I consult for 
information on transnational practice in your profession? 

Which annual meetings or conferences do you attend to keep abreast of transnational 
practice in your profession? What makes some annual meetings / conferences better than 
others for this purpose? 

What would you identify as the three most important issues of globalization facing your 
profession today? 

These questions are designed to be semi-structured, open-ended interview 

protocols to guide the informant interviews. The open-ended questions and probes focus 

on experience, behaviors, opinions, feelings, knowledge, values, background, and 

demographic information about the informant's view of the relationship of globalization 

to the profession and the inherent literacy activities. 

Informant Interview Procedures 

Using these questions, ten informant interviews were conducted from June 1997 

to April 1998 in person and over the telephone with key stakeholders from professional 
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affinity groups. The sessions lasted from 45 minutes to one hour and were taped For the 

informant interviews, construction and design, business and finance, allied health, and 

engineering and technology were selected as group case sample types that allow 

maximum variation in that they represent different ejqjeriences in crossing borders. 

Subjects for the interviews have been drawn from key stakeholders involved in 

the aspects of education and practice of the U.S.- based profession with global interests. 

A network sampling approach is used in which the current interviewee provides names 

and contact information of others in the field meeting profile characteristics of the 

stakeholder groups. Following are sources and characteristics of the subjects. 

Subject Characteristics 

It must be noted that often there was cross pollination across in what professionals 

do, i.e., a faculty member in a post-secondary professional preparation program also 

served in a leadership position with his or her concomitant professional association (as a 

peer site visitor in an accreditation review) as well as practicing his or her profession on 

a consulting basis. 
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Descriptions of Interview Informants 

Based in Maryland Informant #I (Engineering and Technology) is an engineer 

and senior administrator for an organization which accredits engineering education 

programs in the US and overseas. International matters with the organization are also 

part of her portfolio. Her background is in petroleum engineering, professional 

association management, professional development programming, and continuing 

education. She has worked in engineering education in the Middle East, Europe, the 

Former Soviet Union, and throughout the Commonwealth. Her present professional 

focus is on the development of an international credential evaluation service to the 

engineering profession. 

Informant #2 (Business and Finance) is a US-based project manager for a 

Japanese company responsible for the development and implementation of a new tire 

factory in rural Virginia for a major Japanese tire manufacturer. He is responsible for 

budgeting, contract negotiation and monitoring with vendors and subcontractors, as well 

as jobsite client relations. He has worked for his Japanese employer for the last seven 

years on projects in New Jersey and West Virginia. 
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Informant #3 (Construction and Design) is the executive director of a registration 

body for architects. He is a practicing architect with experience in India and Europe 

which includes the presidency of a architecture firm in Germany where he was 

responsible for the design and construction of US military installations. He is bilingual in 

French and English and is very active in talks between the US and various coxmtries on 

mutual recognition of licensing. 

Informant #4 (Allied Health) is a mental health professional based in North 

Carolina who directs a non-profit organization which certifies counselors in the US. He 

holds an advanced degree and has a background in US and overseas higher education as a 

faculty member. He has also practiced as a counselor in Eastern Europe. His present 

professional specialty and interest lie in the international delivery of counseling services 

via the Internet. He has presented and lectured extensively on best practices in cross-

national counseling. 

Informant #5 (Construction and Design) is based in Louisiana and is executive 

director for an organization which accredits construction engineering programs inside and 

outside of the US. He holds an advanced degree in construction engineering. He has 

recently completed negotiations on an accreditation reciprocity agreement for 

construction education validation between the US and the UK. This agreement includes 
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the defmition of threshold requirements for construction management professionals 

worldwide. 

Informant #6 (Business and Finance) is based in Washington, DC and serves as 

special council for international affairs to the CEO for one of the big six accounting firms 

in the US. His responsibilities include representing the firm's interest at international 

policy levels. His experience extends to work on Capitol Hill in international affairs as 

well as a delegate to the Uruguay Round for the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade. 

He was instrumental in the development of the World Trade Organization's guidelines for 

agreements on mutual recognition of qualifications in the accounting profession 

worldwide. 

Informant #7 (Construction and Design) is the dean of a large construction 

engineering school at a research university in the southeastern US. He has recently 

completed a term as chairman of the board for a construction education professional 

association. During his term, he successfully negotiated and established a mutual 

recognition agreement for academic licensing and qualifications for construction 

engineers between the US and the UK. 

Informant #8 (Engineering and Technology) is the executive director of a 

Virginia-based organization which accredits automotive technology education programs. 



She holds an advanced degree in education. Her background is in pollution control with 

specific reference to air pollution and its movement across borders. She has just 

completed an extensive project to lay the foundations to accredit private sector based 

automotive technology schools in Mexico as an initial step to establishing a nationwide 

certification testing program. 

Informant #9 (Allied Health) is an executive with a metropolitan Washington, 

DC-based allied health association responsible for the certification of occupational 

therapy professionals, those coming into the US firom other countries. As well, she 

addresses issues of quality assurance in working with cognate organizations in other 

countries to identify guidelines for the mutual recognition of qualifications and 

professional mobility. Her present interest is an advocacy role in the development of 

proposed immigration requirements to demonstrate equivalency and English language 

proficiency for temporary practice authorization in the US. It is her position that the 

validation of these requirements be left to the professional association and not the federal 

government. She has attended school and worked in Canada and the UK 

Informant #10 (Engineering and Technology) is a private consultant to the 

automotive industry who works fi^om his home in Arizona. His background is in area 

studies and journalism with work experience with a large Japanese automotive 

manufacturer. He holds a graduate degree in international business. His current focus is 
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to develop business plans for automotive technician training and testing outside the US. 

In addition to work in Japan, he has also been active in business ventures in Brazil and 

Canada. 

Training Program Curriculum Review 

Concurrent with the second half of the Informant interviews, I undertook a 

systematic review of professional training and development curricula. The source was 

pointed out to me by a staff member of the library at the National Center for Higher 

Education whom I consulted about published, directory sources of information on 

training providers and their educational offerings that might have international 

dimensions. Primary data for this aspect of the study was taken from the 1997 edition of 

The National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs published by the 

American Council on Education (ACE). The purpose of this publication is to provide 

recommendation for the award of tertiary credit for learning attained outside the 

sponsorship of legally authorized and accredited post secondary institutions. In the 

publication ACE evaluates and makes credit recommendations for formal educational 

programs and courses sponsored by organizations that are non-degree granting and that 

offer courses to their employees, members or customers. These organizations include 

business and industry, labor unions, professional and voluntary associations, schools, 

institutes and government agencies. Use of this publication is based on the proposition 
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that organizations serving the training and development and/or continuing education 

needs of professionals are closely in touch with the knowledge, skills and attitudes in 

demand and required to remain competitive as a professional in a market driven 

environment. Indexed by provider, this publication describes the location, length, 

history, objectives, learning outcomes, instructional approaches, and credit 

recommendations of over 7000 courses from 233 different providers. 

Description of the Program Providers and Course Offerings 

The providers of the courses and programs with international dimensions in the 

1997 National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs fell into four 

categories: (1) training vendors, (2) in-house corporate training and education, (3) 

professional associations, (4) private institutes. Course offerings typically involved 

marketing, management, compensation, classification systems, rules and regulations, 

contracting, and financing systems. 

Search and Index Methods 

In the design of this study these courses, titles and descriptions were searched and 

arranged based on the following key terms (the development of which was informed by 
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interview content, the research literature, preliminary data gathering and analysis, and 

doctoral candidate experience): 

global 
expatriate 
foreign 
international 
intercultural 
cross-cultural 
borders 
human ecology 
immigration 
transnational 
human diversity 
languages 
human ecology 
culture 
multicultural 
professional mobility 

Search Results 

The search terms yielded a subset of 53 courses and 18 providers of training 

programs with content addressing transnational professional practice. Descriptions of 

learning outcomes and instructional approaches of these courses were analyzed for 

thematic trends. These trends were coded based upon the incidence of literacy 

engagement with people, systems, resources, information and technology. Coded results 

were then corroborated with the findings from the informant interviews to match for 

congruency. 
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A Third Data Source 

In order to render the study more robust through triangulation, I explored the use 

of a third data source. Initially, my intent was to rely upon published or draft policies on 

conduct, ethics or standards for transnational professional practice developed by the 

regulating bodies for the professions. Telephone calls were placed to the 23 professional 

associations responding to the Center's 1995 survey of Trilateral Initiatives. Request was 

made for any policy statements, in published or draft forms, that provided standards or 

guidelines for professionals in transnational contexts of practice. One association 

responded to the request: The International Federation of Nurse Anesthetists which 

referred to The International Standards of Conduct for Nurse Anesthesia 

The Addition of a Focus Group Methodology 

A third data source for the study was two moderated focus groups of professional 

association leadership concerned with the accreditation, licensing and certification of 

professionals practicing overseas. According to Krueger (1994) a focus group is a 

socially-oriented research technique which typically has six characteristics. 
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1. It is made up of people numbering 4 to 12, a group small enough to allow for 

everyone present to share insights, yet large enough to provide a diversity of 

perceptions. 

2. Focus group interviews should be conducted in a series to best detect patterns across 

groups. 

3. Participants are composed of people who are reasonably homogeneous and unfamiliar 

with each other so as to ensure a level of informedness on the topic yet not to allow 

contamination of the data by participant consideration of past, present or future 

interaction with one another. 

4. Focus groups are a data collection procedure to determine the feelings, perceptions 

and manner of thinking of consumers regarding products, services or opportunities; it 

is unlike delphic processes or nominal groups which strive to identify consensus and 

agreeable solutions. 

5. Focus groups make use of qualitative data to provide insights in the attitudes, 

perceptions and opinions of participants in a manner consistent with real life: 

participants are influencing and influenced by others. 

6. Focus groups have a focused discussion based topics which are carefully 

predetermined and sequenced. 

Focus groups are typically used in qualitative forms of research to (a) conduct 

market research, (b) conduct needs assessments, (c) identify trends, (d) evaluate programs 
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and outcomes, (e) understand a phenomenon. My purpose in adding a focus group 

methodology to this study is to (a) capture real-life data in a social environment, (b) to 

increase the coverage of the study, (c) add greater validity and reliability to the process. 

Focus Group Sessions 

The focus group sessions took place at the 1998 meeting of the Center for Quality 

Assurance in International Education at Georgetown University in Washington, DC. 

Two focus groups were composed of four and five senior officials respectively 

representing U.S.-based and intemational associations either serving or regulating the 

professions. Session One was conducted over breakfast Monday May 11, 1998. Session 

Two was conducted over breakfast Tuesday, May 12, 1998. Attending the focus groups 

were executives of 

Focus Group Question Development 

Development of the questions was informed by a review of relevant literature on 

focus group research (Krueger, 1998, 1994) as well as a telephone interview with a 

researcher familiar with the practical application of the methodology (A. Fonte, personal 

communication May 5, 1998). In general focus group questions are made up of five 

types (Krueger, 1994). First, it is important to begin with a round robin question to 
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identify characteristics the participants have in common. Second, the next set of 

questions are designed to introduce the general topic of discussion and give participants 

the opportimity to reflect on their past experiences and their connection with overall 

topic. Third, transitions questions help participants envision the topic within a broader 

scope. Fourth, key questions are the heart of the study topic and analysis. Fifth, ending 

questions bring closure to the discussion. To this end and within this framework, the 

questions for this study are as follows. 

Who are you? 
For whom do you work? 
What are the origins, purposes and activities of your organization? 
What is the relevance of your work to cross-border professional mobility? 
What do you feel promotes and hinders the movement of professionals in your 
professions to practice outside the US in physical or virtual forms? 
Why are the guidelines necessary for transnational professional practice? 
What would be some key aspects to such guidelines for your professions? 
What needs to happen for these guidelines to be developed, improved and broadly 
disseminated within your profession? 
What else would you add? 

Questions 1 to 5 were presented for response by each group member. Questions 6 

to 7 were facilitated for group discussion. And the session ended with questions 8 and 9 

again presented for nominal group response. 
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Description of Focus Group Participants 

The two focus group sessions were made up of the following individuals. Focus 

Group One: a vice president of a professional association representing state boards for 

physical therapy and former corporate human resource executive; a director of 

certification for a professional association dedicated to building code inspections; a 

director of the international credentials evaluation department for physical therapy, the 

executive director of a professional association of nurse anesthetists. Focus Group Two: 

an university administrator and faculty member for a program in occupational therapy, a 

dean of a school of veterinary medicine, the executive director of a commission 

responsible for the evaluation of international credentials for nursing, a faculty member 

and professional association representative in veterinary medicine, and an accounting 

faculty member, former partner and U.S. representative to an international accountancy 

body. 
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Analjrtical System 

Thus, the informant interviews, the review of course descriptions from ACE's 1997 

edition of The National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs, and the focus 

group session content on international practice from the service and regulatory arms of the 

professional associations constitute the basis of the study's design and data sources. The 

analytical system used for this study grew principally from the nature of the data coming 

out first from the preliminary data gathering and the informant interviews as well as to some 

extent from the features of the training curriculum content. An amended SCANS (1991) 

framework was utilized, primarily because it reflected and captured the categories of 

literacy activity that came out of early data gathering. From the literature, I did also 

explore two other analytical systems: (a) the prose, document, quantitative framework, used 

in the National Adult Literacy Survey (Kirsch, 1993); and (b) the skills and competency 

framework identified by the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD, 

1993). 

The SCANS framework addressing categories of literacy activity (information, 

people, resources, systems and technology) provided an appropriate fit to the data 

emerging in the study than did the NALS PDQ and ASTD firameworks. For example, 

informants during the interviews were more apt to talk about the finer points of 

communication or negotiations or the regulatory hurdles they face, or the technology they 
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use to interact with foreign counterparts, than on the format of a particular document or 

the steps of a job task. 

Triangulation 

The purpose of analyzing for congruency across these three data sources was to 

increase the face and predictive validity as well as the overall reliability of the findings of 

the study by employing triangulation to investigate the same phenomenon, i.e., the nature 

of literacy activities and the scaffolding processes professionals use in transnational 

contexts of practice. Historically, triangulation is a new concept in the social science 

repertoire dating back to a paper published by Campbell and Fiske in 1959 in which they 

discuss establishing validity of measures through the application of a multitrait -

multimethod matrix, a procedure which examines both convergent and discriminate 

validation of measures of psychological traits (Mathison, 1988). 

In 1978, N.K. Denzin published a discussion of three types of practical 

triangulation. 

1. data triangulation including time, space, and person. 

2. investigator triangulation. 

3. methodological triangulation. 
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Data triangulation refers to using several sources of data including time and space 

perspectives to analyze the phenomena in a variety of conditions. Investigator 

triangulation uses more than one researcher in the investigation process. Methodological 

triangulation refers to the use of multiple methods and scales in the examination of social 

phenomena. This particular study utilizes both data and methodological triangulation. 

Mathison (1988) suggests that triangulation as a strategy provides the researcher 

evidence for the researcher to make sense of the social phenomenon, but the triangulation 

strategy, in and unto itself, does not do this. This is especially important in the study of 

phenomena of professional practice crossing national borders which is rendered 

problematic by regulatory, cultural, linguistic, technological, and locational variation. 

This analysis component of this study provides for appropriate fit with the 

precepts of triangulation on two levels. First the informant interviews serve as the driver 

for the study. Represented in the group of informants are the four professional affinity 

groupings (allied health, business and finance, construction and design, and engineering 

and technology). Subsets of those groupings include representatives firom quality 

assurance bodies (accreditation, licensing and certification), professional school faculty, 

employers, and practitioners themselves. On a second level, the informant interviews, the 

training curriculum review, and the focus group sessions constitute three distinct 
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approaches to view literacy in transnational contexts of practice. Findings, be they 

literacy use distributions or literacy insights emerge from the congruencies across these 

three sets. 

Rubric Categories 

Early analysis of the aggregate preliminary data sources and the data from the 

three sources (informant interview, training curricula content, and focus groups) led to the 

identification of five categories of literacy activity in transnational practice. These 

categories parallel those of SCANS (1991) but have been modified incorporating 

(through the lenses of the present study) richer descriptions of professionals in 

transnational practice working, engaging and interacting with 

Resources (R) - allocating time, money, staff, materials, and space; 

People (P) - interpersonal skills of communicating, teaching, serving, negotiating, leading 

co-workers, clients, vendors, and team members, especially within contexts of different 

cultural and linguistic backgrounds; 

Information (I) - acquiring, organizing, maintaining, evaluating, processing, and 

interpreting information including strategy development; 

Systems (S) - understanding, designing, appreciating, monitoring, improving, and coping 

with different social, organizational, economic, political, and technological systems and 

bureaucratic structures encountered in transnational practice; 
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Technology (T) - selecting, troubleshooting, and maintaining equipment, tools, media and 

applying technology to specific tasks. 

These categories then constitute a research-based coding rubric used in reviewing 

data from the study's three sources: informant interviews, training and professional 

development curricular content review, and narrative from an in-depth focus group 

interview of accrediting, licensing and certification authorities related to professionals in 

transnational practice. As the data is organized analyzed, and triangulated through the 

data sets found in these categories, I am able to detect characteristics, features, qualities, 

and congruencies within, between and among professional affinity groups and their 

concomitant experiences and uses of literate behaviors and literacy skills in the contexts 

of transnational practice. 

Reliability Procedures 

As an additional systematic check on the reliability of the rubric coding system, 

an independent evaluator was used. Her background is as a reference librarian at the 

National Center for Higher Education skilled in the use and arrangement of information 

on higher education, adult learning, and the professions. The role of the external 

evaluator was to verify the use of the analytical system and the outcomes of coding. The 

independent evaluator was provided transcripts of the informant interview #1, focus 
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group sessioa #2, and three training program descriptions from the National Guide to 

Educational Credit for Training Programs. We held two training sessions and a 

debriefing session. 

The following rubric coding guidelines were provided the independent evaluator. 
Whether implied or explicitly stated, narrative data should be coded corresponding to the 
following definitions. 

Information (Coded #1) 

Narrative associated with acquiring, organizing, maintaining, evaluating, processing and 
interpreting ideas or facts and their application toward to plan or strategy development. 

People (Coded #2) 

Narrative associated with communicating, teaching, serving, negotiating, leading, 
facilitating an individual or persons belonging to a certain place, community, or group 
and the concomitant act of giving or exchanging information or persuasion through 
speaking, gestures or writing and the development and maintenance of relationships 
especially within contexts of different cultural and linguistic backgrounds and settings. 

Resources (Coded #3) 

Narrative associated with allocating, time, measurement, office space, costs, revenues, 
property, profit, loss, or assets employed when working with overseas clients or partners. 

Systems (Coded #4) 

Narrative associated with understanding, designing, appreciating, monitoring, improving 
and coping with an established set, classification or arrangement of procedures, facts, 
principles, rules , methods, phases, or plans within different social, organizational, 
economic, and political systems encountered in transnational practice. 

Technology (Coded #5) 

Narrative associated with selecting, using, troubleshooting and maintaining electronic 
equipment, tools, media, software applications and applying the technology to specific 
tasks related to practice in transnational contexts. 
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Procedure 

Each transcript (informant interviews and focus group sessions) and training course 
description is read one time through. Then, on the second read-through, each sentence 
(with relevance to literacy in transnational context) is coded (numbered 1-5) at the 
beginning of the sentence. Where multiple coding applies in a single sentence, i.e. coding 
at the phrase level, periods are inserted at the end of the cluster and the appropriate 
coding is placed at the beginning. Parenthetical remarks may be inserted for clarity within 
phrases or for pronoun antecedents. This procedure allows for Word 7.0 search and 
replacement of periods with period + paragraph marks. A simple text sort (ascending 
alphanumeric) is then performed resulting in numbered (coded) remarks groupings for 
analysis. 

In this protocol review and training process we did find that clarification was 

necessary of where to code literacy activity associated with strategy development and 

collectively decided to place this under the information category. The rubric coding 

system was amended accordingly. 

She spent 2.5 hours reviewing and coding the sample data sets. Agreement 

between the researcher and the independent evaluator across the data sources was as 

follows: informant interview 83.5%, focus group 86%, and training curricula review 

88%. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The following chapter represents a review of the analysis of the gathered data and 

an interpretation of its relation to the topic under study, literacy of professionals in 

transnational contexts of practice. The chapter is arranged by the data gathering event 

and their aggregate which includes a rank ordering of the distribution of the coded 

remarks. A series of literacy insights conclude the chapter. The literacy insights are 

impressionistic comments on the prevalent literacy themes from where the three data 

sources intersect in congruity 

Informant Interviews 

Based upon a rubric coding of informant interview content, remarks within and 

across professional affinity groups (allied health, engineering and technology, business 

and finance, design and construction) yielded one form of analysis: (a) distribution of 

remarks across literacy use and experience categories (resource, people, information, 

systems, and technology); (b) subthemes within and across affinity groups exemplifying 

the nature and characteristics of literacy use and experience. 
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Reducing the data through averages of the raw tallies of literacy use across all 

afiSnity groups showed that literacy engagements tended to cluster in the following order: 

people (43%), systems (26%), information (12%), resources (12%), and technology (7%). 

Following is a table illustrating the distribution of literacy use in contexts of transnational 

professional practice within each afiSnity group. 

Table 2 Tabular Illustration Of Literacy Activities Across Categories And Among 
Professional Affinity Groupings. 

Informant Interviews Information People Resources Systems Technology 
Allied 11% 42% 6% 35% 6% 
Health 
Business and Finance 4% 56% 11% 25% 4% 
Construction and 13% 41% 13% 30% 3% 
Design 
Engineering and 41% 39% 17% 19% 11% 
Technology 

Comments 

There are areas where the professional affinity groupings overlap in their use and 

experience with literacy. While all four literacy categories have some representation of 

literacy use. Professionals in transnational contexts transact, organize, and scaffold their 

literacy toward working predominately with people and systems. 



Training and Professional Development Curricula Review 

Following are descriptions of learning outcomes and instructional activities 

abstracted from ACE's 1997 National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs 

and courses that in some way relate to transnational professional activity. Indexed by 

provider this publication describes the location, length, history, objectives, learning 

outcomes, instructional approaches, and credit award recommendations for over 7000 

courses from 233 providers listed in the 1997 edition. Data was drawn from narrative on 

objectives, learning outcomes and instructional approaches from 53 courses and 18 

providers identified through a manual sort and index based upon the following search 

terms the development of which grew from interview content, research literature on 

internationalization, and doctoral candidate experience: global, expatriate, foreign, 

international, intercultural, cross-cultural, borders, human ecology, inunigration, 

transnational, human diversity, multicultural, overseas, professional mobility. After 

identification and arrangement of the categories, I used the same rubric coding system for 

the informant interview and sorted tallies of coded sentences and phrases. The target 

literacy skills and literate behaviors treated in the aggregate of all curricular content 

reduced in the following manner: systems (44%), information (30%), people (12%), 

resources (10%), and technology (4%). 
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Comments 

The review of content from training curricula indicates that for formal course 

work toward readying or enabling a professional to practice overseas, literacy channels 

toward systems and information. 

Focus Group Sessions 

Two focus group sessions were conducted, transcribed and coded according to the 

same rubric. Coded sentences and phrases were sorted, tallied and averaged across the 

two sessions with the following distributions of literacy use: systems (45%); people 

(32%); information (9%); technology (9%); resources (5%). 

Comments 

The use and experience of literacy in transnational contexts from the standpoint of 

the focus group participants is directed toward people and systems. 
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Where They Come Together Aggregated Findings 

An analysis of the averaged tallies across all three data sources (informant 

interviews, training and professional development curricula, and the focus group sessions 

content on transnational practice) indicates that professionals engaged in transnational 

contexts of practice experience and use literacy in a variety of ways: systems (40%); 

people (30%); information (15%); resources (8%); technology (7%). 

Table 3 A Tabular Representation Of All Categories Among All Data Sources. 

All Data Sources Infon People Resources Systems Tech Totals 
Informant 12% 43% 12% 26% 7% 100% 
Interviews (78) (282) (78) (170) (45) (653) 
Training 30% 12% 10% 44% 4% 100% 
Curricula (25) (10) (8) (36) (3) (82) 
Focus Groups 9% 32% 5% 45% 9% 100% 

(20) (71) (11) (99) (20) (222) 

Comments 

With an aggregation of all three data sources, we see that literacy engagements 

tend to cluster aroimd working with and through systems and people. Information, 

resources and technology are secondary considerations. 
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Subthemes: Literacy Insights 

Beyond the distribution of literacy use according to the rubric, there were in the 

data subthemes which I identified from impressions drawn from the narrative content 

taken from all three data sources. Following is a series of what I call literacy insights, 

i.e., subthemes from the data which move beyond what the literacy use is to description 

of how it is used in transnational contexts of professional practice. Each section 

(information, people, resources, systems, and technology) is made up of statements, 

supported by examples from the actual narrative across the three data sets and is 

concluded with statements of elaboration and relevance to transnational professional 

practice. 

Information 

The value and relevance of information varies from nation to nation and region to 

region. Professionals engage information in the transnational practice setting to interpret, 

communicate, evaluate, and manage it in the delivery of expertise and service. 
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"To be effective (working overseas) we need to understand how they (foreign 

counterparts) process information and communicate it differently that what the group 

does. " "It is really problematic (for me) when a (U.S) contractor on the job will open his 

mouth and take incomplete information and say something to the Japanese client. " 

(Informant Interviews) 

"Relate product management concepts from a global setting to the demands of your 

work. Understand global brands and products and the (different ways) they are 

created." (Training Curricula) 

"I have been to schools abroad where they were still using drop ether or older injectable 

anesthetic; to bring them into practice in the U.S. where there is this total array of 

medications is totally fhistrating to them." "Drugs and diseases and so forth are 

regionalized." (Focus Groups). 

As shown in these examples, engaging information as a category of literacy 

activity for the benefit of the overseas client, patient or partner involves a process to 

repackage to render it meaningful to the context of the practice setting. That context can 

in and of itself be supranational; nonetheless literacy activity associated with information 

involves some form of manipulation or treatment to ready the information for use 

overseas. A simple transporting of information, i.e., without rendering it relevant and 
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meaningful to the overseas context, appears to cause problems. What remains unclear is 

how a professional undergoes the process of repackaging information for the 

transnational setting. 

Information from sources overseas becomes most applicable and useable when 

professionals reduce and organize it to a common shared form, but the value of the 

information in reduced form is often based on Western norms. 

"I think in my experience it was important to be a quick study to learn quickly how 

documents are prepared; there is variation from country to country but in general, they 

all need (architectural and design) plans and specifications to work from. " "And in that 

information we will look for some kind of minimum threshold across countries. " "So 

there may be differences in philosophies or differences in approaches but it starts with 

common ground and that really helps the entire process. " "As far as promoting the 

relationships, commonalities are valuable and worthwhile to us. " (Informant Interviews) 

"Set definitions to an international classification of diseases coding processes and 

interpret data from that international classification " (Training Curricula) 

"One of the things we are doing is to launch a model practice act; as a membership 

organization we are not disposed to telling jurisdictions what to do, but with the model 
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practice act it is a part of the agreed upon goal of the organization to promote 

reasonable standards (for practice worldwide. " "How do you propose to assess minimal 

competency (overseas) besides taking a certifying exam or something like that; when it 

comes to skills who is the responsible person to ascertain whether someone meets 

minimal competency? " (Focus Groups) 

Therefore, professional literacy activities associated with the repackaging of 

information for use in overseas practice settings involves a process of reducing it to a 

perceived, shared, common form. This may come in the form of a definitional 

framework, a model, or some other arrangement of packaging resulting in substantial 

equivalency that is meaningful to the parties involved. It is important to ask the question, 

"whose equivalency?" The role language can play in this reduction endeavor is unclear 

be it through translation / interpretation of the information or language proficiency 

(typically English) of the parties involved. 

By itself subject matter informational expertise on the part of the professional is 

not the overriding factor in delivery of professional service in transnational contexts. The 

ability to relate and exchange information in the overseas context is also valued. 

"I think someone needs to think about making it (the information) culturally friendly. " 

"We had to ask the question (to get the information) in many different ways to find out 
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that he did have the structure in place we were looking for (albeit it was an informal 

structure). " "We and he (the overseas partner) had to both see things from a different 

perspective ; it (having a formal advisory board) was a different concept for them. " 

(Informant Interviews) 

"Apply marketing, management and competitive strategies to your products in the global 

marketplace." (Training Curricula) 

"Now I am not saying that all U.S. programs teach people how to operate independently, 

but there's a situation (overseas practice) where you can have subject matter 

comparability but not a level of comparability in how to think and problem solve. " "And 

it is one of these things where industry is recognizing that if you are going to go 

international and your product is going to be used properly someone is going to have to 

be there in that country, not just a sales force (but) someone is going to have be in those 

countries to describe how is to be used properly (in that setting). " (Focus Groups) 

Professionals practicing in transnational contexts recognize that technical 

knowledge or informational expertise need be complemented by literacy activities to 

communicate it in an appropriate way for the context in which it will be used. Skills 

associated with information are associated with using many and varied approaches to 

gather, interpret, and commimicate it 
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People 

There is both a need and demand for literacy to understand and act upon cultural 

differences when working with overseas counterparts and settings. Working with people, 

be it with the individual or organization, involves communicating, negotiating, teaching, 

and leading. Culture, language, regulation and location penetrate each of these activities, 

rendering concomitant literacy activities all the more complex. 

"Almost all cultures have initial reactions to someone outside the family or circle of 

friends to be talking about personal (mental health) concerns of the client and different 

cultures treat that issue in different ways with varying sensitivity toward the culture and 

toward the counseling process. " "They (professionals) cannot expect that partners will 

react in the same way they react to a certain (practice) situation, so / encourage them to 

strive to find to find out what's going on so they can understand why their partner is 

making a particular move. " "You have to really be aware and sensitive to their culture 

because if you are not that can kill a business deal and even friendships, relationships 

that you want to establish for future reasons." "The most successful (trade) negotiators 

are those who can put themselves inside the mindset of the person they are negotiating 

with: what motivates them, what is successful for them and how can Ifind a way that he 
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or she recognizes success from their own frame of reference; that's a rare ability and 

people don't do that very ofteru " (Informant Interviews) 

"Effectively negotiate with overseas suppliers by understanding the cultural and legal 

differences." (Training Curricula) 

"An impediment traditionally has been the fact that accounting and auditing services 

have typically developed in particular cultural settings that could be narrow and 

provincial. " "For example, an Islamic view of accounting would not allow according 

the Koran the paying of interest or the receiving of interest in other countries; it is a 

thing like the time value of money which seems to get at the heart of the definition of an 

asset. " "How the U.S. defines the role of an occupational therapist may be very different 

from other countries' definitions, that is because of the varied needs of the individuals the 

occupational therapist treats. " (Focus Groups) 

When a professional enters a partnership or practice situation to provide services 

or treat patients in an overseas setting, the need to understand and work within cultural 

differences is heightened. Role definition is also a factor. Professionals should recognize 

that the role they need play to render service is impacted by the context of interchange. 

That role is influenced by the social cultural context at large as well as the cultural 
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differences between views of how the profession operates in society and the socialization 

process the professional undergoes. 

In another aspect of working with people, it is important that a professional has 

the literacy abilities and the willingness to build and maintain relationships and trust with 

overseas counterparts. 

"My responsibility has been to develop internally social bonds and rapport in working 

with the overseas partner so some sort of trust can be instilled. "After hanging up from a 

2000 mile conversation you feel comfortable with the product and services that are going 

on there. " "If you cannot pinpoint that (what's going on behind the scenes overseas) it is 

a matter enough trust in your counterpart to allow them to go through the motions to 

resolve these things. " (Informant Interviews) 

"Build stable, profitable business relationships in the global marketplace. " "Develop 

strategies to build long-term customer / supplier relationships. " (Training Curricula) 

"If the messenger is not interested in delivering the message (and) if the messenger 

cannot relate to people, there can be less than desirable results. " "No matter how 

qualified you are there are barriers that are often bigger than language barriers 

(relationship building). " (Focus Groups) 
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Professionals recognize that there are barriers to overseas practice (language, 

regulations, culture), and the interjjersonal domain of working with a partner, client or 

patient overseas can overcome the barriers. This assumes the professional has the know 

how to establish and maintain transnational relationships. 

Resources 

Resources involve working with time, space, money, and staffing. Literacy 

associated with resources in transnational contexts of practice tends to be driven by profit 

and loss (and their management), though it can also involve getting basic infrastructure to 

get the job done. 

"But the costs of bring technician testing (to Mexico) needs to spread more broadly that 

just an effort by Mr. X. " "Because if you do expect to get something in return, and 

companies especially do, and they end up just leaving the country and getting no profit. " 

"From a personal standpoint, promoting (transnational practice) is the for U.S. 

companies to start looking for market share and increased revenues. " (Informant 

Interviews) 
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"Explain the role in international opportunity analyses, global product planning and 

resource and profitability management. " "Decrease the time and costs of developing a 

global joint venture and strategic alliance by effectively identifying and evaluating 

potential partners. " (Training Curricula) 

"And the fact that licensure (of professionals) is tied so closely to revenue that 

organizations whose licensing started out as protection of public safety (with 

internationalization) now becomes protection of their revenues. " (Focus Groups) 

Resource considerations are dependent upon contextual economic factors. It is 

costly to operate in an overseas setting. Literacy applied to the management of costs and 

the creation of revenue is valued. It becomes problematic when short-term resource 

factors override the higher goal of public welfare and service which require a longer term 

commitment. 

Svstems 

Systems denote broad structures which may be national, regional or intemational 

in nature (like markets). These structures may be explicit (like regulatory agencies or 

bureaucracies). But they can also have subtle qiialities (like disease vectors). The 
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literacy activities associated with systems require a level of understanding of their 

origins, contexts and purposes, and how and whether they facilitate transnational practice. 

"At 50 years old I have a better understanding of what counseling (in the U.S.) was doing 

in 1970 than someone who graduated (from a U.S. institution with a degree in 

counseling), and therefore I would have a better understanding of how mental health 

workers are trained overseas, and that they (the profession) are not behind but at a 

different developmental stage. " "But when you look at qualifications, licensing 

requirements and standards (for professionals), a lot of is layers of regulations built up 

purely from domestic needs dating back years. " "Understanding the professional history 

of your counterpart's profession in their country and understanding the characteristics of 

the counterpart's education. " (Informant Interviews) 

"Describe business contexts in which various international staffing and compensation 

strategies are effective. " "Appreciate the broad contexts of global business markets. " 

"Develop awareness of the globalization of markets andfactors that drive 

globalization." (Training Curricula) 

"And by tools I mean for example vaccines that may be very appropriate for use in a 

given setting say in a developing country for certain diseases will be very different from 

those used in the U.S. " "Currently they (the U.S. national architectural registration 
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board) are working with the Chinese to develop an exam that will allow for reciprocity 

between the two countries and then that exam will be the prototype for testing throughout 

the world " "Let me put it this way, I am concerned that we have to be careful here, at 

least as far as lam concerned about not imposing from the U.S. what they want on the 

rest of the world " (Focus Groups) 

In working transnationally with systems, professionals recognize that origins, 

purposes, contexts, and evolutions vary, and that there is a layered quality to them. There 

is also sensitivity to the risk of imposing a view of how a system should operate from one 

context to another. 

Literacy which engages systems involves the ability to contrastively and 

comparatively analyze overseas systems in relation to our own and render judgment on their 

strengths and weaknesses. 

"The chokepoint (to the transnational mutual recognition of professionals' 

qualifications) is an appropriate interpretation of course descriptions and course 

requirements as far as length and quality and so forth. " "We need to be available not to 

impose our rules by to be available to provide assistance to look at what is considered 

good practice here and to share that with others (overseas) this is a moral 

responsibility. " "You have got to become aware how business is conducted contracts 
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they use and processes they use also the people. " "They (our internationalized external 

evaluators) are very good at recognizing differences between format or method of 

delivery but that don't invalidate the system; they are very good at getting at what are the 

real problems and the real issues. " (Informant Interviews) 

"Identify and discern differences between contracting with the U.S. Government and non-

U.S. governments. " "Appreciate differences and similarities of doing business in the 

service sector internationally vs. domestically. " "Describe the critical differences 

between international and local compensation practices. " "Improve the chances for 

success for a joint venture project by understanding the strengths and weaknesses of 

various structures. " (Training Curricula) 

"When we (U.S.) go from country to country, there is a challenge to the input standard 

(we use in education and professional development) saying how do you know whether 

that input is necessary and is serving the public interest. " "The type or format of 

education required to treat those individuals may be viewed differently by each country; 

this in some ways stops the movement ofprofessionals across borders; it is because of the 

perceived educational differences and the perceived role differences. " (Focus Groups) 

Literacy associated with systems involves understanding and being familiar with 

differences of educational systems for entry to practice, guidelines and standards for 
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practice, competency assurance, professional development, continuing education, and 

recertification. 

In another aspect, literacy activities can be dedicated to moving systems or 

finding ways around them to get the transnational job done, to advantage the organization 

or to move the profession toward a more globalized mission. 

"To me it is a huge issue to cut out all the underbrush to modernize the profession to take 

into account the demands and needs to practice are much more global today. " "Our first 

reaction was to stop it (transnational Internet-based counseling), but we can 7 stop it so 

we need to regulate it; you can now be being counseled by somebody in Norway. " 'My 

focus is trade agreements and how they affect organizations like ours and how we can 

take advantage of them. " "I look for cues (from transnational partners or clients) that 

will affect my critical path to getting the job done. " (Informant Interviews) 

"Identify various legal and regulatory constraints that dominate international finance. " 

"Navigate the myriad, sometimes conflicting restrictions and requirements with which 

contractors must contend when working with foreign governmental officials. " (Training 

Curricula) 



"They (accountants practicing overseas) did not all have to be recognized with 

credentials in that particular country (because of affiliations with accountants already 

licensed there). " "Overall I see that an ansrwer to working transnationally might be (for 

the U.S.) to move from an (educational) input orientation to an output orientation or at 

the minimum demonstrate that the inputs that we require (of our professionals entering 

the field or upskilling) have the desired outputs. " "If we jump out ahead of what is 

happening in the individual countries, it will be easier to establish international 

standards in emerging fields (like electronic commerce in services) and transnational 

movement will be facilitated. " (Focus Groups) 

When a profession crosses a border (whether for reasons of new services market 

penetration or compliance with a new convention initiated by a regional or multilateral 

trade agreement), literacy comes into play in the analysis of the requirements of the new 

system and the reanalysis of the home system. Both of the analytical processes involve 

the identification of the factors which facilitate and hinder the delivery of transnational 

professional services. 

Technologv 

Some literacy tasks in transnational contexts of practice are appropriate and suited 

to delivery of services via computer technology and telecommunication, other activities 
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are more problematic. And the lack of equivalency of technology overseas can in some 

ways stimulate creativity. 

"But I also started taking pictures of the jobsite with a digital camera and uploading it to 

our website a couple of times a week, so the managers and the client in Japan could have 

a look at the progress. " "Because they (the overseas partner) did not have many of the 

high tech things we (in the U.S.) had, they came up with other methods to solve the same 

problem, (just without the technology). " "Rather than our engineers expecting to go 

over and transmit all this new technology to them (Russian counterparts), they discovered 

they were very much in a learning curve too because a number of the things the Russians 

were doing were solving problems we were not able to address or they used alternative 

methods that were less expensive yet effective ways to solve problems. " (Informant 

Interviews) 

"Understand new challenges to global management of technology such as time-based 

competition and managing cross-cultural teams. " (Training Curricula) 

"Obviously in physical therapy you cannot practice at long distances but there are major 

services that can be provided without leaving the home country, and those kinds of things 

are more likely to succeed with a GATS or a NAFTA agreement; with 

telecommunications it is wide open; once you can have a service you can package and 
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send electronically you are in a whole different area. " "I don't believe that you can 

always learn (or test) a skill through a computer or via distance learning. " "But in many 

ways there may be some aspect that can V be communicated and taught through Internet 

programs and demonstrations, such as communication across cultures, body language 

and facial expressions. " (Focus Groups) 

Information technologies both drive and encumber the delivery of professional 

services across borders. Literacy becomes a factor in a problem solving mode to find an 

appropriate fit between the realities and promises of technology in the transnational 

context of practice. 

Summary 

The study's findings began with a tally of the distribution of literacy activities 

across professional affinity groups and across the three data sources. Overall the tally 

indicates that literacy practices bundle around people and systems. An array of descriptive 

subthemes is also presented. These literacy insights provide a greater level of 

impressionistic detail on the how literacy is used and experienced in transnational contexts 

of practice. Overall the insights show that literacy is contextual in its value and application; 

subject matter expertise alone is not a guarantor of success in transnational practice, but 

requires an interest in the content as well as an interest in the people and the communication 
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skills to deliver it Literacy associated with resources illustrates a market-driven 

perspective: the maximization of profit and the minimization of loss and risk. Literacy 

skills with systems are used to work within and around them, and sometimes not having the 

fiill complement of technology can husband more creativity to solve problems. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The following chapter provides a summary of (a) the research problem, (b) 

research related to the problem, (c) study design and procedures, and (e) findings. Also 

addressed are conclusions, implications and recommendations for further study. 

The Research Problem 

This study was designed to examine systematically how professionals experience 

and use literacy in transnational contexts of practice. Increasingly, global market 

demands for professional services, trade agreements and technology accelerate 

opportunities for the delivery of expertise in place-based, telecommunicated and virtual 

settings. Literacy in these contexts is defined as literacy skills or technical knowledge 

and literate behaviors or practical knowledge (Heath, 1986; Kuhn, 1977). The research 

questions addressed by this study are (a) what is the nature of professionals' use of and 

experience with literacy in a globalized context of practice and (b) how is literacy 

organized, selected and scaffolded as professionals work in a context of transnational 

professional practice. 
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Research Related to the Problem 

This study is informed by a review of literature and prior research on the topic. 

To help frame and define the topic, I began with a review of literature on the nature of 

professional knowledge and practice which looked at (predominately from a U.S.-based 

perspective) what professionals do, how they are organized, and issues facing them. 

Globalization and the influences of trade agreements were explored to identify the 

historical political, economic, social, cultural and technological trends and stakeholders 

of transborder exchange of goods and services throughout the 20th century. The 

professions and the influence of technology and electronic commerce are also noted with 

their impact on the transmission of knowledge and expertise. More directly related to 

literacy itself, literature was reviewed on the evolution of literacy research and its 

theoretical perspectives, human learning, historical aspects, efforts to define and measure 

literacy, cultural factors, workplace-based literacy, higher order thinking and problem 

solving, regulating regimes in the professions, and two case studies of globalization in 

architecture and accounting. 

Research studies on literacy in occupational settings favor a U.S.-based 

perspective. Schon (1983) used the case of architecture to illustrate his notion of 

reflective practice. Literacy tasks in society were addressed by the National Adult 

Literacy Survey (Kirsch, 1993) and its cognate, the International Adult Literacy Survey 
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which do clarify that literacy is not an isolated skill but is multivariate and contextually 

sensitive. Competency research, job task analysis, and benchmarking practice have been 

popular in occupational settings since World War II (ASTD, 1992; SCANS, 1991) where 

foundational skills requirements and core competencies are identified. In terms of on-

the-job literacy practices as they relate to performance, a number of studies were 

reviewed (Mikulecky & Ehrlinger, 1989; Kirsch & Guthrie, 1982; Sticht, 1982; Jurmo, et 

al., 1994; Young, 1994; Hart-Landsberg & Reder, 1993; Taylor, 1988) which found, in 

varying degrees, job performance does create a demand for literacy, be it reading, writing 

or computation as well as communication, participation in networks, and problem 

solving. These studies again were carried out predominately in U.S.-based workplaces. 

Studies of international employee assignments (Arthur Andersen, 1995) tend to 

address policy and mobility issues of numbers of professionals going abroad, relocation, 

professional development, compensation and benefits planning, tax return preparation, 

and tax equalization. They indicate that human resource departments do anticipate an 

overall increase in the numbers of employees being assigned overseas or having overseas 

staff come to the U.S. 

The literature reveals that there is a paucity of research on professionals' 

transborder literacy activity. The existing studies have a domestic focus, favor single 
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professions, tally professional mobility, and tend to be concerned with human resource 

relocation and economic issues. 

Design of the Study 

This section describes the design of the study and includes data source selection, 

subjects, materials, data analysis and reliability procedures. 

Data Source Selection 

From sources suggested and emerging from preliminary data gathering and further 

developed and defined in the course of data gathering itself, I developed three main data 

gathering activities: (a) informant interviews, (b) professional development training 

curricula review, and (c) focus group sessions. 

Subjects 

For the informant interviews and the focus group sessions subjects represented the 

accreditation, licensing and certification communities from among the regulated 

professions, employers, faculty members from professional schools, and practitioners 

themselves. For the descriptions of training and development curricula, courses and 
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programs with international dimensions were drawn from vendors for training programs, 

in-house corporate training and development, professional associations, and private 

institutes. Course offerings typically involved marketing, management, compensation, 

classification systems, rules and regulations, contracting, and financing systems. 

Materials 

Informed by preliminary data gathering outcomes, questionnaires were developed, 

piloted, and used for the informant interviews and the focus group sessions. They were 

designed to leam about the literacy practices of professionals in transnational contexts of 

practice. 

Procedures 

This section contains a description of the procedures used in the study, including 

data collection, data analysis, reliability procedures and data interpretation. 

Data Collection 

The informant interviewees and focus group members who agreed to participate 

in the study were audio taped in sessions over the telephone (9 of 10 informant 
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interviews) or in person (1 of 10 informant interviews in his home and two focus group 

sessions in the student union of Georgetown University during an annual conference 

addressing quality assurance issues of the globalized professions). Field and interview 

notes were taken during the sessions. The informant interview samples constituted 12.5 

hours of audio-tape recording and the two focus group sessions yield 2.5 hours of audio

tape recording. From the 1997 The National Guide to Educational Credit for Training 

Programs compiled and published by the American Council on Education and its Center 

for Adult Learning and Educational Credentials, the researcher used search terms and 

language from preliminary data gathering efforts to identify 53 courses that in some way 

addressed literacy dimensions of working in transnational contexts. 

Data Analysis 

A system of analysis was needed that would capture the ways in which 

professionals in transnational contexts of practice used and experienced literacy in its full 

dynamic, broadbrush and multivariate nature. The SCANS fhimework, albeit from a 

domestic perspective and with some amendment to accommodate this study, did provide 

a systematic, research-informed analytical lense to code and process the data. 

I began the analysis by transcribing audio-taped recordings and photocopying 

course objectives, learning outcomes and instruction descriptions from the ACE 
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publication. Each informant interview transcript was assigned an identification number 

and grouped according to professional affinity: (allied health, business and finance, 

construction and design, and engineering and technology). 

A rubric coding protocol was developed for the data to the phrase level (see 

Appendix 4). The coding of all data was completed by the researcher, in a word 

processor for the informant interviews and focus group sessions transcriptions and 

manually for the training curricula and sorted based upon literacy use associated with (1) 

information, (2) people, (3) resources, (4) systems, and (5) technology. 

Reliability Procedures 

After two training sessions, an independent evaluator spent 2.5 hours reviewing 

and coding one informant interview transcription, one focus group session transcription 

and three training curricula. Aggregating across the five categories, there was 

agreement in the following distribution: informant interview #1 83.5%; focus group 

session #2 86%; training curricula 88%. 
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The Findings 

This study had as its research objectives to answer two questions related to the 

literacy activities of professionals working in transnational contexts of practice: (a) what 

is the nature of professionals' experience with and use of literacy in a globalized context 

of practice and (b) how are literacy skills and literate behaviors organized, selected and 

scaffolded as professionals work in transnational contexts which are oftentimes 

regulatorily, linguistically, locationally, and culturally unfamiliar to the practitioners. 

Following are the answers to those questions based upon the findings from the study. 

1. What is the nature of professionals' use and experience with literacy in a globalized 

context of professional practice? 

Professionals use literacy in at least four domains associated with transnational 

practice situations. Principally, they work with systems or understanding structures, 

procedures, rules that come with social, organization and technological systems and their 

monitoring and improvement. Second, professionals work with people, be they partners 

or clients or patients, serving, teaching, leading and negotiating with them. Third, they 

engage information, acquiring, organizing, interpreting, communicating and evaluating it. 
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Fourth, they work with resources allocating, time, money, staff, materials and space. 

Finally, professionals in transnational contexts of practice use technology or select tools 

and equipment to apply to specific tasks. 

2. How are literacy activities organized, selected and scaffolded as professionals work in 

a context of transnational professional practice? 

Within systems the professional interests represented in this study focused on 

understanding their origins, purposes and activities and analyzing them based upon their 

home systems. Then, they typically would build strategies to work through or around the 

overseas system to get the job at hand done, or advantage their organizations, or to move 

their profession toward a more globalized mission. 

In directing literacy activities toward people, there was both a need and demand 

for professionals to understand the cultural differences and their impacts when working 

overseas. There was an ability and willingness to reframe, often repeatedly, questions 

and viewpoints when communicating with counterparts or clients. And building 

relationships and trust was viewed as an important and valued literacy skill. 

For information, the findings of this study indicated that its value and relevance 

vary fi-om country to country and region to region. It was most applicable and usable by 
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the professional when it was reduced and organized to a common or shared form among 

the participants in the literacy engagement. And subject matter informational expertise 

was not the predominant factor in transnational practice; rather, it was the ability to relate 

the information meaningfully to the transnational practice context. 

Literacy associated with resources was typically driven by profit and loss and its 

management, but sometimes it involved getting in place the basic infi^tructure to get the 

job done. 

With technology, professionals in this study indicated that its use was suited to 

some tasks and contexts in transnational practice but not in others. Also the absence of 

technology to apply to tasks resulted in situations where there emerged more creative, 

cost-efficient solutions when working with overseas counterparts. 

Conclusions 

The results of this study indicate that literacy in transnational situations of 

practice is fluid, multivariate, contextual, and rendered all the more complex through 

working in culturally, regulatorily, linguistically, and locationally unfamiliar 

environments. Professionals working in these contexts quickly leam that the templates, 

models, and instruments (favoring univariate perspectives) in which they have been 
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trained to practice may not be fiilly suited or appropriate when working witii overseas 

counterparts, clients or patients. An array of approaches, repertoire content, and 

multimethod practice strategies are more suited when working overseas because they tend 

to more accurately capture the dynamic nature of overseas practice. 

Implications of the Findings 

The findings of this study can contribute to the discourse and practice of literacy, 

the professions, training and education, and quality assurance. 

Implications for Literacy Research 

Study of professional literacy, and in particular as it manifests itself in 

transnational contexts, has not been fully explored, and yet does provide a rather unique 

arena to view literacy situated in social, political, economic, and cultural contexts. For 

the literacy researcher a setting that is culturally, linguistically, regulatorily, and 

locationally unfamiliar where transactions and engagements are literacy-rich provides the 

opportunity to unpack the complexity of literacy practices. 
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Implications for the Professions 

This study and its findings contribute a literacy-informed taxonomy of the uses of 

practical and technical knowledge in a transnational context. Professional communities 

which are considering or coping with the movement of their members and services 

overseas can use these findings as a framework for thoughtful consideration of the issues 

and opportimities created when crossing borders. The study also provides this 

community a foundation for the development of international standards and codes of 

practice based upon actual literacy engagements emerging from transnational practice. It 

also provides the beginnings of transnationally-informed benchmarks which may be 

useful for continuing education and recertification activities of the professions. 

Implications for Training and Education 

New professionals entering the field and existing professionals upskilling through 

professional development programs may in one form or another touch upon the impact of 

globalization on their profession. With the categories of literacy activities defined, the 

findings of this study may provide a certain measure of efficiency in the design of 

education and training curricula directed toward globalization. The distribution of 

literacy engagements across information, people, resources, systems, and technology 
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provide a basis to which to anchor curricular content targeted for globalized professional 

practice. 

Implications for Oualitv Assurance 

The accreditation, licensing and certification communities associated with the 

professions are also impacted by globalization and the movement of professionals across 

borders. As they endeavor to identify and define standards and guidelines for practice,, 

(assuming the development of these guidelines and standards is in one way or another 

informed by relevant literacies and competencies) the findings of this study do provide a 

road map to the reconstituting of existing models of quality assurance, or perhaps the 

development of new models entirely. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

Recommendations can be made with regard to further analysis of the data, further 

research, and taking theory into practice. 
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Recommendations for Further Analysis of the Data 

The study does suggest other areas of analysis including what aspects of literacy 

associated with information, resources, people, systems, and technology motivate and 

hinder professionals in crossing borders and the processes a profession undergoes when 

developing standards and guidelines for practice. Embedded in the data is also insight 

into the role language and literacy plays in the amassing of wealth in international 

markets through transnational trade in professional services. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Further research should continue the literacy orientation to transnational skills and 

competency. Using the taxonomy developed through this study, the next step in the 

process might be to develop and test a model for generating guidelines or standards for 

overseas professional practice. Other possibilities include contrastive analyses with the 

literacy practices of professionals operating exclusively in the U.S. or the literacy 

practices of professionals of other countries who are transnationally mobile. Additional 

studies could highlight the role of literacy transnationally according to individual 

professions, organized in a series of case studies. Finally, it would be important to 

conduct research on professional literacy from a historical perspective, for example. 
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literacy activities of allied health care providers from the U.S. who were one of the first 

groups to take medical expertise and services aboard. 

Recommendations for Theory into Practice 

This study and its findings are relevant to the theoretical traditions addressing 

literacy. From a logical positivist viewpoint, it might be helpful in broadening the scope 

and treatment of variables in empirical research on normative workforce competency 

assessment, i.e., that competencies and workplace performance involve multiple literacies 

associated with working (in physical, telecommunicated or virtual environments) and not 

solely the measure of single units. Researchers from this tradition could benefit from this 

study because it has developed a contextual pragmatism in the treatment of variables 

associated with literacy. 

From the interpretative research tradition, this study provides an array of 

multimethod strategies to capture and describe literacy in transnational contexts which 

prominently include networks and relationships of practitioners, their partners, clients and 

patients. The purpose would be to build awareness among researchers, policy makers and 

practitioners as to the socially constructed meanings, processes and orientations of 

literacy. Researchers from this tradition can benefit by the study's approach to 



internationalizing interpretative data gathering and analysis and exploring the 

transnational dimensions of observable phenomena related to hnman interaction. 
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And from a critical theory perspective, this study and its findings raise the subject 

of U.S.-based professions, either incidentally or by design, exporting their practice, 

literacy use, and quality assurance approaches. There may be a sentiment in which other 

nations of the world should aspire to and adopt our models. There is a need for critical 

reflection on the threat of imperialism when taking professional knowledge and services 

abroad. From a critical theory orientation this study also surfaces the issue that literacy 

(as engaged by professionals practicing in transnational settings) is observable in terms of 

wealth and economy. Is literacy in a global economy commodified? And how does our 

knowledge, information and perceptions of other nations and cultures play out in the 

transnational delivery of professional services, be it for economic gain or public welfare? 
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APPENDIX A 

Sample Coded Informant Interview Transcript 

Interviewee #1 
Engineering & Technology 

8/29/97 

Would you mind if I taped your comments? 

Sure. Go right ahead. 

Would you like to make any opening comments or reflections on the questions I sent 
you? 

I am not sure how helpful I can be. Some of the questions are sort of not applicable in 
our area but if rephrased they can be.. A number of the questions tend to be for people 
who are involved transnational professional practice. In one we are and in others we are 
not. 2 we are more facilitators if you know what I mean, but I will let you judge for 
yourself. 

That's OK. the approach I am using calls for multiple perspectives: the licensing / 
certifying / accrediting authority, the employer, the education / training program and the 
practitioner themselves, and I am doing this across professions grouped by theme or 
affinity: design / construction related, allied health, business / law / finance, engineering / 
technology 

How did you first become involved in transnational professional practice? 

I think the question I have to ask are you asking as an individual or for (my organization). 

From your perspective and related where relevant to your organization. 

I began seven and half years ago with society of petroleirai engineers an intl organization 
with forty percent membership of its membership outside the us. 2 I was involved and 
worked continuing ed.. and professional development programs, student chapters, 
distinguished lecturers programs, lots of intl contact and activity, primarily related to 
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professional development of petroleum engineers and chemical and mechanical engineers 
working in the petroleum industry. As an individual that's where my initial contact 
came. I have been at organization responsible for the accreditation of engineering 
education programs) for two years. (Our) intl activities go back many years. 2 Initially 
they worked very closely with Canadians in developing the Canadian engineering ed 
accreditation board, for a long time Canada did not have that and admired and patterned 
their system to the us. 4 we have had a mutual recognition agreement with them since 
1980. 2 a long standing relationship with the Canadians. 4 We work closely with Mexico 
with their accreditation system that is just getting off the groimd (they had their first visit 
last fall). 4 have also been involved in a number of mutual recognition agreements, the 
most noteworthy is the Washington accord with 6 other former commonwealth countries 
and that has been very successful and other countries are seeking to join that. 4 Again it 
is the mutual recognition of accreditation systems which is the first step in the licensure 
process. 4 Those agreements are moving forward and additions are going to be made in 
the discussions to address the mutual recognition of professional credentials and licenses 
depending what is appropriate for the individual country. 2 That effort is expanding and 
we are going to have a meeting with that group this fall. 2 France has approached us. 4 
the Dutch have approached us to help develop a specific engineering accreditation 
system. We have done a lot of contact that way. 

What is your most memorable transnational professional practice experience? 

Can't say any specific one. each one has been interesting and new. and continues to 
evolve and move forward. They have all been good learning experiences. I can't 
pinpoint a specific one. 2 Networks, intellectual challenges socialization are all parts. I 
will give you and example. 2 When 1 was working for the society of petroleum 
engineers, we were trying to get a chapter or section started in Siberia. 2 It was very 
interesting talking to the American engineers who went over and came back, they were 
trying to help facilitate this whole process. 2 The discussions beyond est. of chapter and 
went into the discussion what American learned as they interacted with the Russians. 5 
In that because they did not have many of the high tech things we had, they came up with 
other methods to solve the same problem. 5 Rather than our engineers expecting to go 
over and transmit all this new technology to them, they discovered they were very much 
in a learning curve too because a number of the things the Russians were doing to really 
solve problems that we had not been able to address or alternative methods to solving 
those problems or less expensive yet effective ways to solving those problems. 1 It was a 
really good exchange of information and that came from the actual intent of getting these 
chapters going was to facilitate this exchange of knowledge this exchange of information. 
5 And to really facilitate what we called the tech transfer. It was surprising for the us 
engineers who were going over at that time. 
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What do you feel promotes and hinders transnational practice in your profession? 

4 what promotes is that with engineering their is a common language, a common 
currency. 4 The engineering problems and solutions are based mathematically, which 
really is a universal language. 4 So there may be differences in philosophies or 
differences in approaches but it starts with common ground and that really helps the 
entire process. Also people get into engineering for the excitement. It really helps the 
process depending on engineering discipline or industry. 2 engineers are subject to 
frequent moves there is an inherent mobility, they go where the work is and many like 
that. 4 What hinders are expectations and that business practices differ from country to 
country. 2 And the cultural norms so that sometimes there is misunderstanding that can 
make things more difficult than they might otherwise be. 

what do you mean by expectations hindering? 

5 Expectations have to do with what an engineer from one country interacting with an 
engineer from another country expects in the way of technology and technical knowledge 
and expertise and whether that will be found there, there is certain amount of uncertainty 
at least in the initial stages. 2 They don't necessarily know what is the quality of the 
education of the engineer or what experience level the engineer might have. I It related 
to education and training. 5 and the availability of technology and the knowledge to use 
it. 2 It really depends on the type of project and the type of relationship. 5A large scale 
consulting firm going in to do a project is going to bring their technology with them. 5 
Technology in and of itself is not going to an issue. 2 If there are requirements in the 
contract to hire nationals. 5 they need a way to ascertain their knowledge of the 
technology and the tools. And that is sometimes a difficult problem. 1 Again it is just a 
lack of knowledge not that they don't know it is just that these people do not necessarily 
have the skills. It is just that no one knows. 4 This is one of the reasons why (my 
organization) is trying to develop these mutual recognition agreements is to provide some 
quality assurance 

What are the characteristics / issues of working with printed materials (letters, reports, 
documents) used in setting up and maintaining overseas endeavors? 

There are some difficulties. 3 Certainly with mailing things there is a cost issue. 3 There 
is also the timeliness of the documentation. 3 In some countries it is no problem in other 
countries it is a problem with getting mat's where they need to go in a prompt and timely 
manner. 5 In many cases the advent of Internet has helped immensely because we try to 
send as much as possible via email. 5 And we have a number of our common docimients 
up on our Internet website so people can access them. 5 Again because we are dealing 
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with the engineering community, we tend to have a fair number of people who do have 
access have even internationally. 3 One of the other things that is kind of interesting is 
that in the UK they use a4 paper, and occasionally we will get reports printed and typed 
all the way to the bottom of page. 3 It is not a difBcult problem to solve but you have to 
aware of it just go in and put it on the copy machine and reduce it.. Otherwise you end up 
chopping off the bottom of the report. 4 It is kind of a simple thing but requires teaching 
and training your staff to deal with different types of formats and it requires extra time, 
even just to file them.. 3 We have our conference papers for fall conference we ask for 
them in hard copy camera form. The reason being that we don't want to be responsible 
for transcribing all that because of errors in changing. We just deal with hard copy. 

1 recently attended the ICDE Conference at Penn State and they distributed papers on CD 
which allows for search capabilities. 

5 We have one conference that did that in that past but we don't have CD capabilities on 
our PC's in the offices, so no one has gotten around to doing something like that. I 
suppose if we discover that we have the need for it we will do it in time. 5 But there are 
some things we are talking about putting on CD for distribution, but we don't access 
CD's very often. 

What are your computational needs / issues in setting up and maintaining overseas 
practice (cost calculations, profit / loss)? 

We have the advantage of not having to set up overseas which some other organizations 
have done and are doing. 3 We only have one small office here, so our computational 
needs and issues are very localized. 1 So we just primarily transmit inf. and that 
sometimes becomes problematic. 3 As far as costs the biggest portion is telephone. 
Because interestingly enough a number of people do like to talk on the telephone even if 
the hours are odd. 2 I get people calling me and I sit down and calculate it and it is that 
they are calling me in the middle of the night their time. 2 But some of them just have 
the comfort level or feel that is important enough to warrant a telephone call. The rest of 
it we have in our system inherent in our operating overhead. So there isn't a real 
difference in that for computational needs 

What is the role of language and culture in your transnational practice? 

2 It's very interesting we have just hired bilingual staff member to assist us with this 
process. 4 We firequently have inti visitors come to our offices to discuss accreditation 
systems and how to set them up. 2 The cultural aspects adds a very nice flavor to these 
discussions. I think everyone in the office looks forward to those meetings I think 
because of the cultural differences. 2 The advantage that we have is that many engineers 
speak English, some read it better than speak it, but because so many of the engineering 
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texts are written in English most of them are fairly conformable with English an 
advantage that perhaps some of the other professions don't have, so language has not 
really been a barrier for us. 2 When we are working with other countries visiting them 
there, it depends on the environment we try to get someone who speaks the language to 
go along on the trip. 2 We will also work with deans to have someone meet us who is 
comfortable with English and most of them are. And most of them are usually very 
happy to provide translation services. 2 It is usually the faculty of the institution we are 
visiting and deans speak English because of the reasons I mentioned or because they are 
us trained. Usually there is a series of meetings, language is not the major problem. 2 
There usually are a number of people around who speak English and fairly well and we 
can communicate. 

How do you go about reading cues from your overseas counterpart and how do you act 
upon them? 

That's a more difficult question. 1 A number of us have copies of various books on 
cultural do's don'ts that we use as reference and try to bone up on whenever we have 
groups or are sending groups to another country. That gets us started on the cues. As far 
as actually reading them, it sometimes can be difficult. It depends on situation. 1 We 
have advantage in most situations because we are exchanging information and knowledge 
in a usually very collegial environment, we are not negotiating contracts. 2 Miscues have 
to do with expectations. 2 Many of our counterparts are familiar in dealing with 
Americans, so if we miss a cue they are generally very polite about it. one of the most 
difficult times had three different countries in one week, we were constantly switching 
gears, because there were things that were the exact opposite. 

Any gender issues you have encountered? 

2 Gender yes. particularly in Indonesia or Malaysia. One of the countries we visited ten 
to twelve all men were in the group. 2 In our reading, we discovered in general they 
don't shake hands with women. 2 When they came in I waited until they gestured toward 
me And then I would shake their hand, half did and half did not. Many who visit here are 
familiar with western ways and are willing are not surprised to see and talk to women. 
For the most part it is not a problem. That does not hold true in home country, when first 
here team went to visit SA, and they told us no women on the team. I did correspondence 
back and forth I did not know if they knew if I was a woman from my name. That was 
fine. On campus, there were no women, no women's restores. So we sent a team with no 
women, and the visit went very well. 

How are transnational practice situations problematic zind how do you identify, solve and 
maintain solutions to problems? 
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Some of them pretty obvious like this situation. 2 The ones that are problematic are the 
ones that come up and surprise, you do something that you don't realize you have done 
something you may never know that something has happen, there is just no longer 
communication. That's a problem. 2 the solution is to try and become as educated as 
possible for these cultural differences and cultural situations, for that reason we train our 
people going on uitl visits. 

This is one of the other questions, but is there a formal training program for those going 
on intemational visits? 

2 Yes, most of our evaiuators are experienced intl evaiuators and that is an important 
criterion to be selecting to go on a visit. I first they need to be experienced evaiuators but 
others are excellent evaiuators but may have not traveled or have intl experience and we 
really feel it is unfair to drop them into a situation cold, we really do not want to have any 
intl incidents. 

What are the interpersonal needs / issues of working with overseas counterparts (working 
on teams, leading, negotiating, informing and persuading)? 

This is interesting because in some instances. Let me start over. 2 With our visits to eval 
engineering programs overseas, you are not really working on an intl team, they are 
Americans interacting with the faculty, students and staff of the engineering program. 1 
They are not negotiating, mainly they are informing or performing in a very formalized 
structure process. 1 The institution is prepared for that through the reports and 
preparatory documentation. It is from that situation where there is a lot of give and take, 
but it is from an investigative perspective. 1 We are asking lots of questions, they are 
telling us how wonderful their school is. 2 It is not as difficult as it might be if we had an 
on-going relationship. 2 However, with mutual recognition agreements, the ones we have 
and the ones we are developing there is a strong on-going relationship with strong on
going communication . 2 The teams, task forces and groups we put together to work 
together for example NAPTA with Canada zind Mexico and developing mobility. Part of 
the difficulty has been differences in language. Not between us and Mex. but us and 
Canada. As an example what constitutes temporary licensure. 2 As we just recently 
discovered, despite having worked with Canada for years now, temporary is not same in 
us as in Canada. That is another problem. 2 we need to keep lines of communication 
open with common goals, unfortunately there may not be common goals or you have 
mixed agendas. 2 You get same issues working with groups in the us. just with a 
different flavor. 
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By what means and how frequently do you communicate with international partners? 
(telephone, fax, Internet, courier service, mail, travel) 

3 all of the above. We do a lot of phone em and fax. 3 I would probably say fax is 
number one but em is picking up and we do a fair amount of travel. 2 Because there are 
some issues that require a longer period of time, it requires the give and take that you can 
have in a face to face setting that you can't overcome with telephone and fax. 3 Travel is 
useful to establish strong personal relationships, that's how things get done. 

What are the needs / issues of allocating resources in transnational practice (time, 
fimding, staff, space (physical and computer)? 

We now have intl director on staff. We have allocated a full time person to work with 
intl activities. 1 we are starting up a credential eval service for intl foreign credentials as 
well and hiring additional staff to support that activity. 3 There are the additions to space 
that are appropriate to adding people. 3 and the physical and computer are no more that 
what we would provide for our other staff. The intl director speaks French and Spanish 
and a little Chinese. 

How do you go about getting information on prospective partner organizational, social 
and technological systems? 

2 Some of them come to us, a good portion of them. I We also have contacts in the us 
state dept. and trade dept. and dept. of commerce. 1 Occasionally we will make inquiries 
to the us dept. of ed. 2 We have not gone out and tried to develop these contacts on our 
own. 1 To get inf. about them though once the prospects are identified frequently they 
bring and provide the inf.. 5 we also search Internet. 1 use growing library. 2 or talk to 
people within engineering community faculty or industry people that may have been 
involved with them, for example someone who may have operations in that country. 

What sources do you use to get information on your overseas partners and project status? 

1 That's important because if I apply that to our mutual recognition that are on-going, we 
have a regular schedule of visits to send an individual or small team to eval how the 
accreditation program is working. 2 We 'have an exchange program where we open our 
process to our intl partners to observe our business, visits and commission mtgs. here in 
the us. It has been very successful. 

To what do you attribute its success? 
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1 First of all the quality of people we send out. they have a good sense of not only the 
specifics of engineering accreditation here in the us. 4 but what the real underlying 
pvupose is which is quality assurance. 4 They are very good at recognizing the 
differences between format or method of delivery but that don't invalidate system - they 
are very good at getting at what are the real problems and the real issues. 

What other individuals in your profession would you recommend I contact to conduct this 
interview? 

They should meet the following profile criteria. 

key decision maker in a regulated U.S. profession for international projects 
demonstrated experience in working with partners transnationally 
comfort level in the use of technologies (Intemet applications) 

it might be worth contacting head of our intl activities committee. At Georgia tech. He 
is a former dept. chair there and now works on special projects. You may also want to 
talk to someone at the national council of examiners. 4 who is actively involved in 
licensure they are the federation of state boards of engineering registration. (..) is the 
person, ncees at clemson,. 4 They exam process for engineering who take licensing 
exams. The clemson faculty put the program together, established ncees who maintains it 
there at their headquarters. 

What publications, listserves, WWW sites would you recommend I consult for 
information on transnational practice in your profession? 

www.(my organization).org. ncees' too but I don't know if they have anything intl on 
their site. 

Which annual meetings / conferences do you attend to keep abreast of transnational 
practice in your profession? What makes some annual meetings / conferences better than 
others for this purpose? 

That's an interesting question because you can approach it from two different ways. 4 
First as it relates transnationally to engineering and its practice or the intl education of 
engineers. 4 or the other part is talking with other accreditors to discuss accreditation in 
the intl community. For the former, if you define the profession in terms of engineering 
education you have a number of organizations that have intl associations. We are a 28 
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member federation. Each one of those has an aimuai meeting, many have more than one. 
Many of them are intl because of their membership or because of the origins. Frequently 
on the program there is a session or part for intl education or professional develop for 
engineers. These are real common sessions for many of these organizations. We don't 
go to all of those. I We tend to go to those meetings where the organization specifically 
relates to engineering education like the Society for Engineering Education which 
addresses intl students, and professional mobility. For accreditation we attend aspa 
meetings. 1 It is best when we can exchange inf. formally and informally among a range 
of professional groups. 

What are the three biggest issues facing your profession in transnational context of 
practice? 

2 mobility of engineers 
4 the need to establish educational standards: some want them . some don't, some it 
depends 
5 the rapid change in technology and the need for information and how to deal with and 
how to keep professionals knowledgeable in the use of technology. 

Anything else? 

1 really enjoy working with the intl community, it is exciting interesting, we learn more 
than we impart. It has been a very rewarding but also very useful, the boundaries and 
walls are coming down. If we continue to think this is not going to happen we put 
ourselves in the way. 

Thank you for taking time to talk. 
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APPENDIX B 

Educational Credit for Training Programs 

Course Titles Provider Listing and Coded Comments 

Marketing in a Global Economy, Advance Consulting Network 
Personal Values and Organizational Ethics, Advance Consulting Network 
Elements of Expatriate Compensation, American Compensation Association 
International Benefits, American Compensation Association 
International Total Remuneration, American Compensation Association 
International Classification of Disease - Clinical Modification, American Health 
Information Management Association 
International Classification of Disease - Beyond the Basics, American Health Information 
Management Association 
International Banking, American Institute of Banking of New Jersey 
International Banking, American Institute of Banking, Mid-Atlantic Chapter 
International Signaling Overview, AT&T Network Education and Training International 
Global Account Management, AT&T School of Business and Technology 
Global Business Fundamentals, AT&T School of Business and Technology 
Global Joint Ventures and Strategic Alliances, AT&T School of Business and 
Technology 
Global Management: An Advanced Business Simulation, AT&T School of Business and 
Technology 
Global Product and Service Management in the Information Age, AT&T School of 
Business and Technology 
Global Sourcing, AT&T School of Business and Technology 
International Business Ethics, AT&T School of Business and Technology 
International Marketing, AT&T School of Business and Technology 
International Travel Security, AT&T School of Business and Technology 
Overview of Global Finance, AT&T School of Business and Technology 
Contracting with Foreign Governments, Educational Services Institute 
Developing International Business and Financial Plans, Educational Services Institute 
Global Marketing, Educational Services Institute 
International Contracting, Educational Services Institute 
International Project Management, Educational Services Institute 
International Financial Management, Educational Services Institute 
International Assessments and Inspections, Federal Aviation Administration FAA 
Academy 
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Fundamental Legal Concepts of Global Procurement, Lucent Technologies Learning and 
Performance Center 
Global Business Fundamentals, Lucent Technologies Learning and Performance Center 
Mini-MBA in Global Business, Lucent Technologies Learning and Performance Center 
Mini-MBA in Global Technology, Lucent Technologies Learning and Performance 
Center 
Negotiation Across Borders, Lucent Technologies Learning and Performance Center 
International Travel, Omega Institute 
Foreign Ownership Control or Influence, Safeguards and Security Central Training 
Academy 
International Finance, US Department of Agriculture Graduate School 
International Monetary Theory, US Department of Agriculture Graduate School 
International Trade and Commercial Policy, US Department of Agriculture Graduate 
School 
Introduction to International Economics I, US Department of Agriculture Graduate 
School 
Introduction to International Economics II, US Department of Agriculture Graduate 
School 
Management Economics for Developing Countries, US Department of Agriculture 
Graduate School 
Human Ecology, US Department of Agriculture Graduate School 
Immigration Law, US Department of Agriculture Graduate School 
Intemational Program Security, US Department of Defense Security Institute 
Leading a Diverse Work Force: The Value of Human Diversity, US West Learning 
Systems 
Managing Development and Diversity, US West Learning Systems 

Sample Coded Narrative from Training Curricula Review 

Information 

"evaluate product and market strategies and identify opportunities and challenges." 
"explain the roles of sales forecasts in decision making and show why forecasting 
intemational sales may be less reliable than forecasting national sales." 
"relate product management concepts from a global setting to the demands of your 
work." 
"design action-oriented strategies created from information about changing intemational 
markets." 
"apply marketing, management and competitive strategies to your products in the global 
marketplace." 
"distinguish between various types of international signaling architectures" 
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"define terms used in international signaling" 
"interpret data from international classification of diseases health documentations" 
"set definitions to international classification of diseases coding processes" 
"translate and evaluate letters of credit from issuing and utilization standpoints" 
"describe international signal functions" 
"understand the international finance transaction" 
"appreciate the trends in international monetary exchange" • 
"scan the globe for relevant information" 
"spot trends and leam where income, population, market potential and competition are 
located today and where they will be tomorrow." 
"vmderstand global brands and products and how they are created." 
"leam how to formulate a market entry strategy for penetrating a new global market" 
"comprehend the safest and most risk free international travel alternatives." 
"analyze current security descriptions for various countries." 
"relate the company's international operating agreements to foreign exchange risks." 
"explain the pros and cons of foreign exchange risk management tools available in the 
market." 
"use, abstract and sequence diagnostic information from health records using the 
international classification system of diseases" 
"develop a strategy for currency of invoice selection in the case of accounts receivable / 
payable and short-term financing." 

People 

"navigate the myriad, sometimes conflicting restrictions and requirements with which 
contractors must contend when working with foreign governmental officials." 
"build stable, profitable business relationships in the global marketplace." 
"develop strategies to build long-term customer / supplier relationships" 
"use appropriate tools to become an effective international business partner" 
"decrease the time and costs of developing a global joint venture and strategic alliance by 
effectively identifying and evaluating potential partners." 
"seize Sourcing opportunities around the globe." 
"effectively negotiate with overseas suppliers by understanding cultural and legal 
differences." 
"develop structure and strategy for resolving customer / supplier / partner dilemmas" 
"strengthen employee loyalty and morale while business efficiency." 

Resources 

"identify critical differences in foreign vs domestic direct investment decisions." 
" incorporate various facets of international finance into pricing, sourcing and sales 
decisions." 
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"develop a strategy for currency of invoice selection in the case of accounts receivable / 
payable and short-term financing." 
"explain the movement of goods and services across borders." 
"decrease the time and costs of developing a global joint venture and strategic alliance by 
effectively identifying and evaluating potential partners." 
"ensure proper operation of a new alliance by employing techniques for coordinating 
resources and ensuring cooperative decision making." 
"identify and serve global needs through worldwide operations" 
"plan and manage an international product portfolio." 
"explain role in international opportunity analyses, global product planning and resource 
and profitability management." 

Svstems 

"explicate framework of the US Foreign Military Sales program. 
"xmderstand goals, structure and scope of the GATT and its procurement code as well as 
European Union procurement regimes." 
"interpret key extraterritorial US laws and regulations." 
"identify and discern differences between contracting with US Government and non-US 
governments." 
"describe the institutional structure of the international finance system and financial 
instruments offered." 
"understand the workings of foreign exchange markets and the impact of macro economic 
policy" 
"describe various aspects of political detention and emergency evacuation" 
"raise awareness of business ethics in different countries" 
"deal with situations involving decision making and ethical values, honesty, trust, respect, 
fairness, law, regulations, strategy and implementation plans." 
"appreciate similarities and differences of doing business in the service sector 
internationally vs domestically." 
"deal with traps and pitfalls of foreign entry." 
"explain role in intemational opportunity analyses, global product planning and resource 
and profitability management." 
"improve the chances for success of a joint venture project by understanding the strengths 
and weaknesses of various structures." 
"appreciate the importance of culture on doing business internationally." 
"realize the steps needed to institutionalize a global account management mindset" 
"identify various legal and regulatory constraints that dominate intemational finance" 
"describe how various countries manage compensation and benefits" 
"describe how different governments apply laws and regulations" 
"describe the critical differences between intemational and local compensation practices" 
"improve understanding of major global forces as they impact markets and customers" 
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"develop a global orientation in account management" 
"describe common and emerging expatriate compensation programs" 
"understand the purpose of international classification of diseases" 
"identify international services banks provide" 
"understand the international implications of marketing" 
"list advantages of each type of signaling system" 
"describe business contexts in which various international staffing and compensation 
strategies are effective" 
"evaluate various country risk assessments as they pertain to economic and political 
factors" 
"develop awareness of the globalization of markets and factors that drive globalization" 
"identify market groupings across countries at a macro level" 
"evaluate business, government and consumer markets at a micro level and estimate 
demand" 
"develop global market strategies" 
"identify and understand the different stages in the evolution of global business strategy 
and the differences between a global business strategy and domestic, multinational or 
international business strategies." 
"appreciate the broad contexts of global business markets" 

Technoloev 

"distinguish between various types of international signaling architectures" 
"define terms used in international signaling" 
"list advantages of each type of signaling system" 
"understand how technology (hardware and software) can be harnessed to meet both long 
term and short term corporate marketing and profit objectives." 
"forecast technological changes by understanding the dynamics of technological change." 
"understand the new challenges of global management of technology including time-
based competition and managing cross-cultural teams." 
"analyze ways in which globalization and regionalization have affected strategic attitudes 
and practices towards the development and diffusion of technology." 
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APPENDIX C 

Sample Focus Group Session Coded Transcription 

Focus Group #1 

Georgetown University Conference Center 
5/11/98 

I would like to begin by asking each of you to identify who you are for whom you work 
and the origins, purposes and activities of your organizations, and what is the relevance of 
your work to cross-border mobility. 

#1: My name is and I am the executive director of (an intl organization dealing with 
nurse anesthetists), what was the next thing? 

The origins, purposes and activities. 

#1:4 we started in 1989 with three primary focuses: education, continuing and 
recognition and practice of nurse anesthesia throughout the world. 4 I think probably 
within the EU today there is still a problem with the movement of NA's from one country 
to another country, and that same thing exists throughout the world in that licenser is a 
barrier because we have to licensed nurses first in order to go into a NA program. 4 This 
(licensing as a barrier) is not only hindering mobility but student exchange programs, 
faculty exchange programs because it takes some much time to become licensed within 
another country, and I think licensure is the biggest obstacle to mobility. 

#4: My name is and I'm with the (organization dedicated to building codes and building 
inspectors). I am the certification coordinator, project manager. We are 76 years old. 4 
There purpose is to create building codes to protect public safety; they do this by 
certifying public and private inspectors. 2 The focus we have is to bring about one 
national building code and to protect public safety by extending our building codes to 
other areas of the world where there are no codes or lesser codes through seeing if 
inspectors can receive a national certification which began in Feb. 

#3: My name is and I am the vice president of (an organization of state boards dedicated 
to physical therapist licensing), incorporated in 1986. 4 And we represent all the 
licensure boards in the US for licensing physical therapists and assistants. 2 Our purpose 
is public protection. 4 We are non-governmental and we make recommendations for 
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standards for entry-level practice and to ensure that such standards are not reasonable 
barriers to practice. I have also have a background in the corporate sector working with(a 
us-based multinational corporation). 

#5: My name is and I'm the director of the (an organization providing foreign credential 
information on physical therapists). 4 Its focus has to deal with the 1996 immigration act 
and particularly section 343 for all foreign educated allied health providers, actually 23 or 
24 professions. We focus on one profession and that is physical therapy. 4 The idea 
behind this new organization is to provide certification under section 343 in the US. 4 
That would mean that the agency would be responsible for verifying that individuals who 
practice PT meet a certain level of proficiency on a certifying examination. 2 It 
(certification) that they can communicate with patients in English. 4 We also ensure that 
their license from the home country is unencumbered and to consider if they have an 
equivalent degree in education to anyone educated in the US in PT. So actually we have 
a tremendous impact on individuals coming in. 3 One beneficial impact or side effect of 
the creation of the creation of an organization like this is that certification will be 
beneficial to them even if they practice in their own countries through their marketability 
and then come to the US to practice. 

#2: My name is and I am the director of (architecture registration board in the 
southwestern US). I am also the region 6 representative for(a national organization for 
architecture registration), and I also sit on the international relations committee for (a 
professional association dedicated to licensing professionals).. 1 On the national level I 
take part in the administrators task force about issues of foreign licensure. 3 (the national 
architectural registration organization) is trying to export their exam to the rest of the 
world. 4 Currently they (the national architectural board) are working with Chinese to 
develop an exam that will allow for reciprocity between the two countries and that that 
exam will be the prototype for testing throughout the world for actual competence. 

For the next question, please comment upon what you feel promotes or hinders 
professional mobility within your profession. 

#3: 4 In the US we have 53 different jurisdictions for PT who are members of the 
federation and have 53 different ways of dealing with the issues of mobility and standards 
for practice; there is some consistency generally speaking but also a lack of consistency. 
4 And that means that a foreign educated individual trying to enter the US has to focus on 
the state where licensing from one state to another is different and even if they can license 
in one state that doesn't mean they can practice in another state. 1 One of the things that 
we are doing at the federation is to launch a model practice act; as a membership 
organization where the jurisdictions are its members we are not disposed to telling 
jurisdictions what to do, but with the model practice act it is part of the agreed upon goal 
of the organization to promote reasonable standards. 
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#1: We have something that is very similar. 4 One of the problems we have is the 
diversity of educational backgroimds, and it is for that reason that one of the first things 
we did as to adopt international educational standards, and it just now that many of the 
member countries of the organization are adopting these standards so that there will be 
some uniformity in the education of nurse anesthetists through the world. 

#2: 41 would agree with #3 and that also assessing competency has become a major 
inhibiting factor because for the foreign national they may be quite competent in their 
own country but when they come here they are judged at least as far as architecture is 
concerned by our standards not by theirs and so it places an extra burden on the foreign 
national to provide evidence of competency. 

#4; 2 I think one of the biggest barriers is still perceptions and what we encounter is 
people's perception that they caimot stay or maintain their opportunities for employment 
and that by doing an international or national certification somehow it will lessen their 
opportunities. 4 The following area becomes education as to what their true opportunities 
are, what the possible expansion of opportimities are. 4 The other thing is that we deal 
with individual jurisdictions and the conflicts between accreditation, certification and 
licensure. 3 And the fact that licensure is tied so closely to revenue that organizations 
whose licensing started out as protection of public safety now becomes of protection of 
their revenues. And people's employment associated with licensure. 4 Coupled with the 
movement of unions around the country and around the world for the building industry 
who resist any effort to increase regulation through building codes or any type of 
regulation that they presume are restrictions in construction that may have an influence 
upon their members. 2 Leadership of unions directly respond to that protectionism 
because it shows they are responding to the needs of their members. 2 So what we have 
found in the certification process is through examining the skills, knowledge and abilities 
of people through large scale surveys enable us to identify things. 1 And then (after we 
identify competencies) the problem is getting subject matter experts come in and focus to 
come up with something that has validity, relevancy and criticality to the whole process. 

#5: 4 We also have to keep in mind that our organization has an examination that all 
individuals who want to become PT's must take. 4 But it is a standardized situation 
where everyone is in a professional school and in all the jurisdictions the examination 
process is the same. 2 And for the foreign educated person who has worked in the US 
would know what that standard is wherever he goes even though there may be standards 
that are different and specific in each state. 4 As far as the new organization, the idea 
would be to find a consensused set of standards which accurately reflect what is 
necessary to practice PT in the US and equivalent what a US person's experience has 
been in the education arena; it also acts as a benchmark that a person could identify what 
they would need to practice in the US. And ofcourse it is good to remember that these 
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things that are based on consensus and have the ability to evolve in different directions, 
but they can stay status quo as well. 2 But these are the things which fall into place which 
people who want to come to the US have the ability to say OK I can meet this bar. I can 
meet this particular standard.. 4 As long as the standard is fair and they understand how 
the standard was reached and the methodology that was behind it depending upon your 
point of view or the individual's point of view it can help expedite the process and 
actually open up a system which can actually become accepted by the system here. 

What are the guidelines necessary for transnational professional practice? 

#3 Could you clarify that? 

What standards or guidelines (terms used interchangeably) what should those standards 
or guidelines look like? What are the competencies, the abilities, the knowledge that you 
feel result in a professional who is prepared to practice globally in a regulated profession? 

#3:41 was focusing on an earlier point about the establishment of standards which 
require a certain validity and reliability and so forth; of each country individually, the 
problem with globalization of standards is reaching a minimum core of standards required 
across all countries that met the true public protection needs (not just the economic 
protection needs) of that country. A dozen or so years ago I did a job analysis for practice 
in psychology for the US and Canada and recently I did the same type of analysis for 
physical therapy. 4 It (the job task analysis in PT) looked at the question, what is actually 
done in that country that is necessary for health and safety at the entry level of the 
profession? It is a very focused kind of question about entry level aspects of the 
profession; it is not talking about higher level of competency. 4 It addresses minimum 
levels of competency at entry level of practice for the profession. 2 And critical to this is 
that it is not this list of competencies is not developed by the professional association; it 
wasn't the federation that determined the competencies to protect public safety but we 
asked the practitioners in the US we asked the practitioners in Canada. 2 That's 
(consensus among practitioners) the basis for coming up with a sensible standard in your 
country. 4 If in that context there are significant differences between one country and the 
other country it is not as much of a problem as having standards set at a level of 
competency for entry-level practice set by the practitioners. I So I focus on source of 
determination of standards. 

#2: 41 think your question implies that there are standards set; I think the whole 
problem is that in many cases there aren't; and this is something we are in the infancy 
stage with right now in developing what are those standards because I do think they vary 
firom country to country and there are certain expectations that exist from one source that 
don't exist in another or vary significantly. 4 So I think it's a problem that this basic or 
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as #3 says setting this basic or minimum level of professionalism you require to practice 
is not in place yet. 

#5: 4 A lot of it has to do that I have noticed in this area of PT is what you can legally do 
from one country to another to practice and these things have been incorporated into the 
education systems. 4 Specifically when you ask what PT's do in one country it is a 
problem when they come to this country and especially to practice in one state or another 
where standards for patient care vary. I don't know if this raises the standard from one 
place to another. 4 One thing #3 is aware of is that the federation has done in the past is 
working on standards issues through the foreign education committee and an alliance in 
Canada who sits on the foreign education committee and this committee has historically 
looked at the standards and made recommendations with the input of a perspective 
coming from a foreign country; and that gives the opportunity to look at other avenues to 
say OK maybe this is not necessary. 4 I am not going to say they (looking at other 
countries' standards) have a cotistant and inmiediate impact on the process but they do 
have an incremental impact on this type of process. So it is sort of slow. It is a matter of 
deciding that the standards are different in different countries of what people can do and 
to make it amenable for people to cross borders; it is evolutionary. 

#1:41 think in addition to adopting international standards at least for us that there needs 
to be some kind of accreditation process for all the educational programs whether it be a 
regional or an international accreditation process. 4 As an example a NA from another 
country caimot come to the US and take they certifying exam because they require that 
the graduate must be the graduate of an accredited program. 4 If there were to be an 
international accreditation program, it will enable them to take the certifying exam. 

#3: 4 It is an excellent idea and in physical therapy we have the program which accredits 
PT in the US and has done some intl accreditation. 4 So the accreditation standards are 
key but for them to be applicable intemationally we do have to address the issue of level 
of education. 4 What I mean by that is that in the US most states have direct access 
where a person can open up shop put out a shingle and operate without a physician's 
referral. 1 Now I am not saying that all US programs teach people how to operate 
independently but there's a situation where you can have subject matter comparability 
but not level of comparability in how to think and problem solve. 2 So if the 
international accreditation which is an excellent idea and the standard is to work 
successfully we need to address the level at which people operate in those coimtries and 
actually shoot for the highest one. 

#4: What was this question again? I seem to have lost track. 

It is to see from your experience what are the guidelines that should be used for 
professionals in transnational contexts of practice. 
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#4: I just wanted to make sure that I was hitting your mark here. 2 What we found 
necessary is going back to that minimally competent person, identifying those people and 
having g them be at such a level that any guideline would say that this substantially 
describes the person we recognize. 2 And in cases where we have had difficulties getting 
people to cooperate or go along with us, we have gone the extra mile with work and said 
OK we can help you with a siipplemental type of registration or certification. 1 
Something that way (providing supplemental training and education for registration) that 
would fill in the gaps where you feel is short of where you would like to be. 2 What this 
(allowing for supplemental training) was able to do in several cases for us while allowing 
them to become associated with us to find out what the breadth, depth and scope of the 
standards were; become comfortable reasonably comfortable and almost in almost in 
every case drop their individual standards. 

What do you feel needs to happen to develop, improve and disseminate in the field these 
guidelines for transnational practice? 

#4: 4 How we attempt to do that is to have an exam development committee made up of 
practitioners both public and private, and then after a certification exam is on line we 
maintain that test through a test maintenance committee. 2 We allow people input 
constant review and challenges with committee members responding to those. We are 
constantly analyzing what we are doing is it relevant, valid, and whether it is critical to 
the profession. 

#2: I may not have heard the question right but, what I heard you say was. 4 Let me put 
it this way, I am concerned that we have to be careful here, at least as far as I am 
concerned about not imposing firom the US what they want on the rest of the world. 41 
would see the answer to your question that maybe establishing a separate entity which 
will either profession by profession some kind of umbrella organization which would 
monitor how professionalism is practiced across national boundaries, and I don't know if 
it has to be that way but certain professions will require a separate entity and some 
professions already have things in place that may work. 

#5: That is a very interesting idea. 1 As far as this particular concern is to try and make 
the information available and to identify all relevant parties as much as possible in terms 
of education in different countries, identify individuals who recruit foreign educated 
providers and bring them to the US and make them aware of what the rules are. 3 And 
that gives everyone the opportunity to see and I would imagine that the two things that 
come to mind maybe when I start thinking about the Americanization issue as well as the 
global issue is that there may be some countries where a separate entity could do this is to 
say well which coimtry will actually allow in the area of PT, US PT's entry into those 
particular types of markets and why not particularly when the market is already saturated; 
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I guess in some situations where nations would produce PT's who are designed to come 
and work in the US. 2 For example a US citizen could go into a country and obtain the 
type of education that is necessary to practice and that has an ability and opportunity to 
get a license to practice in that particular country where they receive that education; those 
type of issues need to be looked at too to truly open up the door where you have people 
going back and forth. 2 But those are issues for another time but for this particular issue 
the identify all the relevant parties as much as possible and try to disseminate the 
information so they will know where the bar is. 

#4: 2 The best way to bridge the gap it is very critical being willing to work with subject 
matter experts who help in this process with different groups nominating who theses 
subject matter experts are; it helps to eliminate the biases. 2 We found that (diverse 
representation on testing subject matter committees) quite helpful across the country 
where we deal with some real strong protection groups that by allowing each organization 
to furnish a representatives so they don't feel threatened of coerced, and we certainly 
make sure we give everybody the forum to express themselves and their concerns trying 
to understand before being understood. 

#l: Early you mentioned minimal competencies. 2 How do you propose to assess 
minimal competency besides taking a certifying exam or something like that: when it 
comes to skills, who is the responsible person to ascertain whether someone meets a 
minimal competency? Are you looking at educational programs? Or are you looking at 
the profession? 

#4: 2 We are looking at recognized practitioners. 

#1:2 But who is looking at them? 

#4: 2 Well, in our case it is the certification committee, the exam development 
committee with eyes on the practitioners out there to say what should an entry level 
practitioner be. 2 One of the things we do is to spend time with the committees no matter 
which committee they are to be sure that everybody in their minds knows who that 
minimally competent person is. 2 And it (identifying entry-level competencies) comes 
down to this, hopefully we end up talking about a person who is a consciously competent 
person, someone who at least knows how to go look for the right person, and the problem 
there is that you deal with people who are unconsciously competent in the committees 
usxially, and we have to back them up in time where they entered the profession - what 
were your skills; sometimes that is possible and sometimes it is not. 

Anything to add relevant to any of the issues we discussed? 
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#3: 4 In terms of the barriers to mobility, sometimes what we have is a country that has a 
certain schizophrenia between our laws and the letter of GATS agreements and NAFTA; 
for example on Sept. 30 1996 the president signed the immigration reform act and there is 
a section of that act that bears on professional services. 3 It (the new regulation) is 
apparent that the intent of that section is economic to protect US jobs and it calls for a 
different standard than what we have been talking about here today. 4 For example on the 
issues of education by law means educational standards and its comparability to US 
education not that education that is necessary to practice, and so you have a country 
which has laws which are different from the trade e^reements that we have actually 
signed. 

#1: Like the trade that has been signed after NAFTA, it is still impossible for a nurse or 
nurse anesthetist from Mexico to emigrate into this country because of immigration 
restrictions. 

#2: It is not just restrictions. 4 We have been working with a Mexican university and 
NAFTA basically is a permission, let them do this so to speak, but it is left to the 
professions to determine if it is possible. 4 NAFTA says we would like this happen, do 
what you have to do to make it so; we have been discovering that there is a such a wide 
discrepancy that at this point it is stalled because there is no way yet we have found to get 
to some kind of congruence; at some point we are going to say OK. now we can have this 
cross pollination. 41 don't see so much the schizophrenic.; I think it is saying this is our 
intent, do what you can but in this case 1 think it is going to be quite a while before we 
are going to have mutual recognition. 

#1:4 Even if the recognition is there, there are still those quotas or restrictions of 
immigration of professionals. 

#3: In terms of the use of schizophrenia, it just feels like schizophrenia being a former 
psychologist. 4 We have the intent of the NAFTA and GATS agreement to permit free 
mobility based on competency and then we have other laws that work against it. For 
better or worse I am not debating the merits of a law that is for another venue. Part of the 
problem is the agreements themselves. 4 If you focus on the dispute resolution parts of 
the intemational agreements, what you have is agreements without teeth. Unlike the 
internal trade agreements in Canada which have teeth; in NAFTA and GATS there are no 
teeth, you have dispute resolution in which it almost impossible to get anything. 4 Take 
for example the GATS agreement: You know the great state of Texas, you could have a 
requirement where all foreign educated PT's have to be hung by their ffeet or a weekend 
before they can be licensed, (and it would be) a totally ridiculous kind of requirement, 
(but) under the GATS agreement you would have to get Mexico to complain to an entity; 
the entity would then try to convince the US to come down on the state of Texas but the 
trade representatives office can't really do anything, (and) what would happen is that one 
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or more congressional committees would have to agree to penalize the state. And even in 
the unlikely that they would agree, under the GATS agreement there is no retroactive 
penalty. 4 So you can actually, I am picking a ridiculous example about being hung by 
the feet, then the professional committees will say you shouldn't do that anymore, so for 
their having done that up to that point there is no penalty. 

#1: This is never going to happen until somebody challenges that, right? 

#3; Absolutely. 

#2: 1 I tend draw a distinction because there are different kinds of practices of 
professionalism. 5 Obviously, in PT you cannot practice at long distances but there are 
major services that can be provided without leaving the home country, (and) those kinds 
of things are more likely to succeed with a GATS or NAFTA agreement; with 
telecommunicalions it is wide open: Once you have a service you can package and send 
electronically you are in a whole different area. 

#5: That can affect a PT too 1 can guarantee you. 

#4: 5 The barrier then becomes physical touch; if physical touch is required in the 
service, then telecommunications is not going to be a big answer. 

#1: And telecommunications is not available everywhere. If you go to a less developed 
country, you have to have electricity first. 

#2; Or a dam good battery. 

#5: But it can affect things like on-site and off-site supervision. For example in the area 
of PT, in some states they require that a PT be on call or so many minutes or miles away. 
5 I can see with telecommunications and telemedicine, you can have a PT 300 miles away 
and have a PTA who knows what they are doing they can communicate, so technology 
plays a very important role. 
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APPENDIX D 

Rubric Coding Protocol 

For Informant Interviews, Training Curricula and Focus Groups 

Whether implied or explicitly stated, narrative data should be coded corresponding to the 
following definitions. 

Information (Coded #1) 

Narrative associated with acquiring, organizing, maintaining, evaluating, processing and 
interpreting ideas or facts and their application toward to plan or strategy development. 

People (Coded #2) 

Narrative associated with conununicating, teaching, serving, negotiating, leading, 
facilitating an individual or persons belonging to a certain place, community, or group 
and the concomitant act of giving or exchanging information or persuasion through 
speaking, gestures or writing and the development and maintenance of relationships 
especially within contexts of different cultural and linguistic backgrounds and settings. 

Resources (Coded #3) 

Narrative associated with allocating, time, measurement, office space, costs, revenues, 
property, profit, loss, or assets employed when working with overseas clients or partners. 

Systems (Coded #4) 

Narrative associated with understanding, designing, appreciating, monitoring, improving 
and coping with an established set, classification or arrangement of procedures, facts, 
principles, rules , methods, phases, or plans within different social, organizational, 
economic, and political systems encountered in transnational practice. 

Technology (Coded #5) 

Narrative associated with selecting, using, troubleshooting and maintaining electronic 
equipment, tools, media, software applications and applying the technology to specific 
tasks related to practice in transnational contexts. 
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Procedure 

Each transcript (informant interviews and focus group sessions) and training course 
description is read one time through. Then, on the second read-through, each sentence 
(with relevance to iitearcy in transnational context) is coded (numbered 1-5) at the 
beginning of the sentence. Where multiple coding applies in a single sentence, i.e. coding 
at the phrase level, periods are inserted at the end of the cluster and the appropriate 
coding is placed at the beginning. Parenthetical remarks may be inserted for clarity within 
phrases or for pmoun antecendents. This procedure allows for Word 7.0 search and 
replacement of periods with period + paragraph marks. A simple text sort (ascending 
alphanumeric) is then performed resulting in numbered (coded) remarks groupings for 
analysis. 
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